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APPLICATION UNDER SECTION 243 OF THE BANKRUPTCY AND INSOLVENCY 
ACT AND SECTION 101 OF THE COURTS OF JUSTICE ACT 

 
FOURTH REPORT OF THE RECEIVER 

DATED APRIL 9, 2021 
INTRODUCTION 

1. On May 31, 2018, pursuant to an order of the Honourable Mr. Justice Wilton-Siegel, made 

on an application by Donald Dal Bianco (“Dal Bianco”), Crowe Soberman Inc. was 

appointed as Receiver (the “Receiver”) of (collectively the “Property”): 

(i) the property known municipally as 215 and 219 Lexington Road, Waterloo, Ontario 

N2K 2E1 (the “Real Property”);   

(ii) the assets and undertakings of Deem Management Services Limited (“Deem 

Management”) related to the Real Property; and  

(iii) the property, assets and undertakings of the Uptown Inc. (the “Uptown”, together with 

Deem Management the “Companies”). 
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2. A copy of Justice Wilton-Siegel’s Order dated May 31, 2018 (the “Receivership Order”) 

is attached hereto as Appendix “A”. 

3. This report (the “Fourth Report”) is filed by Crowe Soberman Inc. in its capacity as the 

Receiver of the Property of the Companies. 

4. The orders and reports referred to in this report, together with related Court documents, are 

posted on the Receiver’s website, which can be found at: 

https://www.crowesobermaninc.com/insolvency-cases/deem-management-services-limited/ 

BACKGROUND 

5. The background to the Property is more fully set out in the First Report dated June 8, 2018, 

a copy of which is attached hereto without appendices as Appendix “B”. By way of 

overview: 

a) Deem Management is a company that has been working for many decades in the 
Ontario nursing home and retirement home sector.  It was the registered owner of 
the Real Property. 

b) A portion of the Real Property was vacant land where the Project (defined below) 
had started.  The remaining land contained the operating Pinehaven Nursing Home 
(“Pinehaven”), which is an unrelated third-party nursing home business. Part of 
Deem Management’s business involved the collection of rent from Pinehaven. 

c)  The Uptown operated a presentation centre located on the Real Property and was 
engaged in the planning in connection with the redevelopment of the Real Property, 
as a seniors retirement residence called the Uptown Residences (the “Project”). 
The work carried out by the Companies had primarily been in the nature of 
obtaining approvals relative to Phase 1 of the Project, and the excavation and 
installation of caissons necessary for that part of the development.  

d) Both Deem Management and the Uptown are owned by Rob Dal Bianco (“Rob”), 
who is the sole director of the Companies, and is the son of Dal Bianco. 

e) Maxion Management Services Inc. (“Maxion”) was the general contractor on the 
Project. The Receiver understands that Maxion is owned by Paul Michelin. The 
Receiver was advised by counsel for Michelin and Maxion that its clients assert an 
ownership claim in Uptown, and are therefore claiming a beneficial interest in the 
Project.  

https://www.crowesobermaninc.com/insolvency-cases/deem-management-services-limited/
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f) The Receiver understands that Maxion was advised by Rob to cease all construction 

activities in early 2018. Shortly after construction ceased, around March 7, 2018, 
various service providers registered construction liens against title to the Property 
totalling $7,673,672.48. 
 

g) In addition to the amounts claimed by the construction lien claimants, the 
Application Record dated May 28, 2018, outlined various mortgages and loans 
registered against title to the Property exceeding $20 million.  

PROCEDURAL HISTORY OF THE RECEIVERSHIP 

6. Following its appointment, the Receiver filed its First Report, dated June 7, 2018 with the 

Court. The purpose of the First Report was to approve a proposed sales process, which 

essentially continued a prior sales process already commenced by the Companies. 

7. The Receiver filed its Second Report with the Court on July 9, 2018 to seek an approval 

and vesting order for the sale with the preferred purchaser. In addition, the Second Report 

sought authority to pay the amounts owing under the first ranking mortgage in favour of 

Institutional Mortgage Capital Canada Inc. (“IMC”) and under the second ranking 

mortgage in favour of Dal Bianco. An Approval and Vesting Order was granted by the 

Honourable Justice McEwen on July 17, 2018. 

8. The Receiver notes that in response to the Second Report, certain construction lien 

claimants advised of their concerns on the proposed distributions, including whether the 

holdback obligations of the Companies may be greater than the amount being proposed to 

be reserved, and what impact repaying the first and second mortgage may have on their 

claims as set out in the Construction Act. Accordingly, the Receiver adjourned the 

distribution part of its motion to August 14, 2018 in order to gather more information from 

those lien claimants and to consult with the stakeholders.   

9. On August 13, 2018 the Receiver filed its Supplementary Report to the Second Report with 

the Court. The purpose of the Supplementary Report was to report on the Receiver’s review 

of the mortgagee and lien claimant priority issues and to request authority for the Receiver 

to pay the IMC mortgage and the second ranking mortgage of Dal Bianco subject to 

maintaining a reserve of at least $2,355,904.10 as well as the amounts necessary to pay the 
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professional fees owing to the Receiver and its counsel, and amounts required to complete 

the administration of the estate. The Receiver did not at that time seek authority to make 

any distributions to the third-ranking mortgage in favour of Dal Bianco (“Third Ranking 

Mortgage”), because the circumstances of how and when it was granted required 

examination. There was also a corresponding set of objections from other creditors. 

10. The Honourable Regional Senior Justice Morawetz (as he then was) granted an order to 

that effect on August 14, 2018, which also directed the Receiver not to make any other 

distributions except those authorized by the Court. 

11. The Receiver filed its Third Report with the Court, dated February 8, 2019. The Third 

Report, among other things, set out various details on the completion of the sale of the 

Property. In addition, the Third Report sought directions regarding the enforceability of the 

Third Ranking Mortgage granted to Dal Bianco. A copy of the Third Report without 

appendices is attached hereto as Appendix “C”. 

12. Subsequent to the Third Report, other parties such as Dal Bianco, Deem Management and 

Maxion submitted affidavit materials on the issues raised in the Third Report or that the 

parties wanted to raise in that regard.  Attempts to arrange cross-examinations on those 

affidavit proved unsuccessful, but ultimately the parties all agreed that cross-examinations 

were not required and that the matters were ready for hearing. 

13. The Receiver filed a Supplementary Report to the Third Report dated October 30, 2019. 

The Supplementary Report was in support of the Receiver’s motion for directions 

regarding the Third Ranking Mortgage. The Supplementary Report also, among other 

things, set out activities since the Third Report including procedural matters, materials filed 

by various stakeholders and issues arising from them, and attempts by the receiver to secure 

the companies’ records. 

14. The hearing on the issues raised in the Third Report and in the parties’ affidavit material 

proceeded before the Honourable Justice Penny on November 21, 2019.  Despite the 

previous position that cross-examinations were not required, several of the parties took the 

position at that hearing that cross-examinations were required.  As a result, the Court set a 

timetable for the delivery of any further material, for cross-examinations and for a trial of 
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an issue in March of 2020, a copy of which is attached as Appendix ”D”.  That 

endorsement also included a direction that all perfected lien claims were deemed to have 

been set down for trial within the meaning of s. 37 of the Construction Act. 

15. The Court on November 21, 2019 also approved the Third Report and Supplementary 

Report as well as the fees and disbursements of the Receiver and of its counsel.  A copy of 

that Order is attached as Appendix “E”. 

PURPOSE 

16. The purpose of this Fourth Report is to: 

a) Report to the Court on the activities of the Receiver since the date of the 

Supplementary Report to the Third Report; 

b) Report to the Court and the parties regarding the Receiver’s review of the subtrade 

lien claims; 

c) Report to the Court on further steps in the Receivership and seek direction from the 

Court regarding the involvement of the Receiver in those steps; 

d) Provide the Court with a summary of the Receiver’s cash receipts and 

disbursements for the period from February 1, 2019 to March 31, 2021; and 

e) Seek an Order: 

i. Approving the Fourth Report and the Receiver’s conduct and activities 

described therein; and 

ii. Approving the fees and disbursements of the Receiver and of the Receiver’s 

counsel to February 28, 2021. 

TERMS OF REFERENCE 

17. In developing this Fourth Report, the Receiver has relied upon certain unaudited financial 

information prepared by the Companies’ management and staff, the Companies’ books and 

records and discussions with their management, staff, agents, and consultants. The 
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Receiver has not performed an audit or other verification of such information. The Receiver 

expresses no opinion or other form of assurance with respect to the accuracy of any 

financial information presented in this report, or relied upon by the Receiver in preparing 

this Fourth Report. 

ACTIVITIES SINCE THE SUPPLEMENT TO THE THIRD REPORT 

Severing of s. 78 issues 

18. The parties again failed to conduct cross-examinations on the affidavit materials filed in 

response to the Third Report, despite the court-ordered timetable in the November 21, 2019 

endorsement. 

19. As a result, on January 29, 2020, the Receiver and the parties attended a scheduling hearing.  

The parties requested that the issue of the application of s. 78 of the Construction Act be 

severed from the other issues raised in the Third Report and that such hearing proceed first. 

Justice Hainey agreed and a hearing date of March 6, 2020 to determine the Construction 

Act. S. 78 issues, with a trial of an issue on the remaining issues in the Third Report 

rescheduled for June.  A copy of the January 29, 2020 endorsement is attached as 

Appendix “F”. 

The s. 78 motion 

20. In order to prepare for the March 6, 2020 hearing, the Receiver and the parties compiled 

an agreed statement of facts.  

21. On March 6, 2020, the Receiver and the parties attended a hearing before Justice Gilmore 

to argue the priorities under section 78 of the Construction Act between the construction 

liens and the Third Ranking Mortgage. 

22. By reasons released on March 10, 2020, Justice Gilmore held that the lien claimants had 

priority over the Third Ranking Mortgage in respect of the Property and the proceeds of 

sale of the Property pursuant to s. 78 of the Construction Act.  A copy of those reasons for 

decision is attached as Appendix “G”. 
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Appellate issues regarding the s. 78 decision 

23. On March 19, 2020, Don Dal Bianco filed an appeal of the s. 78 decision. 

24. As a result of a disagreement among the parties in correspondence, the Receiver filed a 

Notice of Motion on July 16, 2020, for directions on whether the appeal of March 6 order 

should be heard in the Court of Appeal or the Divisional Court, and if it is the Divisional 

Court, then should the proceeding be transferred to that Court. The motion was heard on 

July 28, 2020. 

25. On July 28, Justice Jamal ordered that the motion be heard before a three judge panel 

because a single judge did not have jurisdiction on the issue. The hearing was set to be 

heard on September 3, 2020 before the panel. 

26. The Receiver attended before the panel at the Court of Appeal and on September 18, 2020 

the panel ruled that the jurisdiction to hear the appeal was the Court of Appeal.  However, 

that motion did not address whether leave to appeal was required pursuant to section 193 

of the BIA. 

27. A motion by Maxion before the Court of Appeal seeking to strike out Dal Bianco’s appeal 

on the basis that it required leave was scheduled for February 8, 2021.  That motion did not 

proceed, because Maxion and Dal Bianco resolved the issue by agreeing that leave to 

appeal was required and that such leave would be sought at the hearing of the appeal. 

28. The Court of Appeal set March 5, 2021 to hear the appeal the s. 78 decision. 

Further steps in the Receivership 

29. Due to the COVID restrictions on court operations, the scheduled 3 day trial of an issue 

did not proceed in June of 2020. 

30. On June 30, 2020, the Receiver attended a scheduling hearing before Justice Hainey to 

discuss whether that trial should be scheduled for October 26, 2020 or in the later part of 

2021.  With the consent of the parties, the Receiver requested that the trial be adjourned to 
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a date to be set later, because the outcome of the appeal from the decision of Justice 

Gilmore could make that trial moot. 

31. The Receiver then entered discussions with all the stakeholders about a possible a 

mediation of some or all issues. Although several attempts were made to convene a 

mediation hearing, Maxion did not agree to a mediation despite all other stakeholders 

agreeing, and attempts to arrange a mediation among Dal Bianco and the subtrades were 

ultimately not successful. 

32. A case conference before Justice Gilmore on February 9, 2021 was held by the Receiver’s 

counsel in which the parties agreed that a reference to a Master be made to determine the 

validity and quantum of the lien claims, as well as determining how much is owing to 

Maxion (if anything) and how much is the statutory holdback for the project. 

33. The order for the reference to the Master has not yet been approved by Dal Bianco. 

New claim by Maxion and its impact 

34. On February 12, 2021, Maxion and other related companies to Maxion, along with its 

principal Paul Michelin served an Amended Statement of Claim to a Notice of Action 

issued March 6, 2020 against the Companies (in receivership), as well as Don Dal Bianco, 

Rob Dal Bianco and certain partners of Blaney McMurtry, lawyers for Don Dal Bianco. 

Attached here as Appendix “H” is a copy of the Amended Statement of Claim. 

35. As a result of this new claim, counsel for Dal Bianco was unable to proceed with the appeal 

scheduled on March 5, 2021 or to take any other steps while their ability to continue on as 

counsel was being discussed with their insurer. 

36. As of the date of this report, Blaney McMurtry advises that those issues remain unresolved, 

such that they and Dal Bianco are unable to respond to the issues in the Receivership or to 

reschedule the appeal. 
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SUBTRADE LIEN REVIEW 

37. In December of 2019, the subtrade lien claimants asked the Receiver to review their lien 

claims.  In order to do so, the subtrades provided the Receiver with affidavits setting out 

the basis for those claims as well as certain evidence and documentation.  Attached are: 

a) the affidavit of Gordon Ho sworn December 23, 2019 on behalf of EXP Services 
Inc. as Appendix “I”; 

b) the affidavit of Michael Cianchetti sworn December 18, 2019 on behalf of Deep 
Foundations Contractors Inc., now GFL Infrastructure Group Inc., as Appendix 
“J”; 

c) the affidavit of Rod Rowbotham sworn January 17, 2020 on behalf of Onespace 
Unlimited Inc., as Appendix “K”;  and 

d) the affidavit of Roger Kieswetter sworn December 19, 2019 on behalf of Kieswetter 
Excavating Inc. as Appendix “L”. 

38. The Receiver also requested further materials from the subtrade lien claimants in 

connection with allegations by Rob Dal Bianco on behalf of Deem Management that work 

on the project in question was supposed to have stopped on January 24, 2018, because if 

that were the case then the timeliness of the steps taken by the lien claimants to enforce 

their lien claims may have been an issue.  The subtrade lien claimants provided the 

correspondence they had with Maxion as their contracting party between January 24, 2018 

and the date of their respective claims for lien.  The documentation provided does not 

suggest that the subtrades were instructed by Maxion to cease work, and Maxion’s 

evidence is also that work did not cease as of January 24, 2018.  Based on the 

documentation provided and the dates claimed by subtrades as being the last point at which 

materials or services were supplied to the project, it is the Receiver’s view that the subtrade 

lien claims be regarded as made in time within the meaning of the Construction Act as to 

both the time required for a lien to be registered (or preserved in that Act’s terminology) 

and the time for an action to be started in support of a lien with registration of a certificate 

on title (or perfected in that Act’s terminology).  The Receiver’s analysis of the timeliness 

issues is attached as Appendix “M”. 

39. Having considered the procedural requirements for the subtrade lien claims, the Receiver 

also reviewed those claims for their substance, including the quantum sought.  The 
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Receiver has also noted certain further documentation or information that may be necessary 

in order to establish that the last dates when materials or services were supplied.  The results 

of the Receiver’s review in that regard are attached as Appendix “N”. 

40. The Receiver notes that, even if the Receiver’s review of the subtrade lien claims were 

accepted by the partis or the Court, that would not allow for a determination of the amounts 

payable to the subtrade lien claimants from the funds held by the Receiver from the sale of 

the project.  This is because of uncertainty about the nature and extent of Maxion’s 

involvement in the project.  Maxion has claimed that it was the general contractor, but has 

also claimed that it was a beneficial owner of part of the project under one or more 

arrangements with Deem Management1, which Deem Management disputes.2  This yields 

the following further issues: 

a)  if Maxion was the general contractor on the project, then s. 17 of the Construction 

Act limits the right of these subtrades to claim against the funds held by the Receiver 

to the lesser of (i) what is owed to Maxion as general contractor under its liens, and 

(ii) the amount of holdback on the project;  and 

b) if Maxion was not the general contractor (for example because it was also an 

“owner” within the meaning of the Construction Act and its jurisprudence, which 

could result in Maxion being disentitled to a lien) then the subtrade lien claimants 

could be entitled to the full value of their liens as against the funds held by the 

Receiver. 

41. Maxion did not provide an affidavit for review.  While the Receiver has been provided 

with some documents in connection with Maxion’s lien claims through the affidavits filed 

on the Receiver’s motion and Third Report on the Third Ranking Mortgage, what has been 

provided does not permit a review of Maxion’s lien claims. 

42. The issues in connection with Maxion’s involvement in the project are ones that seem best 

determined through reference to the construction lien masters at Toronto on account of the 

 
1 See for example paragraph 4 of the Affidavit of Paul Michelin sworn September 10, 2019.  
2 See for example paragraph 13 of the Affidavit of Rob Dal Bianco affirmed July 31, 2019.  
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construction issues that will arise in that regard.  Such issues will include (i) whether 

Maxion was an “owner” and if so what the result of that is, (ii) what contractual 

arrangement(s) did Maxion have with Deem Management and what was its entitlement(s) 

for compensation for the services and materials it provided to the project, (iii) what is the 

proper amount owing to Maxion under its lien claims for the services and materials it 

provided, (iv) is Maxion entitled to all or any of its second claim for lien, which relates to 

the period after appointment of the Receiver, (v) are there any grounds for set-off by Deem 

Management on account of defects or breaches by Maxion, and (vi) what was the total 

amount of progress on the project at issue, which will then assist in establishing the amount 

of holdback applicable for the subtrades.  There may be more issues that arise as further 

review of Maxion’s lien claims and the documents in connection with them are reviewed 

further. 

FURTHER STEPS AND DIRECTIONS REGARDING INVOLVEMENT OF THE 
RECEIVER 

43. There are three broad categories of steps that will, or may, be necessary to take in order to 

bring the administration of this Receivership to a close. 

The s. 78 order appeal 

44. The first is the resolution of the outstanding appeal from the March 6, 2020 decision 

regarding the priority of the lien claimants as against the Third Ranking Mortgage.  The 

Receiver was involved in the motion at first instance and has submitted a factum for the 

hearing before the Court of Appeal.   

45. The Receiver recommends that it participate in those appellate proceedings for the 

assistance of the parties and the Court. 

The reviewable transaction issues in the Third Report 

46. The second is the resolution of the remaining matters raised by the Receiver’s Third Report, 

which may engage reviewable transaction issues in connection with the Third Ranking 

Mortgage.  Previous endorsements of this Court have indicated that a trial of an issue will 

be necessary to resolve those issues.   
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47. The Receiver recommends that these matters be deferred pending the result of the appellate 

proceedings regarding the March 6, 2020 decision, because if that decision is upheld then 

the practical effect will be that the other issues raised in the Third Report will be moot 

because the Third Ranking Mortgage will already have lost priority as against the lien 

claims. 

48. If it becomes necessary to return to the issues in the Third Report, a schedule to hold cross-

examinations and a trial of an issue will be necessary.  Previous bookings have been for a 

three day trial in that regard. 

The construction issues and a reference 

49. The third is the resolution of the construction issues in Maxion’s claims, as noted in 

paragraph 42, above, as well as any issues regarding the liens of the subtrades that cannot 

be resolved as among the parties (being principally Deem Management and Dal Bianco, 

because Maxion has already indicated that it does not oppose any of the subtrade lien 

claims).   

50. The Receiver recommends that all such issues be referred to a construction lien master at 

Toronto.  The form of order in that regard is included in the Receiver’s motion record and 

has been agreed to by all parties other than Dal Bianco. 

51. The Receiver notes that its participation in the reference to the construction lien master 

may or may not be appropriate.   

52. Weighing against such participation would be that the parties with actual knowledge of the 

matters at issue are Maxion, the subtrade lien claimants, Dal Bianco and Deem 

Management, all of whom are also represented by counsel.  It is therefore not clear what 

benefit the involvement the Receiver would bring as compared to the expense of the fees 

and disbursements of the Receiver and its counsel in that process. 

53. Weighing in favour of such participation would be that the Receiver does already have 

familiarity with the issues and with some of the facts, even as they pertain to Maxion’s 

claims, and that the Receiver has been previously able to facilitate agreements or 
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arrangements among the parties in the Receivership to resolve or narrow issues by virtue 

of its role as an independent court officer. 

54. The Receiver makes no recommendation in this regard and instead seeks the input of the 

parties and, if the parties are unable to agree, the direction of the Court on the extent to 

which the Receiver should participate in the lien reference proceedings (if at all). 

RECEIVERS INTERIM STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS AND DISBURSEMENTS 

55. Attached to this report as Appendix “O’, is the Receiver’s Interim Statement of Receipts 

and Disbursements for the period May 31, 2018 to February 28, 2021. During this period, 

receipts were $20,479,996.12 while disbursements were $15,007,701.35, resulting in an 

excess of cash receipts over disbursements of $5,472,294.77. 

PROFESSIONAL FEES 

56. Pursuant to the Receivership Order, the Receiver and its counsel, were granted a Receiver’s 

Charge against the Property as security for their fees and disbursements and were directed 

to seek approval for such fees and disbursements.  The Receiver and its counsel report on 

those fees to date and seek such approval. 

Fees of the Receiver- Crowe Soberman Inc. (“CSI”) 

57. From February 1, 2019 to March 31, 2021 the total fees incurred by CSI were $89,809.75 

plus HST in the amount of $11,675.27 for a total of $101,485.02 

58. Attached as Appendix “P” is the affidavit of Hans Rizarri sworn April 8, 2021, which 

includes a detailed summary of services, time charges and applicable hourly rates related 

to CSI’s detailed statements of account for the period February 1, 2019 to March 31, 2021.  

Fees of Counsel to the Receiver- Goldman, Sloan, Nash & Haber LLP (“GSNH”)  

59. From February 1, 2019 to March 31, 2021 the total fees incurred by GSNH were 

$151,558.00 plus HST in the amount of $19,886.68 for a total of $173,500.98 

60. Attached as Appendix “Q” is the affidavit of Brendan Bissell sworn April 9, 2021, which 

includes a detailed summary of services, time charges and applicable hourly rates related 
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to GSNH’s detailed statements of account for the period February 1, 2019 to March 31, 

2021 

All of which is respectfully submitted this 9th  day of April, 2021 

 
Crowe Soberman Inc. 
in its capacity as Court-appointed  
Receiver of Deem Management Services Limited  
and The Uptown Inc., and not in its personal capacity 
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INTRODUCTION 

1. On May 31, 2018, pursuant to an order of the Honourable Mr. Justice Wilton-Siegel, made 

on an application by Donald Dal Bianco (“Donald”), Crowe Soberman Inc. was appointed 

as Receiver (the “Receiver”) over the property, assets and undertakings of Deem 

Management Services Limited (“Deem Management”) and the Uptown Inc. (the 

“Uptown”), together (the “Companies”).  A copy of Justice Wilton-Siegel’s Order dated 

May 31, 2018 (the “Receivership Order”) is attached hereto as Appendix “A”. 

PURPOSE OF RECEIVER’S FIRST REPORT 

2. The Receiver prepared and filed its First Report to the Court (the “First Report”) for the 

primary purpose of: 
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a) providing the Court with an update of the actions and activities of the Receiver since 
its appointment, primarily as it relates to the Receiver’s review and recommendations 
of the marketing and the sales process carried out to date; and in support of the 
Receiver’s motion for an order: 

a. approving the proposed sales process of the Companies assets (the “Sale 
Process”), and the marketing efforts that have been carried out to date by 
Cushman & Wakefield ULC (“C&W”) ; and  

b. approving the activities of the Receiver described herein.   

b) support the Receiver’s request for the approval of the Receiver’s First Report and the 
activities of the Receiver described therein; 

TERMS OF REFERENCE 

3. In developing this Report, the Receiver has relied upon certain unaudited financial 

information prepared by the Company’s management and staff, the Company’s books and 

records and discussions with its management, staff, agents and consultants, including 

C&W. The Receiver has not performed an audit or other verification of such information. 

The Receiver expresses no opinion or other form of assurance with respect to the accuracy 

of any financial information presented in this Report, or relied upon by the Receiver in 

preparing this Report. 

BACKGROUND 

4. Deem Management is a company that has been working for many decades in the Ontario 

nursing home and retirement home sector. It is the registered owner of the property 

municipally known as 229 Lexington Road, Waterloo, Ontario (the “Property”). 

5. A portion of the Property is vacant land, the remaining land contains an operating nursing 

home known as the Pinehaven Nursing Home (“Pinehaven”).  Deem Management’s 

business involves the collection of rent from Pinehaven. Pinehaven is operated by an 

unrelated third party nursing home business.   

6. The Uptown operates a presentation centre located on the Property and is engaged in 

planning related to the redevelopment of the Property as a seniors retirement residence 

project called the Uptown Residences (the “Project”). There is currently no active 

construction or development work on the Project.  The work done to date has primarily 
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been in the nature of obtaining approvals relative to Phase 1 of the project, and the 

excavation and installation of caissons necessary for that part of the development.  There 

is consequently a large hole next door to the Pinehaven home at present. 

7. Both Deem Management and the Uptown are owned by Rob Dal Bianco (“Rob”), who is 

the sole director of the Companies, and the son of Donald.  

8. Maxion Management Services Inc. (“Maxion”) is the general contractor on the Project. 

The Receiver understands that Maxion is owned by Paul Michelin (“Michelin”). The 

Receiver was also advised by counsel for Michelin and Maxion that its clients assert a joint 

venture ownership claim, is a shareholder in Uptown, and therefor have a beneficiary 

interest in the Project.  

9. The Receiver understands that Maxion was advised to cease construction by Rob in the 

early winter of 2018. Shortly after construction ceased, various service providers registered 

construction liens against title to the Property commencing on March 7, 2018 totalling 

$7,673,672.48. 

10. In addition to the amounts claimed by the construction lien claimants, the Application 

Record dated May 30, 2018, outlined various mortgages and loans registered against title 

to the Property which exceed $20 million.  

EARLY MARKETING OF THE PROJECT AND THE PROPERTY 

11. Prior to the appointment of the Receiver, the Receiver understands that Maxion held 

discussions with the C&W Seniors Housing Group in March to assist with arranging an 

equal equity partner for the Project, in order for construction to continue. Over the course 

of this engagement C&W presented the Project to various parties in the nursing home 

industry as operators, lenders, and developers. C&W ceased their efforts at the end of 

March, and was not successful in locating an interested equal equity partner.   

12. The C&W Seniors Housing Group was later approached at the end of March by Deem to 

locate a purchaser to sell its interest in the Property and the Project. The Receiver was 

advised by C&W that although it did not enter into a formal listing agreement with Deem 
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until April 24th, 2018 (the “Listing”), it began softly marketing the Project and the Property 

in early April. 

13. The C&W Seniors Housing Group is in a unique position to market and advertise the 

Property and the Project, as they appear to be one of the few brokerage houses in Canada 

that has a department established for the needs of the seniors industry. In establishing this 

group the Receiver understands that C&W has developed a proprietary data base of over 

100 stakeholders in the seniors housing industry in Canada that are existing operators, 

developers, and lenders (the “C&W Database”). Prior to the Listing being finalized, the 

Receiver was advised that C&W received a Letter of Interest (“LOI”) from an interested 

party, but the terms and conditions were not acceptable to Deem and were not signed back.  

POST-LISTING MARKETING EFFORTS OF C&W 

14. The Receiver has held a series of meetings with C&W to review the marketing efforts 

carried out to date since the Listing. C&W advised the Receiver that its strategy was to 

exhaustively canvass the senior housing community by targeting the existing operators, 

builders, institutional capital and private equity groups that are on the C&W Database, and 

to utilize other divisions and offices of C&W to assist in the marketing.  

15. A summary of the sales and marketing efforts undertaken by C&W is set out below: 

i. C&W created its own Confidential Information Memorandum (“CIM”) and 

broker blast (the “Broker Blast”);   

ii. The CIM was distributed to the C&W Database and over 70 direct calls were made 

to introduce the opportunity; 

iii. C&W initiated internal marketing involving staff from C&W’s Waterloo and 

Vancouver offices; 

iv. The CIM and Broker Blast were circulated to C&W’s U.S. Healthcare Practice 

Group; 
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v. C&W had agreed to cooperate with other brokers on the listing, the Broker Blast 

was circulated to approximately 938 brokers; 

vi. The CIM was circulated to approximately 46 retirement home developers that were 

not previously contacted directly by C&W; 

vii. The opportunity was marketed through C&W’s investor data base which contains 

over 5,000 parties;  

viii. C&W established and maintained an online data room (the “Data Room”), where 

interested parties could remotely complete their due diligence upon execution of a 

Non-Disclosure Agreement. The Receiver was advised that the materials in the 

Data Room include architectural drawings, an appraisal report of Phase One of the 

Project, building permits, site plan agreements, zoning bylaws, confirmation of 

fees paid to the City of Waterloo, and environmental and feasibility reports. The 

Receiver was granted access to review the Data Room; 

ix. C&W advised the Receiver that presently they have provided 23 companies and 

29 individuals with access to the Data Room;  

x. The opportunity to purchase the Property is posted on C&W’s website; 

xi. C&W placed advertisements in the national edition of the Globe & Mail to appear 

on June 5th and June 7th;  

xii. C&W toured 4 separate groups through the Property;  and 

xiii. C&W has established and marketed a due date for offers of June 12, 2018, at 

3:00pm (the “Due Date”). 

Copies of the CIM, the Broker Blast and the responses from the C&W Data Base are 

attached hereto as Confidential Appendix “1”, Appendix “B”, and Confidential 

Appendix “2”.  
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INITIAL FEEDBACK TO THE PROPERTY 

16. C&W advised the Receiver that there are some unique factors in marketing the Project.  

These related to the amount of value that potential purchasers may recognize for the work 

in place, the scope of the Project, and the location and zoning restrictions. 

Work in Place 

17. Included in the CIM, is a break-down of the costs associated with the Project and total work 

in place. To date, approximately $6.7 million has been spent on construction hard costs, 

approximately $7.6 million has been spent on construction soft costs, approximately $1.7 

million has been spent on development management fees, and approximately $3.6 million 

has been paid for development charges, permits and fees to the City of Waterloo, for a total 

of approximately $19.7 million (the “Project Costs”). C&W advised the Receiver that the 

parties they have marketed the Project to have ascribed varying value to the Project Costs. 

Details of the Project Costs are attached hereto as Confidential Appendix “3”. 

Scope of the Project 

18. The Project calls for three separate phases of development. Phase One is a six storey 

building that calls for 95 senior’s apartments and 95 assisted living suites with 35,000 sq. 

feet of underground parking. Phase One is approved by the City of Waterloo, construction 

of Phase One had commenced with the excavation work being completed. Phase Two calls 

for an eight storey building with an additional 140 units. Phase Three calls for a second 

eight storey building with 173 units and 6,000 square feet available for commercial/retail 

space. C&W advised the Receiver that the parties they have marketed the Project to have 

expressed varying views on the value of the three phases of proposed development. 

Location and Zoning Restrictions 

19. The Property is situated in the Colonial Acres neighborhood of Waterloo, an area that 

currently has a small amount of retirement residences, but is one of the oldest and most 

desirable parts of the city, but with less exposure to retail and amenities within walking 

distance at present.  The current zoning of the Property is site specific to redeveloping a 
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retirement residence. The Property is on hi-density zoned land, with a requirement to be 

re-zoned if it is not going to be developed for seniors housing. A new site plan which does 

not include a retirement component will likely require a full zoning amendment, which can 

take over a year and further delay any development. C&W has advised the Receiver that 

these issues militate against a purchaser contemplating a development of multi-units for 

students and families. 

RECCOMENDATION OF C&W   

20. C&W has advised the Receiver that despite the unique factors in marketing the Property 

and the Project, there are groups that have been contacted in the existing C&W marketing 

efforts and who recognize the opportunity to purchase zoned retirement land, with a site 

plan, building permit, work in place, and significant development fees paid to the City of 

Waterloo. There is also potential flexibility for a group to modify the plans for Phase 2 and 

Phase 3 to include multi-unit or commercial space, if re-zoned with the city.    

21. Over the series of meetings and discussions with C&W, the Receiver was advised that 

C&W believes that the highest sale price for the Property and the Project will come from 

a group that is in the senior care industry, shares the vision of Phase 1, are willing to take 

Phase 1 as is, and be able to justify some of the Project Costs in an offer to purchase. C&W 

advised the Receiver that they have had discussions with potential purchasers that meet 

this criteria.  

 

RECEIVER’S REVIEW OF THE SALES PROCESS  

22. The Receiver is cognizant that the Property and the Project are nuanced assets, with a 

smaller list of potential purchasers than other properties available for sale in Ontario. The 

Receiver has reviewed in detail the marketing efforts of C&W to date, and is satisfied that 

they have done a significant amount of work to properly expose the Property and the 

Project to prospective purchasers, both prior to, and after the Listing was finalized. The 

Receiver acknowledges that the C&W Senior’s Housing Group is in a unique position to 

continue to market the Property and the Project, due to their expertise in this area, their 
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extensive knowledge of the Property and the Project, and the market momentum they have 

acquired since the Listing was finalized. 

RECEIVER’S RECCOMENDED SALES PROCESS 

23. The Receiver believes that the sales process undertaken by C&W to-date is a worthwhile 

contribution to realization efforts for the Property and that, with amendment, the Receiver 

should continue.  C&W appears well placed to market the Property to its list of contacts, 

and the amount of interest generated in a unique asset over the relatively short (since April 

24) listing period corroborate that. 

24. As C&W has previously advertised the Due Date in its marketing materials, and all 

potential purchasers are aware of that timeline, C&W should continue to market the Due 

Date, but should advise parties that offers should be in the form of a non-binding LOI. 

25. Due to the nature of the Companies’ assets, and the efforts of C&W to date, the Receiver 

is recommending a two phase sales process which would require interested parties to 

submit their non-binding LOI’s to C&W on the Due Date.   

26. In Phase 2 of the proposed process, the Receiver will contact all parties that have submitted 

an LOI and engage with one or more parties it feels have submitted appropriate offers, and 

work with them to finalize an offer, in the proper form, it intends to recommend for Court 

Approval.  The Receiver will not accept an offer or recommend it to the Court without 

either the approval of Institutional Mortgage Capital Canada Inc. and the Applicant or 

further Order. 

27. While Phase 2 takes place, in order to ensure that market exposure for the Property is 

maximized, C&W will continue to market the Project and the Property for sale, including 

a listing on MLS, and via the C&W network.   

28. During Phase 2 the Receiver will continue to accept expressions of interest prior to 

finalizing an agreement with the proposed purchaser that the Receiver intends to 

recommend to the Court, subject to any exclusivity that the Receiver may choose to grant 

to a proposed purchaser in order to further negotiations.  Further marketing efforts will 
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indicate that LOI’s are due on June 12, 2018 or as soon as possible after that time, and that 

the seller may deal with any potential purchasers at its discretion starting on that date. 

29. The primary purpose of this receivership proceeding is to market and sell the Companies’ 

assets in connection with the Property in order to maximize recoveries for all economic 

stakeholders. The Receiver is of the view that the timeframe is commercially reasonable 

given the nature of the asset, the marketing efforts done by C&W, and the market of 

potential purchasers.  

RECIEVER’S ACTIVITIES  

30. The following is a summary of the Receiver’s activities from the date of its appointment: 

a) Shortly following its appointment, the Receiver attended at the Property and the 
showroom of The Uptown to review and inspect the premises. 

b) The Receiver attended at Pinehaven to advise of the proceeding and their 
involvement. 

c) The Receiver met with staff of Deem Management in order to collect the monthly 
rental payments from Pinehaven for the balance of 2018. The Receiver has opened 
its own trust account for this proceeding. 

d) The Receiver held a series of calls and meetings with C&W Senior’s Housing 
Group to understand the sales process carried out to date. 

e) The Receiver received certain of the Companies available books and records. 

f) The Receiver has dedicated a portion of its website to advise stakeholders of this 
proceeding. 

g) Drafted the First Report to the Court.  

RECEIVER’S REQUEST FOR APPROVAL 

31. We submit this First Report to this Honourable Court in support of our Motion respectfully 

requesting this Honourable Court to: 

a) Approve this First Report, and the activities and actions of the Receiver described herein; 

b) Approve the Sales Process; 

All of which is respectfully submitted this 8th day of June 2018 
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Crowe Soberman Inc. 
in its capacity as Court-appointed  
Receiver of Deem Management Services Limited  
and The Uptown Inc., and not in its personal capacity 
 
 

for 
_________________________________ 
Per: Hans Rizarri CPA, CA, CIRP 
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INTRODUCTION 

1. On May 31, 2018, pursuant to an order of the Honourable Mr. Justice Wilton-Siegel, made 

on an application by Donald Dal Bianco (“Dal Bianco”), Crowe Soberman Inc. was 

appointed as Receiver (the “Receiver”) of (collectively the “Property”): 

(i) the property known municipally as 215 and 219 Lexington Road, Waterloo, Ontario 

N2K 2E1 (the “Real Property”),   

(ii) the assets and undertakings of Deem Management Services Limited (“Deem 

Management”) related to the Real Property,  and  

(iii) the property, assets and undertakings of the Uptown Inc. (the “Uptown”, together with 

Deem Management the “Companies”). 
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2. A copy of Justice Wilton-Siegel’s Order dated May 31, 2018 (the “Receivership Order”) 

is attached hereto as Appendix “A”. 

3. This report (the “Third Report”) is filed by Crowe Soberman Inc. in its capacity as the 

Receiver of the Property of the Companies. 

4. The orders and reports referred to in this report, together with related Court documents, are 

posted on the Receiver’s website, which can be found at: 

https://crowesoberman.com/insolvency/engagements/deem-management-services-

limited/ 

BACKGROUND 

5. The background to the Property is more fully set out in the First Report dated June 8, 2018, 

a copy of which is attached hereto without appendices as Appendix “B”. By way of 

overview: 

a) Deem Management is a company that has been working for many decades in the 
Ontario nursing home and retirement home sector.  It was the registered owner of 
the Real Property. 

b) A portion of the Real Property was vacant land where the Project had started.  The 
remaining land contained the operating Pinehaven Nursing Home, which is an 
unrelated third party nursing home business.  Part of Deem Management’s business 
involved the collection of rent from Pinehaven. 

c)  The Uptown operated a presentation centre located on the Real Property and was 
engaged in the planning related to the redevelopment of the Real Property as a 
seniors retirement residence called the Uptown Residences. The work carried out 
by the Companies had primarily been in the nature of obtaining approvals relative 
to Phase 1 of the Project, and the excavation and installation of caissons necessary 
for that part of the development.  

d) Both Deem Management and the Uptown are owned by Rob Dal Bianco, who is 
the sole director of the Companies, and is the son of Dal Bianco. 

e) Maxion Management Services Inc. (“Maxion”) was the general contractor on the 
Project. The Receiver understands that Maxion is owned by Paul Michelin. The 
Receiver was advised by counsel for Michelin and Maxion that its clients assert a 
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joint venture ownership claim, is a shareholder in Uptown, and therefore claim a 
beneficial interest in the Project.  
 

f) The Receiver understands that Maxion was advised to cease construction by Rob 
in the early winter of 2018. Shortly after construction ceased, various service 
providers registered construction liens against title to the Property commencing on 
March 7, 2018 totalling $7,673,672.48. 
 

g) In addition to the amounts claimed by the construction lien claimants, the 
Application Record dated May 28, 2018, outlined various mortgages and loans 
registered against title to the Property which exceed $20 million.  

PROCEDURAL HISTORY OF THE RECEIVERSHIP 

Sales Process 

6. Following its appointment, the Receiver filed its First Report with the Court. The purpose 

of the First Report was to approve a proposed sales process, which substantially continued 

a prior sales process that had been begun by the Companies. 

7. Through the sales process, letters of intent were delivered and subsequently the Receiver 

sought proposed agreements of purchase and sale from two possible purchasers.   

Approval of sale 

8. The preferred purchaser was disclosed on July 9, 2018 when the Receiver filed its Second 

Report with the Court to seek an approval and vesting order for the sale with that purchaser. 

A copy of the Second Report without appendices is attached hereto as Appendix “C”.  An 

Approval and Vesting Order was granted by the Honourable Justice McEwen on July 17, 

2018. 

Partial Distribution Authorization 

9. The Second Report had also sought authority to pay the amounts owing under the first 

ranking mortgage in favour of Institutional Mortgage Capital Canada Inc. (“IMC”) and 

under the second ranking mortgage in favour of Donald Dal Bianco.   
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10. In response, certain construction lien claimants advised the Receiver of their concerns on 

the proposed distributions, including whether the holdback obligations of the Companies 

may be greater than the amount being proposed to be reserved, and what impact repaying 

the first and second mortgage may have on their claims as set out in the Construction Act. 

11. The Receiver accordingly adjourned the distribution part of its motion to August 14, 2018 

in order to gather more information from those lien claimants and to consult with the 

stakeholders.   

12. On August 13, 2018 the Receiver filed its Supplementary Report to the Second Report with 

the Court. A copy of the Supplementary Report without appendices is attached hereto as 

Appendix “D”. The purpose of the Supplementary Report was to report on the Receiver’s 

review of the mortgagee and lien claimant priority issues and to request authority for the 

Receiver to pay the IMC mortgage and the second ranking mortgage of Don Dal Bianco 

subject to maintaining a reserve of at least $2,355,904.10 as well as the amounts necessary 

to pay the professional fees owing to the Receiver and its counsel, and amounts required 

to complete the administration of the estate.    

13. The Receiver did not at that time seek authority to make any distributions to the third-

ranking mortgage in favour of Don Dal Bianco, because the circumstances of how and 

when it was granted required examination.  There was also a corresponding set of 

objections from other creditors. 

14. The Honourable Regional Senior Justice Morawetz granted an order to that effect on 

August 14, 2018 (the “August 14th Order”), which also directed the Receiver not to make 

any other distributions except those authorized by the Court.  A copy of the August 14th 

Order is attached as Appendix “E”, and the associated endorsement is attached as 

Appendix “F” along with a typewritten transcription.  

Amendment to the agreement of purchase and sale 

15. The agreement of purchase and sale with the proposed purchaser that had been approved 

by the Court was subject to a due diligence provision where information and reports from 

third parties were provided for review. The culmination of that process was a notice of 
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claimed costs that was sent to the Receiver outlining the items that the purchaser asserted 

should reduce the purchase price 

16. Following the August 14th Order, the Receiver continued to work through the due diligence 

process with the purchaser and held a series of meetings in order to understand the basis 

for revising the purchase price and its objection to those claims. 

17. After extensive negotiations the purchaser and the Receiver agreed on a mutually 

acceptable adjustment to the purchase price under the agreement, subject to approval by 

this Court.  An assignment to a related company was also agreed upon by the Receiver and 

the purchaser. 

18. On August 27, 2018 the Receiver filed its Second Supplementary Report with the Court. 

The purpose of the Second Supplementary Report was to support the Receiver’s motion 

for an order authorizing the Receiver to agree to amend the price under the APS and 

conclude the transaction with the assignee of the purchaser. 

19. There was no objection to the approval of the amended transaction with the Purchaser, and 

the Honourable Justice Hainey accordingly issued an amended approval and vesting order 

dated August 30, 2018. 

PURPOSE 

20. The purpose of this Third Report is to: 

a) Report to the Court on the activities of the Receiver since the date of the Second 

Supplementary Report to the Second Report; 

b) Report on the completion of the sale of the Property; 

c) Report on the interim distributions made by the Receiver;  

d) Provide the Court with a summary of the Receiver’s cash receipts and 

disbursements for the period May 31, 2018, January 31, 2019; 

e) Seek an Order: 
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i. Approving the Third Report and the Receiver’s conduct and activities 

described therein; and 

ii. Approving the fees and disbursements of the Receiver and of the Receiver’s 

counsel to January 31, 2019;  and 

f) Seek directions regarding the enforceability of the third ranking mortgage granted 

to Donald Dal Bianco; 

TERMS OF REFERENCE 

21. In developing this Third Report, the Receiver has relied upon certain unaudited financial 

information prepared by the Companies’ management and staff, the Companies’ books and 

records and discussions with their management, staff, agents and consultants.  The 

Receiver has not performed an audit or other verification of such information. The Receiver 

expresses no opinion or other form of assurance with respect to the accuracy of any 

financial information presented in this Report, or relied upon by the Receiver in preparing 

this Third Report. 

ACTIVITIES SINCE THE SECOND SUPPLEMENTARY REPORT 

22. Following the granting of the Amended Approval and Vesting Order the Receiver and its 

counsel diligently worked with the purchaser and assignee and completed the Transaction 

on August 31, 2018. A copy of the Receiver Certificate filed with the Court is attached 

hereto as Appendix “G”.  

23. After closing, the Receiver made distributions as authorized by the August 14th Order as 

follows: 

a) to Donald Dal Bianco in respect of Receiver’s Certificates of $293,694.55; 

b)  to IMC of $8,299,346.58; and 

c) to Donald Dal Bianco in respect of the second-ranking mortgage of $5,002,656.45. 

24. There remains a disputed portion of $90,350.22 out of the amounts claimed by Donald Dal 

Bianco in connection with the second-ranking mortgage, which is claimed as a three month 
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default fee.  The Receiver is reviewing the appropriateness of that claimed amount and 

intends to discuss it further with counsel for Donald Dal Bianco. 

25. The Receiver collected HST from the Purchaser, because a portion of assets sold by the 

Receiver was not exempt from HST. The Receiver remitted HST to the Canada Revenue 

Agency in the amount of $180,724.31 and completed the HST returns for the Receivership 

estate to date. A copy of the Notice of Assessment for the HST return of the Uptown for 

the month of September 2018 is attached hereto as Appendix “H”. 

26. The Receiver assisted in all ancillary matters as it related to the completion of the 

transaction, and facilitating communication between the Purchaser and the relevant 

stakeholders.   

RECEIVERS INTERIM STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS AND DISBURSEMENTS 

27. Attached to this report as Appendix “I’, is the Receiver’s Interim Statement of Receipts 

and Disbursements for the period May 31, 2018 to February 6, 2019. During this period, 

receipts were $20,327,575.31 while disbursements were $14,870,341, resulting in an 

excess of cash receipts over disbursements of $5,457,198.90.   

DIRECTIONS REGARDING THE THIRD RANKING MORTGAGE 

28. The Receiver has identified a number of possible issues related to the distribution of the 

remainder of the proceeds of sale of the Property. 

The secured creditors 

29. In order to discuss the distribution issues, a summary of the secured creditors of the 

Companies will assist, which is as follows: 

a) IMC was holder of the first-ranking mortgage by virtue of postponement, which 
was registered on May 9, 2017 and which amounted to $8,299,346.58; 

b) Donald Dal Bianco was holder of the second ranking mortgage by virtue of 
postponement, which was registered on June 25, 2015 and which amounted to 
$5,002,656.45; 
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c) Donald Dal Bianco as holder of the third ranking mortgage by time of registration, 
which was registered on February 23, 2018, the principal amount of which is 
$7,978,753.45; 

d) Kieswetter Excavating Inc. (“Kieswetter”) for a construction lien registered on 
March 7, 2018 in the amount of $1,827,409; 

e) Deep Foundations Inc. (“Deep”) for a construction lien registered on March 14, 
2018 in the amount of $918,432; 

f) Onespace Limited (“Onespace”) for a construction lien registered on March 19, 
2018 in the amount of $68,580; 

g) Maxion for a construction lien registered on March 29, 2018 in the amount of 
$4,522,597; 

h) EXP Services Inc. (“EXP”) for a construction lien registered on April 12, 2018 in 
the amount of $336,654;  and 

i) Maxion for a further construction lien registered on July 13, 2018 in the amount of 
$560,283. 

30. As noted above, the first-ranking mortgage of IMC and the second-ranking mortgage of 

Donald Dal Bianco have been paid, subject to the disputed three-month interest claim by 

Mr. Dal Bianco on the second-ranking mortgage as noted above. 

31. Maxion has advised, by its counsel, that its lien claims include the claims of Kieswetter, 

Deep, Onespace and EXP.  The total amount of the lien claims is therefore the sum of 

Maxion’s two lien claims, or $5,082,880. 

Possible issues for further distributions 

32. As noted above, the undistributed proceeds of sale of the Property is $5,457,198.90. 

33. The following are issues that the Receiver has identified may apply to the distribution of 

those amounts (less further costs of the estate): 

a) Construction holdback:  The interests of lien claimants have priority over the 
interests of all mortgages for holdback for work done for the project at the Property 
under subsection 78(2) of the Construction Act.  This holdback obligation has 
priority over IMC as the first-ranking mortgage, because that mortgage was 
partially intended for the purpose of financing construction, which then leads to 
priority of the holdback obligation over the second-ranking Donald Dal Bianco 
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mortgage by virtue of postponement and priority over the third-ranking Donald Dal 
Bianco mortgage by virtue of time of registration.   

There is a dispute about the proper amount of the holdback obligation.  Maxion 
asserts that this is $2,377,918.60, based on what it says is the total amount of work 
done on the site since January/February of 2010.   

The Receiver is uncertain whether the nature of the project and the work done, 
including periodic stops and changes, means that all work since 2010 was 
necessarily on the same project for purposes of calculating the holdback.  
Identifying whether all or a lesser amount of that work is the same project, and what 
is the value of that work, will be required to fully determine this issue. 

b) When work on this project started:  Another impact of the uncertainty over when 
the work on this project started is that a possible limitation on the value of the 
payments to mortgagees arises in subsection 78(3) of the Construction Act.  If that 
work started subsequently to the IMC mortgage, it would be necessary to determine 
whether the amounts owing under the second-ranking Donald Dal Bianco mortgage 
and the amounts owing for the non-construction parts of the IMC mortgage 
exceeded the value of the property when that work began. 

This possible issue is factually incongruous with the holdback claims of Maxion, 
which are based on work having started in 2010, rather than after May 9, 2017 when 
the IMC mortgage was placed. 

c) Validity of lien claims:  There are procedural requirements in the Construction Act 
for the prosecution of lien claims.  The claims for lien have not yet been reviewed 
by the Receiver as to whether they have been registered on title and supported by a 
Statement of Claim within the requisite time periods, which is a pre-requisite for 
having a secured claim. 

d) Quantification of lien claims:  The lien claims have also not been reviewed for 
whether the amounts claimed are properly supported.  In that regard, the Receiver 
notes that it has been advised by Rob Dal Bianco, the principal of Deem 
Management, that it is his assertion that the claims of Maxion have been improperly 
inflated and that Maxion may in fact owe Deem Management a refund for amounts 
that were previously overpaid. 

e) Involvement of Paul Michelin in Maxion:  The Receiver has determined that Mr. 
Michelin is undischarged from his second bankruptcy.  Mr. Michelin is a principal 
actor at Maxion, and it is unclear whether he is a legal or de facto director of that 
company.  If so, the consequences of being a director when disqualified from doing 
so under the Business Corporations Act require review. 

f) The third-ranking mortgage to Donald Dal Bianco:  As will be discussed further 
below, the circumstances in which the third-ranking mortgage was granted lead to 
questions about its enforceability. 
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34. The Receiver believes that the first of those issues that should be addressed is item (f), the 

enforceability of the third-ranking mortgage.  If that mortgage is not valid, the priority 

issues between the liens and the mortgages will fall away, because there will be sufficient 

funds to pay the liens in full even if their full amounts are owing.   

35. Counsel for Donald Dal Bianco as well as counsel for all the lien claimants agree with this 

approach.   

36. The Receiver has therefore examined the circumstances that may apply to whether the 

third-ranking mortgage granted to Donald Dal Bianco is valid, in order to seek direction 

from the Court on that issue.  As noted above, the timing and method of how that mortgage 

was granted lead to questions about its enforceability. 

37. In preparing this Third Report, the Receiver has discussed with the stakeholders that it 

would set out its review to-date of the relevant facts, after which the stakeholders may 

submit evidence, reply evidence to that of other stakeholders, and conduct any cross-

examinations felt to be necessary.  Following those further steps, the Receiver will provide 

a further report to attempt to provide further information and, if appropriate, 

recommendations regarding the issues raised. 

The circumstances of the third-ranking mortgage 

The third mortgage 

38. The third-ranking mortgage was granted by Deem Management to Don Dal Bianco on 

February 14, 2014 and registered on February 23, 2018 as instrument no. WR1099051, a 

copy of which is attached as Appendix “J”.  It secured the principal amount of 

$7,978,753.45, with interest of $689,461.20 stated in the mortgage as having accrued 

between April 1, 2012 to January 26, 2018 at the rate of 5% per annum.  Interest was stated 

as accruing at the rate of the prime rate of Toronto-Dominion Bank plus 2% per annum 

after January 26, 2018. 
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The advances under the third mortgage 

39. Don Dal Bianco has advised the Receiver that amounts owing under this mortgage had 

been advanced between 2012 and 2015.  A schedule of the advances as provided by Mr. 

Dal Bianco is attached as Appendix “K”. 

40. The principal amount shown in that schedule of advances is $7,718,944.47, which is 

different than the total secured in the mortgage of $7,978,753.45.   

41. Mr. Dal Bianco advised the Receiver that the reason for these advances was for loans to 

Deem Management for the development and construction project at the Property.   

42. Mr. Dal Bianco advised that before February of 2018 there were no documents concerning 

this loan.  The verbal arrangements between him and Deem Management were that the loan 

was payable on demand, and that Deem Management was the borrower. 

43. Mr. Dal Bianco further advised that all of these advances were, to his knowledge, used by 

Deem Management for the project at the Real Property and to make payments to Maxion 

or entities affiliated with it or as it directed. 

Demand prior to the third mortgage 

44. The third mortgage was granted after Mr. Dal Bianco made demand on Deem Management 

in that regard by letter dated January 30, 2018 from his counsel, Peter Cass, a copy of which 

is attached as Appendix “L”.  The demand was for $9,765,538.94, which the Receiver was 

advised by Mr. Dal Bianco was the principal amount of $7,978,753.45 plus interest of 

$1,786,785.49.   

45. The January 30, 2018 demand letter was emailed by Mr. Cass’ office to Rob Dal Bianco 

of Deem Management, as well as John Wolf of Blaney McMurty LLP, who were counsel 

to Deem Management at that time.  As noted above, Rob Dal Bianco is Mr. Dal Bianco’s 

son. 

46. At the time that this demand was made, Mr. Dal Bianco appears to have been a director 

and officer of Deem Management.  His counsel emailed counsel for Deem Management 
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on February 1, 2018 to advise that Mr. Dal Bianco was resigning those positions, a copy 

of which is attached as Appendix “M”.  

47. Mr. Dal Bianco advises that prior to making formal demand through his counsel in the 

January 30, 2018 letter, he met with Rob Dal Bianco on behalf of Deem Management to 

indicate that he would be taking those steps.  Mr. Dal Bianco advises that Rob Dal Bianco 

told him at that point that all construction on the project at the Real Property had stopped 

or would do so immediately. 

The third mortgage was granted as part of a forbearance agreement and arrangements 

48. The demand by Mr. Dal Bianco led to forbearance agreement discussions between counsel 

for Mr. Dal Bianco and counsel for Deem Management.  Drafts of some of the proposed 

additional security documents were forwarded by counsel for Mr. Dal Bianco on February 

5, 2018, a copy of which is attached as Appendix “N”.  Counsel for Deem Management 

confirmed on February 6, 2018 that a forbearance arrangement was being sought and 

attached a draft agreement in that regard, a copy of which is attached as Appendix “O”. 

49. The Receiver has been provided with a set of the correspondence between counsel for Mr. 

Dal Bianco and counsel for Deem Management leading up to the final forbearance 

agreement and associated documents.  There were 15 further emails between counsel 

regarding the terms of the forbearance, which shows that several items were negotiated, 

including: 

a) setting a fixed date of August 14, 2018 before which Mr. Dal Bianco would not be 
entitled to take enforcement steps in the absence of an event of default under the 
forbearance agreement; 

b) reducing the rate of the interest that was to be payable on the principal amounts, 
with Mr. Dal Bianco having sought 8% per annum and Deem Management 
successfully bargaining for 5% per annum to January 26, 2018 and the TD bank 
prime rate plus 2% thereafter;  and 

c) as a result of (b), a reduction in the interest owing to January 26, 2018 from the 
amount claimed of $1,786,785.49 to the $689,461.20 stated in the third mortgage. 

50. The final form of the forbearance agreement was signed on or about February 28, 2018 

when it was sent by counsel for Deem Management to counsel for Mr. Dal Bianco by letter, 
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a copy of which is attached as Appendix “P”.  That package also included the other 

security documents granted in favour of Mr. Dal Bianco under the forbearance 

arrangements, including: 

a) the third mortgage on the Real Property; 

b) a general security agreement from Deem Management; 

c) a guarantee from a separate company called Deem Management Limited (note that 
Deem Management’s full name is Deem Management Services Limited) for the 
obligations of Deem Management; 

d) a general security agreement from Deem Management Limited; 

e) an agreement amending a pre-existing charge granted by Deem Management 
Limited in favour of Mr. Dal Bianco over a different property located at 990 
Edward Street in Prescott, Ontario for the obligations of Deem Management; 

f) a guarantee from The Uptown Inc. for the obligations of Deem Management; 

g) a general security agreement from The Uptown Inc.; 

h) a guarantee by Rob Dal Bianco (personally) for the obligations of Deem 
Management; 

i) a pledge by Rob Dal Bianco of shares owned in Deem Management and Deem 
Management Limited;  and 

j) a loan agreement between Deem Management and Mr Dal Bianco dated as of Feb. 
14, 2018 but effective as of April 1, 2012. 

51. The Receiver has no information regarding the recovery, if any, that Mr. Dal Bianco has 

obtained in respect of the amounts secured by the third mortgage against the other collateral 

noted at items (b), (c), (d), (e), (h) or (i), above. 

52. The Receiver notes that Blaney McMurty LLP acted for Deem Management in the course 

of the forbearance negotiations and agreements, but has acted for Don Dal Bianco against 

Deem Management in the application that led to the Receiver’s appointment.  The Receiver 

was advised that Deem Management retained separate counsel, Wagner Sidlofsky LLP, 

and consented to Blaney McMurty LLP so acting. 
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Deem Management’s project at the Real Property 

53. The Receiver has inquired of Mr. Dal Bianco as to what he understood was the status of 

Deem Management’s project at the Property at the time that the forbearance arrangements, 

including the third mortgage, were concluded. 

54. Mr. Dal Bianco has advised that he was informed by Rob Dal Bianco on several occasions 

that Deem Management and Maxion, with whom it had a contractual relationship for the 

development of the property as contractor among other things, were pursuing a number of 

lending and equity injection opportunities. 

55. Mr. Dal Bianco inquired of Rob Dal Bianco for particulars of those opportunities, and 

provided the Receiver with a set of 63 emails, text messages and documents exchanged 

among Deem Management, Maxion and various third party brokers, lenders, or equity 

advisors between December 6, 2016 and May 18, 2018.  Some examples of these that are 

closer in time to the time when the forbearance agreement and third mortgage were entered 

into include: 

a) an email from Paul Michelin of Maxion to Phil Reimer of Dentons Canada LLP on 
November 24, 2017 regarding an intended transaction with Lalu Canada, a copy of 
which is attached as Appendix “Q”; 

b) an email from Paul Michelin of Maxion to Phil Reimer of Dentons Canada LLP on 
December 21, 2017 regarding a possible engagement of Envoy International Inc. a 
copy of which is attached as Appendix “R”; 

c) an email exchange between Adam Patterson of Maxion and Michael Warner of 
Firm Capital dated January 19, 2018, a copy of which is attached as Appendix “S”; 

d) emails among Adam Patterson of Maxion, Peter Murphy of Maxion, and Robb 
Cacovic of Bridging Finance Inc. regarding possible financing and data room dated 
January 23, 2018, a copy of which is attached as Appendix “T”; 

e) an email from Paul Michelin of Maxion to Phil Reimer of Dentons on January 28, 
2018 regarding a proposed engagement of Stroll Enterprises LLC, a copy of which 
is attached as Appendix “U”; 

f) an email from Paul Michelin of Maxion to Rob Dal Bianco dated January 28, 2018 
regarding potential transaction with Firm Capital, a copy of which is attached as 
Appendix “V”; 
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g) an email from Adam Patterson of Maxion to Rob Dal Bianco on February 2, 2018 
that Trez Capital had expressed interest in lending, a copy of which is attached as 
Appendix “W”; 

h) a letter of intent from Firm Capital Corporation dated February 12, 2018, a copy of 
which is attached as Appendix “X”; 

i) emails among Paul Michelin of Maxion, Adam Patterson of Maxion, and Eli 
Gutstadt dated March 16, 2018 regarding Up Town investment, a copy of which is 
attached as Appendix “Y”; 

j) email from Paul Michelin of Maxion to Phil Reimer of Dentons Canada LLP dated 
March 23, 2018 regarding Core developments consideration of investment, a copy 
of which is attached as Appendix “Z”; 

k) email from Adam Patterson of Maxion to Rob Dal Bianco dated April 6, 2018 
regarding preferred debt and equity possible transactions, a copy of which is 
attached as Appendix “AA”; 

l) emails between Bosco Chan of Livesolar Capital and Paul Michelin of Maxion 
dated April 23, and 24, 2018 regarding a mortgage commitment, a copy of which 
is attached as Appendix “BB”;  and 

m) an email from Paul Michelin to Rob Dal Bianco dated May 11, 2018 regarding a 
PricewaterhouseCoopers engagement and term sheet, a copy of which is attached 
as Appendix “CC”. 

Independent opinion as to validity of the third mortgage 

56. Counsel for the Receiver has provided an opinion regarding the validity of the third-ranking 

mortgage granted to Don Dal Bianco, which has concluded that, subject to the normal 

qualifications and assumptions, this mortgage would constitute a valid charge on subject 

Real Property of Deem Management in accordance with its terms.  A copy of that opinion 

is attached as Appendix “DD”. 

57. The applicability of those normal qualifications and assumptions in light of the facts noted 

in this Report is a matter for direction from the Court. 

PROFESSIONAL FEES 

58. Pursuant to the Receivership Order, the Receiver and its counsel, were granted a Receiver’s 

Charge against the Property as security for their fees and disbursements and were directed 
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to seek approval for such fees and disbursements.  The Receiver and its counsel report on 

those fees to date and seek such approval. 

Fees of the Receiver- Crowe Soberman Inc. (“CSI”) 

59. From May 31, 2018 to January 31, 2019 the total fees incurred by CSI were $215,667.00 

plus HST in the amount of $28,036.71 for a total of $243,703.71. 

60. Attached separately as part of the Receiver’s motion materials is the affidavit of Hans 

Rizarri sworn January 31, 2019, which includes a detailed summary of services, time 

charges and applicable hourly rates related to CSI’s detailed statements of account for the 

period May 31, 2018 to January 31, 2019.  

Fees of Counsel to the Receiver- Goldman, Sloan, Nash & Haber LLP (“GSNH”)  

61. From May 31, 2018 to January 31, 2019 the total fees incurred by GSNH were $307,496.00 

plus HST in the amount of $40,272.81 for a total of $350,647.10. 

62. Attached separately as part of the Receiver’s motion materials is the affidavit of Brendan 

Bissell sworn February 8, 2019, which includes a detailed summary of services, time 

charges and applicable hourly rates related to GSNH’s detailed statements of account for 

the period May 31, 2018 to January 31, 2019. 

All of which is respectfully submitted this 8th day of February, 2019 

Crowe Soberman Inc. 
in its capacity as Court-appointed  
Receiver of Deem Management Services Limited  
and The Uptown Inc., and not in its personal capacity 
 

per 

_________________________________ 

Per: Hans Rizarri CPA, CA, CIRP 
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THE HONOURABLE MR 

JUSTICE PENNY 

Court File No.: CV-18-598657-00CL 

ONTARIO 

SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE 

COMMERCIAL LIST 

THURSDAY, THE 2P1 ) 

) 

) DAY OF NOVEMBER, 2019 

DONALD DAL BIANCO 

Applicant 

Respondents 

APPLICATION UNDER Section 243(1) of the Bankruptcy and Insolvency Act 
and Section 10 1 of the Courts of Justice Act 

ORDER 
(Administrative Relief) 

THIS MOTION, made by the Receiver, Crowe Soberman Inc. in its capacity as receiver 

(the "Receiver") ofthe property known municipally as 215 and 219 Lexington Road, Waterloo, 

Ontario N2K 2E 1 (the "Real Property"), the assets and undertakings of Deem Management 

Services Limited ("Deem Management") related to the Real Property (the "Related Deem 

Assets"), and the property, assets and undertakings (the "Uptown Assets") of The Uptown Inc. 

(the "Uptown", together with Deem Management the "Debtors"), was heard this day at 330 

University A venue, Toronto, Ontario. 

ON READING the Third Report of the Receiver dated February 8, 2019 (the "Third 

Report"), the affidavit of Hans Rizarri, sworn February 7, 2019 (the "Rizarri Affidavit"), the 

affidavit of R. Brendan Bissell, sworn February 8, 2019 (the "Bissell Affidavit"), the 

Supplementary Report to the Third Report of the Receiver dated October 30, 2019 (the 
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"Supplementary Report"), and on hearing the submissions of counsel for the Receiver, Deem 

Management Services Limited and The Uptown Inc., Maxion Group Inc., and those other parties 

appearing on the counsel slip, no one appearing for any other person on the service list, although 

properly served as appears from the affidavits ofR. Brendan Bissel sworn February 13, 2019 and 

Katie Parent sworn November 1, 2019, filed: 

NOTICE AND SERVICE 

1. THIS COURT ORDERS that service of the Motion Record and the Supplementary 

Motion Record in respect of this motion and the Third Report and Supplementary Report is hereby 

validated so that the motion is properly returnable today, and that further service thereof is hereby 

dispensed with. 

APPROVAL OF RECEIVER'S REPORT, ACTIVITIES AND FEES 

2. THIS COURT ORDERS that the Third Report and the Supplementary Report, and the 

activities described in such Reports, be and are hereby approved, provided, however, that only the 

Receiver in its personal capacity and only with respect to its own personal liability, shall be 

entitled to rely upon or utilize in any way such approval. 

3. THIS COURT ORDERS that the professional fees and disbursements (inclusive ofHST) 

ofthe Receiver in the amount of$243,703.71 as set out in the Rizarri Affidavit be and are hereby 

approved. 

4. THIS COURT ORDERS that the professional fees and disbursements (inclusive ofHST) 

of Goldman Sloan Nash & Haber LLP, independent legal counsel ofthe Receiver, in the amount 

of$350,647.10 as set out in the Bissell Affidavit be and are hereby approved. 

5. THIS COURT ORDERS that the Receiver is authorized to pay all such fees and 

disbursements from available funds. 
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MISCELLANEOUS 

6. THIS COURT ORDERS AND REQUESTS the aid and recognition of any court or any 

judicial, regulatory or administrative body in any province or territory of Canada and the Federal 

Court of Canada and any judicial, regulatory or administrative tribunal or other court constituted 

pursuant to the Parliament of Canada or the legislature of any province to act in aid of and to be 

complementary to this Court in carrying out the terms of this Order. All courts, tribunals, 

regulatory and administrative bodies are hereby respectfully requested to make such orders and to 

provide such assistance as may be necessary or desirable t!}..gl"8 sHsGUQJ 

Receiver and its agents in carrying out the terms of this 

SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE 
ENTffiED 

NOV 2 'L zu·1~ f;p , 
COUR SUPERIEURE DE JUSTICE 

ENTRE 

(. 



DONALD DAL BIANCO and 

Applicant 

Court File No. CV-18-598657-00CL 

DEEM MANAGEMENT SERVICES LIMITED and THE 
UPTOWN INC. 

Respondents 

ONTARIO 
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE 

COMMERCIAL LIST 

Proceeding commenced TORONTO 

ORDER 
(Administrative Relief) 

GOLDMAN SLOAN NASH & HABER LLP 
480 University Avenue, Suite 1600 
Toronto ON M5G 1 V2 
Fax: 416-597-3370 

Michael B. Rotsztain (LSO: 17086M) 
Tel: 416-597-7870 
Email: rotsztain@gsnh.com 

R. Brendan Bissell (LSO: 40354V) 
Tel: 416.597.6489 
Fax: 416.597.3370 
Email: bissell@gsnh.com 

Lawyers for the Receiver, Crowe Soberman Inc. 
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CITATION: Dal Bianco v. Deem Management Services et al., 2020 ONSC 1500 

COURT FILE NO.: CV-18-598657-00CL 

DATE: 20200310 

ONTARIO 

SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE 

BETWEEN: ) 

) 

 

Donald Dal Bianco 

Applicant 

– and – 

Deem Management Services Limited and 

The Uptown Inc. 

Respondents 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

D. Ullman for the Applicant 

Eric Gionet and Andrew Wood, for the Lien 

Claimant Maxion Management Services Inc. 

– General Contractor 

Crowe Soberman as Receiver ) 

)

)

)

)

)

)

) 

D. Brendan Bissell, counsel for the Receiver 

 

Appearances also by Harold Rosenberg on 

behalf of subtrade lien claimant Deep 

Foundations  

-and-  

Jeffrey A. Armel for the lien claimant EXP 

Services Inc. 

 )  

 ) HEARD: March 6, 2020 

 

C. GILMORE, J. 

 

REASONS ON RECEIVER’S MOTION 

 

OVERVIEW 

 

[1] This is a motion initiated by the Receiver to determine competing priorities under s.78 of 

the Construction Act (“the Act”) between registered lien claimants and a registered mortgage. 

Through various court attendances it was agreed that this motion would be separated from the 

other issues in dispute in the Receivership so that the priority dispute could be determined on an 

Agreed Statement of Facts. Excerpts from the Agreed Statement of Facts are set out below. 

[2] The parties agreed Maxion Management Services Inc (“Maxion”) would be the moving 

party on this motion, that Mr. Dal Bianco would respond, and that the Receiver would also make 

http://intra.judicialsecurity.jus.gov.on.ca/NeutralCitation/
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submissions. Counsel for some of the other lien claimants appeared on this motion but did not 

make submissions or file material. They are aligned with the position taken by Maxion. 

Receivership Background 

[3] On May 31, 2018, pursuant to an order of the Honourable Mr. Justice Wilton-Siegel, Crowe 

Soberman Inc. was appointed as Receiver (the “Receiver”) of: 

(i) the property known municipally as 215 and 219 Lexington Road, Waterloo, 

Ontario N2K 2E1 (the “Real Property”),   

(ii) the assets and undertakings of Deem Management Services Limited (“Deem 

Management”) related to the Real Property,  and  

(iii) the property, assets and undertakings of the Uptown Inc. (the “Uptown”) 

(collectively referred to as the “Property”). 

[4] The background to the Property was more fully set out in the Receiver’s First Report dated 

June 8, 2018. In the Third Report, the Receiver has provided the following “overview”: 

a) Deem Management is a company that has been working for many decades in the 

Ontario nursing home and retirement home sector. It was the registered owner of 

the Real Property. 

b) A portion of the Real Property was vacant land where the Project had started. The 

remaining land contained the operating Pinehaven Nursing Home, which is an 

unrelated third-party nursing home business. Part of Deem Management’s business 

involved the collection of rent from Pinehaven. 

c) The Uptown operated a presentation centre located on the Real Property and was 

engaged in the planning related to the redevelopment of the Real Property as a 

seniors’ retirement residence called the Uptown Residences. The work carried out 

by the Companies had primarily been in the nature of obtaining approvals relative 

to Phase 1 of the Project, and the excavation and installation of caissons necessary 

for that part of the development.  

d) Both Deem Management and the Uptown are owned by Rob Dal Bianco, who is 

the sole director of the Companies, and is the son of the applicant, Donald Dal 

Bianco (“Dal Bianco”) 

e) Maxion was the general contractor on the Project. The Receiver understands that 

Maxion is owned by Paul Michelin. The Receiver was advised by counsel for 

Michelin and Maxion that its clients assert a joint venture ownership claim, is a 

shareholder in Uptown, and therefore claim a beneficial interest in the Project.  
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f) The Receiver understands that Maxion was advised to cease construction by Rob?? 

in the early winter of 2018. Shortly after construction ceased, various service 

providers registered construction liens against title to the Property commencing on 

March 7, 2018 totaling $7,673,672.48. 

 

g) In addition to the amounts claimed by the construction lien claimants, the 

Application Record dated May 28, 2018, outlined various mortgages and loans 

registered against title to the Property which exceed $20 million.  

 

[5] For purposes of this Agreed Statement of Facts and the Priority Motion, the construction 

Improvement that is the subject of these proceedings will be referred to as “the Uptown Project”. 

[6] Through the Receivership process, and various Court Orders, the Uptown Project was sold 

by the Receiver in the summer of 2018. After making certain distributions, including payment of 

the First and Second Ranking Mortgages described below, the Receiver still holds in trust the sum 

of $5,477,224.57 (inclusive of interest but exclusive of the fees of the Receiver and its counsel) 

from the proceeds of sale. 

[7] The Receiver has not been able to distribute these remaining funds as a result of the 

competing priority claims between the constructions lien claimants and the Dal Bianco 3rd 

Mortgage. 

The First and Second Ranking Mortgages 

[8] IMC was the holder of the first-ranking mortgage, which was registered on May 9, 2017 

and which amounted to $8,299,346.58. 

[9] Dal Bianco was the holder of the second ranking mortgage (by virtue of postponement to 

IMC), which was registered on June 25, 2015 and which amounted to $5,002,656.45; 

[10] The first-ranking mortgage of IMC and the second-ranking mortgage of Dal Bianco have 

been paid out in this Receivership, subject to some small disputes that are not relevant to this 

motion. 

The Dal Bianco “third-ranking” Mortgage 

[11] The third-ranking mortgage was granted by Deem Management to Don Dal Bianco on 

February 14, 2018 and registered on February 23, 2018 as instrument no. WR1099051. 

[12] The Dal Bianco 3rd Mortgage secured the principal amount of $7,978,753.45. 

[13] The amounts secured by the Dal Bianco 3rd Mortgage were all advanced between 2012 and 

2015 without security having been registered. The first advance was made on April 22, 2012 and 

the final advance was made on January 22, 2015. 
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[14] All of the funds advanced by Dal Bianco that were secured by the Dal Bianco 3rd Mortgage 

were intended, and were in fact used, in an Improvement within the meaning of s. 78 of the 

Construction Act on the real property through the Uptown Project. 

The Registered Construction Lien Claims 

[15] Kieswetter Excavating Inc. (“Kieswetter”) registered its construction lien on March 7, 

2018 in the amount of $1,827,409. 

[16] Deep Foundations Inc. (“Deep”) registered its construction lien on March 14, 2018 in the 

amount of $918,432. 

[17] Onespace Limited (“Onespace”) registered its construction lien on March 19, 2018 in the 

amount of $68,580. 

[18] Maxion registered its first construction lien on March 29, 2018 in the amount of 

$4,522,597. 

[19] EXP Services Inc. (“EXP”) registered its construction lien on April 12, 2018 in the amount 

of $336,654. 

[20] Maxion registered its second construction lien on July 13, 2018 in the amount of $560,283. 

[21] The parties have not agreed upon, and the Court is not being asked to make any 

determination of the timeliness or quantum of any of the above registered lien claims, however all 

parties agree that at least some amount of the above lien claims will be valid and owing to one or 

more of the registered lien claimants. 

[22] Even though the liens were registered on title to the Real Property on the dates referred to 

in paragraphs [15] to [20], above, for purposes of the Construction Act the first construction lien 

arose and took effect with respect to the Uptown Project prior to the Dal Bianco 3rd Mortgage 

being registered on title.  

Analysis  

[23] Section 15 of the Construction Act sets out that: 

15.  A person’s lien arises and takes effect when the person first supplies services 

or materials to the improvement. 

[24] The relevant sections of Section 78 of the Construction Act sets are set out below: 
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Priority over mortgages, etc. 

78 (1) Except as provided in this section, the liens arising from an improvement 

have priority over all conveyances, mortgages or other agreements affecting the 

owner’s interest in the premises.  R.S.O. 1990, c. C.30, s. 78 (1); 2017, c. 24, s. 70. 

Building mortgage 

(2) Where a mortgagee takes a mortgage with the intention to secure the financing 

of an improvement, the liens arising from the improvement have priority over that 

mortgage, and any mortgage taken out to repay that mortgage, to the extent of any 

deficiency in the holdbacks required to be retained by the owner under Part IV, 

irrespective of when that mortgage, or the mortgage taken out to repay it, is 

registered.  R.S.O. 1990, c. C.30, s. 78 (2). 

Prior mortgages, prior advances 

(3) Subject to subsection (2), and without limiting the effect of subsection (4), all 

conveyances, mortgages or other agreements affecting the owner’s interest in the 

premises that were registered prior to the time when the first lien arose in respect 

of an improvement have priority over the liens arising from the improvement to the 

extent of the lesser of, 

(a) the actual value of the premises at the time when the first lien arose; and 

(b) the total of all amounts that prior to that time were, 

(i) advanced in the case of a mortgage, and 

(ii) advanced or secured in the case of a conveyance or other 

agreement.  R.S.O. 1990, c. C.30, s. 78 (3); 2017, c. 24, s. 70, 71. 

Prior mortgages, subsequent advances 

(4) Subject to subsection (2), a conveyance, mortgage or other agreement affecting 

the owner’s interest in the premises that was registered prior to the time when the 

first lien arose in respect of an improvement, has priority, in addition to the priority 

to which it is entitled under subsection (3), over the liens arising from the 

improvement, to the extent of any advance made in respect of that conveyance, 

mortgage or other agreement after the time when the first lien arose, unless, 

(a) at the time when the advance was made, there was a preserved or perfected lien 

against the premises; or 

(b) prior to the time when the advance was made, the person making the advance 

had received written notice of a lien.  R.S.O. 1990, c. C.30, s. 78 (4); 2017, c. 24, 

s. 53 (1), 70. 
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Special priority against subsequent mortgages 

(5) Where a mortgage affecting the owner’s interest in the premises is registered 

after the time when the first lien arose in respect of an improvement, the liens 

arising from the improvement have priority over the mortgage to the extent of any 

deficiency in the holdbacks required to be retained by the owner under Part 

IV.  R.S.O. 1990, c. C.30, s. 78 (5); 2017, c. 24, s. 70. 

General priority against subsequent mortgages 

(6) Subject to subsections (2) and (5), a conveyance, mortgage or other agreement 

affecting the owner’s interest in the premises that is registered after the time when 

the first lien arose in respect to the improvement, has priority over the liens arising 

from the improvement to the extent of any advance made in respect of that 

conveyance, mortgage or other agreement, unless, 

(a) at the time when the advance was made, there was a preserved or perfected lien 

against the premises; or 

(b) prior to the time when the advance was made, the person making the advance 

had received written notice of a lien.  R.S.O. 1990, c. C.30, s. 78 (6); 2017, c. 24, 

s. 53 (1), 70. 

[25] It is important to note the general intention of s.78 which is to give priority to lien claimants 

over mortgages with certain defined exceptions. The issue to be determined on this motion is 

whether or not any of the exceptions in s.78 are triggered which would deprive the lien claimants 

of their priority status. 

[26] Given the prima facie priority of lien claimants, it is clear that the onus falls upon the 

mortgagee to prove that its mortgage falls within one of specified exemptions under s.78. 

[27] In Boehmers v. 794561 Ontario Inc. (1993), affirmed 1995 CanLII 660 (ONCA), the court 

said: 

Section 78(1) is the overarching principle of the regime of the Act for the 

determination of priorities. It is, if you will, the central interpretative principle for 

the adjudication of conflicts of this type before the court in this case. Surely, it 

necessarily implies that, as here, the burden must be on the mortgagee to persuade 

the court that it somehow falls clearly within a specified exception to the 

generalized priority of the liens. 

[28] This principle was adopted in Jade-Kennedy Development Corp., Re, 2016 ONSC 7125 at 

para 54 (ONSC) upheld on appeal 2017 ONSC 3421(Div. Crt.) (Jade-Kennedy) and XDG Ltd. v. 

1099606 Ontario Ltd., 2002 CarswellOnt 4535 (XDG). 
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[29] Broadly speaking, s. 78 provides protection to lien holders and should be interpreted in that 

sense. In Jade-Kennedy at para 43, the court emphasized the burden on the mortgagee to persuade 

the Court that it falls within one of the exceptions to the general priority of lien claimants. 

[30] There is no dispute that the 3rd mortgage was registered after the time when the first lien 

arose and is therefore a “subsequent mortgage” within the meaning of the Act. Given that it is a 

subsequent mortgage it is subject to s.78(1) which would give the lien claimants general priority, 

s.78(5) which gives lien claimants a special priority for deficiencies in any holdbacks and s.78(6) 

which gives subsequent mortgages priority for specific advances in certain circumstances. In this 

case, Dal Bianco also relies on s.78(2) claiming that his mortgage falls within the exception for 

building mortgages.  

[31] It is this court’s view that s.78(6) does not apply to give the 3rd mortgagee priority in this 

case. This section is one which contemplates a mortgage registered after a project has commenced. 

The only way in which a mortgagee can gain priority over lien claimants in this scenario is if the 

advances were made “in respect of that mortgage,” there were no preserved or protected liens at 

the time of the advance, and the mortgagee has had written notice of any lien at the time of the 

advance. The last two conditions do not apply to this case. 

[32] In XDG, the court addressed the issue of whether a mortgage registered on title as collateral 

security for a prior indebtedness gained priority. In considering s.78(6), the court made a 

distinction between “amounts secured” and “amounts advanced.” Given that the monies were 

advanced under a different financial arrangement and then subsequently secured by a mortgage, 

s.78(6) was not engaged and no priority was gained over the lien claimants. 

[33] XDG was appealed to the Divisional Court and upheld. In their reasons, the Divisional 

Court held that the trial judge’s reasoning was correct in holding that the mortgagee’s priority was 

limited to the extent of any advance made in respect of the mortgage. Since the advances in that 

case were made in relation to a credit agreement and not the mortgage, the lien claimants’ priority 

was not disturbed. 

[34] In Jade-Kennedy the court relied on the reasoning in XDG with respect to monies 

advanced in relation to a mortgage rather than secured. Further, it is important to note that in 

Jade-Kennedy, the court referred to XDG and held that it “was not necessary to go further and 

address whether or not the monies advanced under the mortgage benefitted the guarantor and I do 

not read the decision as doing so” (para 45). The court in XDG held that there was no case law 

cited to demonstrate that proceeds of an advance had to create any “benefit” to the borrower and 

that such an interpretation of s.78(6) could therefore not be supported (para 46). 

[35] In the case at bar, the parties agree that all of the advances made by Dal Bianco between 

2012 and 2015 benefitted the project. Dal Bianco argues that it would be absurd for his mortgage 

not to have priority given that the advances were clearly in relation to and for the benefit of the 

project. Respectfully, I disagree. As per Jade-Kennedy, I find that there is nothing in the wording 

of s.78 that carves out an exception on that basis. The section speaks to advances as opposed to 

amounts secured. Further, there is nothing in the section which would permit a lender to gain 
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priority by retrospectively securing previously advanced sums whether in relation to the project 

or, in the case of XDG, a loan agreement. 

[36] I also rely on 561861 Ontario Ltd. v. 1085043 Ontario Inc. 1998, CarswellOnt 2935. In 

that case, a sister advanced $100,000 to a brother in order for him to buy out his estranged wife’s 

interest in his farm. A first mortgage for this sum was registered on the property. The brother sold 

the farm property to a golf course and a new first mortgage was placed on the golf course property 

with the sister’s mortgage re-registered and ranking second. The original mortgage was 

discharged. The golf course project went into receivership and lien claims arose. The sister claimed 

she had priority over the lien claimants as her mortgage was registered prior to the liens arising. 

The Court did not agree and found that all monies had been advanced in relation to the prior 

mortgage which had been discharged. As such, the lien claimants retained their priority. The Court 

held at para 24 “…all monies had been advanced on the prior mortgage in 1991 which was 

subsequently discharged.” 

[37] In summary, I do not find that Dal Bianco’s mortgage fits into the exclusion of a 

“subsequent mortgage” as the mortgage (notwithstanding its wording) does not secure advances. 

All the advances were already made. 

[38] Turning to Dal Bianco’s arguments in relation to s.78(2), he submits that his mortgage is a 

“building mortgage” and therefore loses priority only to the extent of any deficiency in the 

holdbacks. It is clear that s.78 of the Act, in addition to providing a form of blanket priority to lien 

claimants, carves out a number of exceptions to exceptions. That is, even if a mortgagee is able 

prove that it falls within one of the exceptions to gain priority, that priority is still subject to the 

priority created for holdbacks. 

[39] Interestingly, the Act does not contain a definition for the term “building mortgage.” As 

such, it is important to carefully review the initial wording of that section which says: “Building 

mortgage – Where a mortgagee takes a mortgage with the intention to secure the financing of an 

improvement….”  The interpretation of this section must be consistent with the overall intention 

of s.78 which is to grant priority to lien claimants. The section denotes a future intention on the 

part of a mortgagee; an intention to secure financing. 

[40] I agree with Maxion’s counsel that using that form of construction, the section should be 

taken to mean that the mortgage is registered and then funds are advanced in the normal course. 

What happened in this case was the reverse, and in this Ccourt’s view, not what was intended by 

78(2). 

[41] I also agree with Maxion’s counsel that the position taken by Dal Bianco would mean that 

if a mortgagee gained priority under s.78(2) as a building mortgage, it would mean that the 

mortgagee would also have priority as a subsequent mortgagee under s.78(6). Taken to its most 

concerning conclusion, this could mean that a building mortgage could have priority over 

registered lien claimants. 

[42] Finally, an important point must be made in this case regarding the overall priority of lien 

claimants and subsequent mortgagees. Particularly in large projects, sub trades must be able to 
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adequately assess their risk before undertaking work. If mortgagees are entitled to “lie in the 

weeds” while advancing funds for the project and then attempt to gain priority later by registering 

mortgages after liens arise, this would be unfair to lien claimants and contrary to the overall 

protection intended by the Act.  

ORDERS AND COSTS 

[43] Maxion’s motion is granted. The lien claimants shall have priority over the registered third 

mortgage. 

[44] As agreed by the parties, the successful party will receive costs of $25,000. Therefore, Dal 

Bianco shall pay costs to Maxion of $25,000. 
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Court File No.:  CV-18-598657-00CL 
 

ONTARIO 
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE 

(COMMERCIAL LIST) 
B E T W E E N : 

DONALD DAL BIANCO 
Applicant 

- and - 

DEEM MANAGEMENT SERVICES LIMITED and THE UPTOWN INC. 
 

Respondents 
APPLICATION UNDER Section 243(1) of the Bankruptcy and Insolvency Act 

and Section 101 of the Courts of Justice Act 
 

AFFIDAVIT OF GORDON HO 
(SWORN DECEMBER 23, 2019) 

 

I, Gordon Ho, of the City of Toronto, in the Province of Ontario, MAKE OATH AND 

SAY: 

1. I am the Vice President, Structural Engineering Central Canada, of EXP Services Inc. 

("EXP") and was Project Principal for the work performed at 215 Lexington Road, Waterloo, 

Ontario (the "Project").   

2. The lands are owned by Deem Management Services Limited and 2453678 Ontario Inc. 

(collectively, the "Owners"). 

3. On a date unknown to EXP, Deem the Owners hired Maxion Management Services Inc. 

and Maxion Construction Management Inc. (collectively, "Maxion") to perform work on the 

Project. In turn, Maxion retained EXP to carry out work at the Project. 

THREE SCOPES OF WORK 

4. EXP entered into agreements with Maxion to supply engineering services, including, but 

not limited to, geotechnical, environmental, structural and inspection and testing services at the 

Project.  
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5. Ultimately, EXP performed three phases of work at the Project; Phase 100 – 

Design Reviews and Site Inspections, Phase 200 – Environmental Work and Soil 

Remediation and Phase 300 – Caisson Inspection and Concrete Testing. 

6. EXP submitted a proposal for its materials testing and inspection services, the 

first scope of work, on or around November 4, 2014 to Maxion. The work included 

therein was limited to the evaluation and inspection of the subgrade, earthworks and 

granular material, and concrete and asphalt. A copy of EXP's November 4, 2014 

proposal is attached hereto as Exhibit "A".   

7. EXP began performing its work on or around November 18, 2015. A copy of 

email correspondence between EXP and Maxion, dated November 16 and 17, 2015, and 

referring to EXP's attendance on site, is attached hereto as Exhibit "B".   

8. Maxion ultimately issued a Purchase Order to EXP to complete the work, which 

included attending on site to perform project walk-throughs, implement demolition 

specifications, review progress draws and sign off on substantial completion. A copy of 

Maxion's Purchase Order is attached hereto as Exhibit "C".   

9. On or about July 6, 2017,  EXP submitted a fee proposal to Maxion for structural 

consulting services. A copy of the executed fee proposal is attached hereto as Exhibit 

"D".  

10. In July 2017, EXP was granted authority by Upper Canada Consultants to 

perform site service inspections. A copy of Upper Canada Consultants' July 25, 2017 

letter to Maxion is this regard is attached hereto as Exhibit "E", along with the email 

from Maxion forwarding same.   

11. In addition, on the following day, Maxion requested that EXP perform shoring 

testing services and monitor shoring piles. A copy of Walter Bedenikovich's July 26, 

2017 email requesting a quote for this work is attached hereto as Exhibit "F".   

12. EXP ultimately issued an Exploratory Test Pitting and Additional Delineation of 

Stockpiled Soil work plan on November 8, 2017. The work plan was created for the 

purposes of addressing Maxion's concerns that fill materials included containments that 
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required disposal of at a Ministry of the Environment and Climate Change certified 

landfill. A copy of EXP's work plan is attached hereto as Exhibit "G".   

13. Furthermore, on September 22, 2017, Maxion requested EXP provide a full-time 

soil inspector to the Project. A copy of Wade Stever's email to Geordy Fournier is 

attached hereto as Exhibit "H".   

14. After attending on site, it was determined additional soil testing was required. 

Maxion instructed EXP to proceed with the testing on an urgent basis in October, 2017. 

A copy of the email exchange between Maxion and EXP is attached hereto as Exhibit 

"I".   

15. In addition, in January 2018, EXP was instructed to perform concrete testing to 

the caissons on site. EXP was therefore on site at the beginning to 2018 to do same. A 

copy of Maxion's request is attached hereto as Exhibit "J".   

16. Ultimately, EXP's last day on site was March 28, 2018, performing project 

management review. A copy of the summary of work performed by EXP's employees is 

attached hereto as Exhibit "K".   

OUTSTANDING PAYMENTS 

17. EXP encountered difficulties collecting payments from Maxion throughout the 

progress on the Project. In fact, on December 17, 2015, Keith Hill, the Project Manager, 

advised EXP's internal team that work was to be placed on a hold until payment was 

received from Maxion. A copy of this email is hereto as Exhibit "L".   

18.  EXP is owed the total of $336,654.12 from Maxion, calculated as follows: 

Invoice No. Invoice Date Amount 

337000 September 22, 2016 $2,293.90 

341662 October 20, 2016 $1,146.95 

395534 September 19, 2017 $8,124.70 

397216 September 27, 2017 $21,121.17 

402730 October 27, 2017 $33,451.39 
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408450 November 24, 2017 $16,538.37 

408454 November 24, 2017 $149.16 

408788 November 27, 2017 $43,889.20 

413328 December 19, 2017 $11,998.58 

413562 December 19, 2017 $65,438.15 

418554 January 25, 2018 $10,204.24 

418611 January 25, 2018 $32,409.18 

425379 March 8, 2018 $28,356.36 

428190 March 23, 2018 $61,532.77 

19. A copy of EXP's Statements of Accounts to Maxion, dated March 26, 2018, is 

attached hereto as Exhibit "M", along with the underlying invoices.   

CLAIM FOR LIEN 

20. As a result of Maxion's non-payment, on April 12, 2018, EXP registered a lien 

upon the Project in the amount of $336,654.12. A copy of the lien, registered as 

Instrument No. WR1106904 in the Land Registry Office of the Regional Municipality of 

Waterloo (LRO No. 58), is attached hereto as Exhibit "N".   

21. The Statement of Claim was issued on May 24, 2018. A copy of the issued 

Statement of Claim is  attached hereto as Exhibit "O".   

22. The Certificate of Action was likewise issued on May 24, 2018. A copy of the 

issued Certificate of Action is attached hereto as Exhibit "P".   

23. The current Parcel Registers for the Project shows the registrations of the Claim 

for Lien. A copy of the Parcel Registers, pulled December 19, 2019, are attached hereto 

as Exhibit "Q".   

24. To date, EXP has not recovered any further funds, such that the full value of the 

lien remains due and owing. 















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Receiver’s Subtrade Lien Timeliness Analysis 

Subtrade Lien 
Claimant 

Claimed 
last day of 

work 

Date of 
registration 

of lien 

Number of days for registration 
of lien (maximum 45) 

Date of action 
in support of 

lien 

Number of days for an action 
(maximum 90) 

Since claimed 
last date 

Since Jan. 24, 
2018 

Since claimed 
last date  

Since Jan. 24, 
2018 

Kieswetter 
Excavating Inc. 

Feb. 2, 
2018 

March 7, 
2018 

34  43  April 12, 2018  69  78 

OneSpace Unlimited 
Inc. 

Feb. 6, 
2018 

March 
19,2018 

41  54  May 2,2018  85  98 

Deep Foundations 
Contractors Inc., 
now GFL 
Infrastructure Group 
Inc. 

Feb. 1, 
2018 

March 14, 
2018 

41  49  April 12, 2018  70  78 

EXP Services Inc.  March 28, 
2018 

April 12, 
2018 

15  78  May 24, 2018  42  105 

 
Notes:  

1. The Jan. 24, 2018 date is the date on which Rob Dal Bianco emailed Paul Michelin to instruct stoppage of work.  See Exhibit 
“Z” to the Affidavit of Rob Dal Bianco sworn July 31, 2019.  The correspondence between Maxion and the subtrades that has 
been provided to the Receiver does not indicate that instructions to stop work were given to the subtrades. 

2. The timing requirements for registering a lien and for an action to support the lien (perfecting it) are conjunctive.  In other 
words, both deadlines need to be met.  Therefore, if the date of last work of Deep Foundations was in fact Jan. 24, then its 
lien is out of time because it was registered on March 14 (>45 days) even though the lawsuit was in time (<90 days). 





Receiver’s review of the lien claim of KieswetterExcavating Inc. (affidavit of Roger 

Kieswetter sworn Dec. 19, 2019) 

1. The timecards for the lien claimant’s workers have been provided and, if true, 

demonstrate that the last date of work claimed by the lien claimant is accurate. 

2. The amounts claimed match to the invoices attached to the affidavit.  See the attached 

spreadsheet for a reconciliation. 

3. The affidavit contains records of the payments received by the lien claimant. 

4. It is unclear if there was any documentation regarding the agreement or contract between 

this subtrade and Maxion Construction Management – The Uptown Inc., or whether the 

provision of services and materials was on a verbal basis.  If the former, it has not been 

provided.  If the latter, the affidavit does not set out what that agreement was and only 

attached invoices. 

5. Some of the invoices are to “Maxion Management Services Inc.” and others are to 

“Maxion Construction Management – The Uptown Inc.” as shown on the attached 

spreadsheet.  It is unclear whether this was a clerical oversight or a substantive 

difference. 

6. The claim for lien was against the property in question owned by Deem Management 

Services Limited, but was also against adjacent property owned by 2453678 Ontario Inc.  

The lien claimant should account for whatever recovery has been made against the other 

liened property, or account for why no recovery has been made if so. 



7. The lien claim includes $36,373.57 owing to Waterloo Demolition Inc., which the

affidavit says is related to the lien claimant (para. 6).  That company’s lien cannot fall

within the lien by Kieswetter.  Unless there is other documentation that may apply, that

company’s lien appears to be out of time and unenforceable and the claim of the lien

claimant should be reduced by that amount.



Deep Management Services Inc. File 

Kieswetter Excavating Inc. 

Checked to
Affidavit 

Amount of lien:
$1,791,035.12 x

$36,373.88 x

 $     1,827,409  x

Construction Lien:  Checked to Lien:

Amount claimed owing 1,827,409$      x

Date  March 7, 2018 x

Receipted as: WR1100946 x

Invoices (per Mr. Roger Kieswetter's affidavit, sworn December 19, 2019,  Exhibit A and C):

Invoice No.  Date (m/d/y) Made out to Made out to From
Amount / 
(Payment)

Checked to 
Progress Bill

Checked to 
Invoice 

Maxion 
Construction 
Management ‐ 
the Uptown Inc.

Maxion 
Construction 
Management

Kieswetter 
Excavating Inc. 

17236 5/24/17 x x 25,425.00        x
17265 6/23/17 x x 81,197.99        x
17297 7/25/17 x x 106,113.78     x
17336 8/25/17 x x 94,992.39        x

8/3/17 (25,425.00)     
9/27/17 (81,197.99)     
11/7/17 (106,113.78)   
12/14/17 (94,992.39)     

17351 9/25/17 x x 91,367.28        x
17377 10/25/17 x x 80,139.60        x
17408 11/24/17 x x 37,874.93        x
17450 12/15/17 x x 277,488.35     x
17500 12/15/17 x x 23,602.50        x x
17501 1/16/18 x x 727,301.01     x
17251 1/25/18 x x 94,581.00        x
17523 1/31/18 x x 235,239.08     x
17522 1/31/18 x x 75,955.47        x
17545 2/15/18 x x 31,703.22        x
17557 2/28/18 x x 9,834.39          x
17658 2/28/18 x x 105,948.29     x

1,791,035.12 

Waterloo 
Demolition 

Inc. (company 
related to 

Kieswetter per 
Affidavit)

5141 9/25/17 x x 36,373.57        x
36,373.57       

1,827,408.69 

What is outstanding: 

1)  Have not received the agreement or contract with Maxion Construction Management ‐ The Uptown Inc. 

2)  Although we have received the time cards, we have not received time cards tied to the invoices or the progress bills. 

3) We have received summarized invoices; however, we have not received detailed breakdowns of the invoices. 



Receiver’s review of the lien claim of OneSpace Unlimited Inc. (affidavit of Rod 

Rowbotham sworn Jan. 17, 2020) 

1. The only evidence of the date that work was last done that has been provided is the 

docket references in the invoices. If they are true, they demonstrate that the last date of 

work claimed by the lien claimant is accurate. 

2. The amounts claimed match to the invoices attached to the affidavit.  See the attached 

spreadsheet for a reconciliation. 

3. There may be clerical errors on two of the invoices attached, because they state that they 

bill for services after the date of the invoice but there are no entries on the invoices after 

their date.  See the attached spreadsheet for details. 

4. It is unclear whether anything was paid for the services rendered at any time, or if the 

total amount claimed is everything that had been billed.  If amounts were paid, details 

have not been provided and would be relevant for project accounting purposes. 

5. The agreement provided by the lien claimant is dated August 2, 2017 and is with 

“Maxion Construction Management- The Uptown Inc.”, but some invoices are to 

“Maxion Management Services Inc.” and others are to “Maxion Construction 

Management – The Uptown Inc.” as shown on the attached spreadsheet.  It is unclear 

whether this was a clerical oversight or a substantive difference. 

6. The claim for lien was against the property in question owned by Deem Management 

Services Limited, but was also against adjacent property owned by 2453678 Ontario Inc.  



The lien claimant should account for whatever recovery has been made against the other 

liened property, or account for why no recovery has been made if so. 



Deep Management Services Inc. File 

Onespace Unlimited Inc. 

Checked to
Affidavit 

Amount of lien
$68,580.00 x

Construction Lien:  Checked to Lien:

Amount claimed owing 68,580$                     x

Date  March 19, 2018 x

Registered as: WR1102923 x

Checked to Contract
Contract: 

Date  June 23, 2017 
(revised July 7, 
2017, and revised 
Aug. 2, 2017) x

To  Maxion 
Construction 
Management ‐ the 
Uptown Inc.  x

Invoices (per Mr. Rod Rowbotham's affidavit, sworn January 17, 2020, Exhibit B):

Invoice No.  Date (m/d/y) Amount  Made out to From Description

Checked to Aged AR  
(Billing Client Name: 
Maxion Management 

Services)
Checked to 
Invoice

Checked to 
Billing backup 
(invoice details) Note: 

$
Maxion Management 
Services Onespace Unlimited Inc. 

15646 10/20/17                8,292.79   x   x 
 for professional services 
for the period Sept. 16, 
2017 to October 20, 2017 

x x x

15647 10/20/17 9,787.50                x x
 for professional services 
for the period Sept. 16, 
2017 to October 23, 2017 

x x x
We do not know why the invoice date is prior to the ending date of 
the professional services rendered. This is likely an error, as there do 
not appear to be any entries after Oct. 20, 2017. 

15648 10/20/17 981.97                   x x
 for professional services 
for the period Sept. 16, 
2017 to October 23, 2017 

x x x
We do not know why the invoice date is prior to the ending date of 
the professional services rendered. This is likely an error, as there do 
not appear to be any entries after Oct. 20, 2017. 

15685 11/23/17 4,577.37                x x
 for professional services 
for the period Oct. 21, 
2017 to Nov. 17, 2017 

x x x

15686 11/23/17 1,146.95                x x
 for professional services 
for the period Oct. 21, 
2017 to Nov. 17, 2017 

x x x

15687 11/23/17 10,764.66             x x
 for professional services 
for the period Oct. 21, 
2017 to Nov. 17, 2017 

x x x



15725 12/18/17 5,262.41                x x
 for professional services 
for the period Nov. 18, 
2017 to Dec. 15, 2017 

x x x

15726 12/18/17 1,638.50                x x
 for professional services 
for the period Nov. 18, 
2017 to Dec. 15, 2017 

x x x

15768 1/23/18 4,144.84                x x
 for professional services 
for the period Dec. 16, 
2017 to Jan. 20, 2018 

x x x

15769 1/23/18 11,689.85             x x
 for professional services 
for the period Dec. 16, 
2017 to Jan. 20, 2018 

x x x

15770 1/23/18 3,723.92                x x
 for professional services 
for the period Dec. 16, 
2017 to Jan. 20, 2018 

x x x

15807 2/23/18 6,569.26                x x
 for professional services 
for the period Feb. 1, 2018 

to Feb. 28, 2018 
x x x

68,580.02            

What is outstanding: 

1) Were there any amounts paid for the services rendered? If so, we would require backup documentation. 

2)  Is there any other proof of the last date or work claimed, other than the docket references in the invoices? 

3)  We have received the billing breakdowns (including a breakdown of the hours, and rates paid); however, we have not received any time cards.  



Receiver’s review of the lien claim of Deep Foundations Contractors Inc., now GFL 

Infrastructure Group Inc. (affidavit of Michael Cianchetti sworn Dec. 18, 2019) 

1. A summary of the timecards for the commencement of work has been provided.  A daily 

log has been provided as evidence for the last date worked, but timecards by the workers 

noted in the log have not.  If the time log is true, it demonstrates that the last date of work 

claimed by the lien claimant is accurate. 

2. The amounts claimed match to the invoices attached to the affidavit.  See the attached 

spreadsheet for a reconciliation. 

3. The affidavit attaches a statement of account showing payments of the first two invoices 

rendered and partial payment of the third, with no payments being made thereafter. 

4. The lien claimant advises that there is no formal contract.  There was instead a tender for 

a total price of $1,860,000, which the lien claimant says was accepted by Maxion 

Construction Management Inc.  .  The email dated May 31, 2017 that the lien claimant’s 

letter dated June 1, 2017 refers to as the acceptance of that tender has not been provided. 

5. Some of the invoices are to “Maxion Management Services Inc.” and others are to 

“Maxion Construction Management – The Uptown Inc.” as shown on the attached 

spreadsheet.  It is unclear whether this was a clerical oversight or a substantive 

difference. 

6. The affidavit states in paragraph 7 that there was an increase in the price for the lien 

claimant’s tender to $2,110,000 based on revisions to contract drawings.  Those drawings 

have not been provided.  There is some corroboration of a price increase in Exhibit 8 to 



the affidavit, which is a subsequent change order issued by Maxion Construction 

Management – The Uptown Inc. dated January 2, 2018, and which refers to the “original 

contract price” as being $2,110,000. 

7. Many of the invoices are illegible (see for example pages 15-16, 25, 27, and 29 to Exhibit 

5 of the affidavit). 

8. Included in the lien claim is a claim for delay of $150,000.  Exhibit 7 to the affidavit is 

the letter from the lien claimant dated December 12, 2017 to “The Maxion Group” 

asserting the delay claim, but the attachments to that letter are not included.  Further 

review of the delay claim will require provision of those documents. 

9. The contractual or common law basis for a delay claim is not clear.  If the lien claimant is 

correct that there is no contract and there is instead only an accepted tender, then the 

terms of that tender provide in section 4 as follows: 

If the Client is the owner or the agent of the owner of the project, then the 

General Conditions of the current version of the CCDC 2 Stipulated Price 

Contract shall apply to the tender and to the Agreement between the 

Tenderer and the Client (“the Agreement”).  If the Client is not the owner, 

or the agent of the owner of the project, then the Subcontract Conditions 

of the current version of the CCA 1 Stipulated Price Subcontract shall 

apply.  The OAFS General Conditions shall take priority over the CCDC 2 

General Conditions and the CCA 1 Subcontract Conditions. 



10. Depending on whether the lien claimant was dealing with a Maxion entity that is 

considered an “owner” for purposes of the Construction Act, different provisions may 

apply.  Those provisions should be provided and reviewed when the backup for the delay 

claim has been provided. 

11. The claim for lien was against the property in question owned by Deem Management 

Services Limited, but was also against adjacent property owned by 2453678 Ontario Inc.  

The lien claimant should account for whatever recovery has been made against the other 

liened property, or account for why no recovery has been made if so. 



Deep Management Services Inc. File 

Deep Foundations Contractors Inc. 

Checked to
Affidavit 

Amount of lien:
$918,432.00 x

Construction Lien:  Checked to Lien:

Amount claimed owing 918,432$          x

Date  March 14, 2018 x

Registered as:  WR1102134 x

Invoices (per Mr. Michael Cianchetti's affidavit, sworn December 18, 2019, Exhibit 5):

Invoice No.  Date (m/d/y) Made out to Made out to From Total Invoice Amt.  Paid
Amount 

balance due 

Checked to 
Statement of 
Account dated 
March 14, 2018

Checked to 
Progress Bills

Maxion 
Construction 

Management Inc. 

Maxion 
Construction 
Management ‐ 
The Uptown Inc. 

Deep Foundation 
Contractors Inc. 

19312 7/25/17 x x 50,850.00          50,850.00          ‐                   x x
19426 8/23/17 x x 76,275.00          76,275.00          ‐                   x x
19619 9/25/17 x 414,427.50        400,000.00        14,427.50       x x
19700 10/26/17 x 297,472.50        297,472.50     x x
19791 11/23/17 x x 53,322.87          53,322.87       x x
19901 12/19/17 x x 63,308.25          63,308.25       x x
20024 1/24/18 x x 167,245.65        167,245.65     x x
20100 2/2/18 x x 72,331.87          72,331.87       x x
20222 2/01/18 x x 105,768.00        105,768.00     x x

Holdback invoice 1759 2/2/18 x x 144,555.74        144,555.74     x x

1,445,557.38     527,125.00        918,432.38    



What is outstanding: 

1)  Part of Exhibit 5 is illegible (for instance some of the invoices and invoice breakdowns, pages 24 to 42).  Also, there are some time card entities; however, they are also illegible. 
We require legible copies. 

2) We have not received Maxion's email dated May 31, 2017 (where says that it accepted Deep's tender, as noted in Deep's letter dated June 1, 2017 in Exhibit 2). 

3) We require documentation to substantiate the claimed increase in the contract price to $2.11 million (see para. 7 of the Affidavit). 
We note that in Exhibit 8 of this Affidavit, there is a "Subcontract Change Order", dated Jan. 2, 2018, signed by Deep (from Maxion), 
which states that the original contract amount was $2.11 million. 

4) Require enclosures related to the delay claim of $150,000 (see Exhibit 7 of the Affidavit). 



Receiver’s review of the lien claim of EXP Services Inc. (affidavit of Gordon Ho sworn Dec. 

23/19) 

1. The only evidence of the date that work was last done that has been provided is the 

docket references in the invoices. If they are true, they demonstrate that the last date of 

work claimed by the lien claimant is accurate. 

2. The amounts claimed match to the invoices attached to the affidavit.  See the attached 

spreadsheet for a reconciliation. 

3. The affidavit attaches fee agreements, purchase orders and accepted proposals in support 

of the claim that it had “agreements with Maxion to provide engineering services.” 

4. Some of the invoices are to “Maxion Management Services Inc.” and others are to 

“Maxion Construction Management – The Uptown Inc.” as shown on the attached 

spreadsheet.  It is unclear whether this was a clerical oversight or a substantive 

difference. 

5. It is unclear whether anything paid for the services rendered at any time, or if the total 

amount claimed is everything that had been billed.  If amounts were paid, details have not 

been provided and would be relevant for project accounting purposes. 

6. The affidavit refers in paragraph 17 to difficulties for this lien claimant in getting paid as 

early as December 17, 2015 and suggests that work was going to be placed on hold 

pending payment.  The invoices claimed date from September 22, 2016 onwards, so the 

Receiver assumes that amounts owing prior to December 17, 2015 were paid.   



7. The statement of account dated March 26, 2018 and attached as exhibit “M” to the 

affidavit shows invoices outstanding for as much as 550 days by that point.  It is unclear 

why overdue amounts were permitted to be outstanding so long given the affidavit’s 

references to earlier difficulties in payment and cessation of work unless paid. 

8. The claim for lien was against the property in question owned by Deem Management 

Services Limited, but was also against adjacent property owned by 2453678 Ontario Inc.  

The lien claimant should account for whatever recovery has been made against the other 

liened property, or account for why no recovery has been made if so. 



Deep Management Services Inc. File 

exp Services Inc. 

Checked to
Affidavit 

Amount of lien
336,654$          x

Construction Lien:  Checked to Lien:

Amount claimed owing 336,654$          x

Date  April 12, 2018 x

Receipted as: WR1106904 x

Invoices (per Mr. Gordon Ho's Affidavit sworn Dec. 23, 2019, Appendix M):

Invoice No.  Date  Made out to:  Made out to From Amount  Description
Checked to 
Invoice 

Checked to 
"Statement" 
O/S Invoices 

Maxion 
Management 
Services Inc. 

Maxion 
Construction 
Management ‐ 
The Uptown 

Inc. 

exp Services Inc.  $

337000 9/22/16 x x 2,293.90        
Progress invoice for 
period ending Aug. 31, 
2016

x

341662 10/20/16 x x 1,146.95        
Progress invoice for 
period ending Sept. 30, 
2016

x

395534 9/19/17 x x 8,124.70        
Progress invoice for 
period ending Aug. 25, 
2017

x x (dated March 26, 2018)

397216 9/27/17 x x 21,121.17      
Progress invoice for 
period ending Aug. 31, 
2017

x

402730 10/27/17 x x 33,451.39      
Progress invoice for 
period ending Sept. 30, 
2017

x



408450 11/24/17 x x 16,538.37      
Progress invoice for 
period ending Oct. 31, 
2017

x

408454 11/24/17 x x 149.16            
Progress invoice for 
period ending Oct. 31, 
2017

x

408788 11/27/17 x x 43,889.20      
Professional services for 
period ending Oct. 27, 
2017

x x (dated March 26, 2018)

413328 12/19/17 x x 11,998.58      
Progress invoice for 
period ending Nov. 30, 
2017

x

413562 12/19/17 x x 65,438.15      
Professional services for 
period ending Nov. 24, 
2017

x x (dated March 26, 2018)

417554 1/25/18 x x 10,204.24      
Progress invoice for 
period ending Dec. 31, 
2017

x

418611 1/25/18 x x 32,409.18      
Professional services for 
period ending Dec. 29, 
2017

x x (dated March 26, 2018)

425379 8/8/2018 x x 28,356.36      
Progress invoice for 
period ending Feb. 28, 
2018

x

428190 3/23/18 x x 61,532.77      
Professional services for 
period ending Feb. 23, 
2018

x x (dated March 26, 2018)

336,654.12    

What is outstanding: 

1)  Were there any amounts paid for the services rendered? If so, we would require backup documentation. 

2)  Was there any other proof of the last day of work (March 28, 2018), other than the docket entries on the invoices?

3)  Why did they continue work on the project after Dec. 17, 2015, to put further work on hold due to payment issues?  It seems that they were not paid before. 

4)  We have not received time cards, nor detailed breakdowns of the invoices. 





Court #: 35-124488
Estate #: 35-124488

Sale of 229 Lexington Road  
Gross Purchase Price 19,960,039.14$          
Rent Collected 60,000.00$                 
Advances from Secured Creditor (Receiver Certificate) Note 1 189,277.30$               
HST Refund 118,186.18$               
Interest Collected from Term Deposit  Note 2 152,493.50$               
Total Receipts 20,479,996.12$         
Less: 

First Mortgage (8,299,346.58)$     
Second Mortgage & Receiver Certificates (4,944,692.24)$     

(13,244,038.82)$         

Net Proceeds 7,235,957.30$           

Less: Professional Disbursements 
Cushman & Wakefield (293,658.75)$        

Blaney's (350,613.76)$        
GSNH (379,249.88)$        

Crowe Soberman Inc. (268,166.00)$        
HST on Crowe Soberman Fees (34,861.58)$          (1,326,549.97)$           

Less: Disbursements paid by the Receiver
Monthly Mortgage Payments (Dal Bianco) (248,794.80)$        
Monthly Mortgage Payments (IMC) -$                      
Filing Fees (140.00)$               
Wiring Charges (35.00)$                 
Receiver General (180,724.31)$        
Software Charge (310.75)$               
Bailiff Charges (7,107.70)$            (437,112.56)$              (15,007,701.35)$       

Total 5,472,294.77$            

Balance in GL 5,472,294.77$           

E&OE

Note 1 : represents two monthly payments for June and July, 2018, the third payment for August was sent directly to IMC.
Note 2 : most recent interest earned from Term Deposit has not been allocated as the maturity date was March 17, 2021
              and information from the bank has not yet been received as of the date of the report

In the Matter of the Receiverhsip of Deem Management Services Limited
Interim Statement of Receipts and Disbursements
For the Period May 31, 2018 to February 28, 2021
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File No. CV-18-598657-00CL 
 
 

ONTARIO 
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE 

COMMERCIAL LIST 
 

BETWEEN: 
DONALD DAL BIANCO 

Applicant 
 

   - and - 
 

 
DEEM MANAGEMENT SERVICES LIMITED and  

THE UPTOWN INC. 
 

Respondent 
 

AFFIDAVIT OF HANS RIZARRI 
SWORN APRIL 8, 2021 

 

I, Hans Rizarri, of the City of Toronto, in the Province of Ontario, AFFIRM and STATE THE 

FOLLOWING TO BE TRUE: 

1. I am a Licensed Insolvency Trustee with the firm of Crowe Soberman Inc. (“Crowe”), the Court 

Appointed Receiver of Deem Management Services Limited (“Deem”), and The Uptown Inc. 

(“Uptown”), (collectively referred to as the “Companies”),  and as such have personal 

knowledge of the matters deposed to herein.  

2. On May 31, 2018 Crowe was appointed Receiver (the “Receiver”) without security of all of the 

assets, undertakings and properties of the Companies pursuant to an Order made by the 

Honourable Justice Wilton-Siegel of the Ontario Superior Court of Justice.  







Review banking to date with Hans

3/26/2019 5710 Banking - File Specific Hour FX 0.20 225.00 45.00

HST returns for the uptown

3/15/2019 5720 CRA / Audit / Filings Hour GRH 0.50 350.00 175.00

Website updates re- motion records

3/4/2019 5702 Admin work file - General (description mandatory) Hour GRH 0.20 350.00 70.00

Conference calls with counsel, various emails on next steps w follow up questions for Maxion counsel,

3/1/2019 5702 Admin work file - General (description mandatory) Hour GRH 0.40 350.00 140.00

Eric Gionet lawyer for Maxion request of additional info, query; dis with GH, call with B.Bissell on same, 
scheduling required with court, planning

3/1/2019 5705 Creditor/Debtor Inquiries/Assistance Hour HMR 1.10 600.00 660.00

Motion record and website, materials from responding creidtor

2/28/2019 5702 Admin work file - General (description mandatory) Hour GRH 0.35 350.00 122.50

Emails w counsel on next steps,

2/27/2019 5702 Admin work file - General (description mandatory) Hour GRH 0.15 350.00 52.50

Court hearing follow up with B.Bissell

2/27/2019 5705 Creditor/Debtor Inquiries/Assistance Hour HMR 0.50 600.00 300.00

Review of motion material, status of hearing, responses waiting Eric Gionet, receipts and disb; planning

Hours Rate Amount
2/26/2019 5713 Receivership Hour HMR 0.80 600.00 480.00
Date Workcode Description Type Empl ID
Project: 029444 Deem Management Services Inc.

Client ID: 1020677

Name: Deem Management Services Inc.

Contract: 1020677

Contract Name: Deem Management Services Inc.

Crowe Soberman Inc.
Page 1

4/6/2021 11:52 AM

Billing Worksheet Report

From: 2/1/2019 To: 3/31/2021



Crowe Soberman Inc.
Page 1

4/6/2021 11:52 AM

Billing Worksheet Report

From: 2/1/2019 To: 3/31/2021

4/24/2019 5713 Receivership Hour HMR 1.20 600.00 720.00

Various emails re court attendance

4/23/2019 5702 Admin work file - General (description mandatory) Hour GRH 0.20 350.00 70.00

Review banking to date with Hans

4/22/2019 5710 Banking - File Specific Hour FX 0.20 225.00 45.00

Emails from counsel on scheduling

4/16/2019 5702 Admin work file - General (description mandatory) Hour GRH 0.10 350.00 35.00

Emails w counsel on scheduling

4/16/2019 5702 Admin work file - General (description mandatory) Hour GRH 0.15 350.00 52.50

Maximum claims, director actions re Paul Michelin, position of proposal trustee thereof, dis with legal 
counsel

4/12/2019 5704 Review Hour HMR 0.60 600.00 360.00

Corresp with B.Bissell, corresp bw legal counsel, status review

4/10/2019 5713 Receivership Hour HMR 0.30 600.00 180.00

Numerous emails w counsel, corporate search, emails w counsel

4/10/2019 5702 Admin work file - General (description mandatory) Hour GRH 0.40 350.00 140.00

Various emails w counsel on next steps,

4/1/2019 5702 Admin work file - General (description mandatory) Hour GRH 0.20 350.00 70.00

Corresp from lien claimants, relief sought x receiver by E.Gionet for Maxium, position of receiver thereof

4/1/2019 5713 Receivership Hour HMR 0.60 600.00 360.00

Initial review of Deem claim

3/29/2019 5702 Admin work file - General (description mandatory) Hour GRH 0.25 350.00 87.50

Emails from counsel on response to service list, provide approval on same

3/26/2019 5702 Admin work file - General (description mandatory) Hour GRH 0.25 350.00 87.50
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5/17/2019 5705 Creditor/Debtor Inquiries/Assistance Hour HMR 0.50 600.00 300.00

Representation letter requested by purchaser for City of Waterloo, review with B.Bissell on same

5/13/2019 5705 Creditor/Debtor Inquiries/Assistance Hour HMR 0.80 600.00 480.00

File updates

5/10/2019 5702 Admin work file - General (description mandatory) Hour GRH 0.10 350.00 35.00

Emails re books and records request, emails and reivew of draft correspondence from purchaser

5/7/2019 5702 Admin work file - General (description mandatory) Hour GRH 0.40 350.00 140.00

Buyer request of rep letter to city, review with B.Bissell and response

5/6/2019 5705 Creditor/Debtor Inquiries/Assistance Hour HMR 0.70 600.00 420.00

Review of correspondence and confirm price allocation from purchaser, review of email from counsel, 
memo, and corrresponding email

5/1/2019 5702 Admin work file - General (description mandatory) Hour GRH 0.75 350.00 262.50

Emails from purchaser on request to send information to city of waterloo, continued emails from lien 
claimants

4/26/2019 5702 Admin work file - General (description mandatory) Hour GRH 0.40 350.00 140.00

Buyer request of letter for City of Waterloo, corresp B.Bissell, General Conveyance document on sale, 
dis with buyer rep on same, review of receiver's position

4/25/2019 5708 Asset Realization Hour HMR 0.80 600.00 480.00

Exp Services Inc. project detail report in support of lien claim, review prvs lien claim

4/25/2019 5705 Creditor/Debtor Inquiries/Assistance Hour HMR 0.60 600.00 360.00

Various emails with lien claimants on timelines for perfection

4/25/2019 5702 Admin work file - General (description mandatory) Hour GRH 0.40 350.00 140.00

Various emails w counsel on result of hearing, planning next steps, strategy, timing on reports

4/24/2019 5702 Admin work file - General (description mandatory) Hour GRH 0.50 350.00 175.00

Report from B.Bissell re court attendance, scheduling of receiver's motion, responses, examniation 
thereof, discharge of personal bankruptcy of Michelin, documents and information to date receiver, 
review, planning, receiver's position
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6/13/2019 5702 Admin work file - General (description mandatory) Hour GRH 0.10 350.00 35.00

Emails re books and records w counsel, Maxion provided,

6/12/2019 5702 Admin work file - General (description mandatory) Hour GRH 0.15 350.00 52.50

Various emails w counsel on amended affidavit and timing

6/6/2019 5702 Admin work file - General (description mandatory) Hour GRH 0.45 350.00 157.50

Various emails with counsel on materials and concerns on same

6/5/2019 5702 Admin work file - General (description mandatory) Hour GRH 0.40 350.00 140.00

Review of motion record, affidavit, exhibits, paul michelin/maxion, emails from accountant on 
request.send materials on same

6/3/2019 5702 Admin work file - General (description mandatory) Hour GRH 2.00 350.00 700.00

Review motion material from Maxion, review of previous corresp and lien timelines information 
previously provided, planning

5/31/2019 5705 Creditor/Debtor Inquiries/Assistance Hour HMR 1.20 600.00 720.00

Purchaser confirmation letter with City

5/30/2019 5705 Creditor/Debtor Inquiries/Assistance Hour HMR 0.30 600.00 180.00

Correspondence to purchaser, emails w counsel, review of Maxxion lien documents

5/30/2019 5702 Admin work file - General (description mandatory) Hour GRH 0.65 350.00 227.50

Review of kiesweeter lien materials

5/29/2019 5702 Admin work file - General (description mandatory) Hour GRH 0.40 350.00 140.00

Emails on status of books and records

5/28/2019 5702 Admin work file - General (description mandatory) Hour GRH 0.30 350.00 105.00

Review banking to date with Hans

5/27/2019 5710 Banking - File Specific Hour FX 0.20 225.00 45.00

Process term deposit renewal and posting of interest

5/27/2019 5710 Banking - File Specific Hour FX 0.25 225.00 56.25

Rep letter to purchaser; lien claimants Kieswetter Excavating review of info submitted
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Review with Hans re- Affidavit from Micheline

0.20 350.00 70.00

Various emails w counsel on docket request

7/2/2019 5702 Admin work file - General (description mandatory) Hour GRH

0.60 600.00 360.00

McEwan endorsement revised schedule to Oct 24; E.Gionet corresp re Blaneys legal accounts request 
for review, corresp thereof B.Bissell

6/28/2019 5705 Creditor/Debtor Inquiries/Assistance Hour HMR

0.40 350.00 140.00

Review of new timeline and endorsements, follow up emails between counsel

6/28/2019 5702 Admin work file - General (description mandatory) Hour GRH

0.80 600.00 480.00

Review of corresp from B.Bissell re post court hearing scheduling, corresp bw legal counsel, dis with 
B.Bissell reporting as receiver, timing thereof; planning

6/24/2019 5713 Receivership Hour HMR

1.00 350.00 350.00

Various emails with counsel on court attendance, additional materials, scheduling dates, review of Pilutti

6/21/2019 5702 Admin work file - General (description mandatory) Hour GRH

0.20 350.00 70.00

Emails w counsel on next steps re affidavits

6/19/2019 5702 Admin work file - General (description mandatory) Hour GRH

0.80 600.00 480.00

Review corresp Brad Philips lawyer for Rob Dal B; review of Piluitti corresp in response to Michelin 
affidavit, receiver's position review, planning

6/19/2019 5704 Review Hour HMR

0.30 600.00 180.00

Corresp between legal counsel, planning with B.Bissell

6/17/2019 5705 Creditor/Debtor Inquiries/Assistance Hour HMR

0.75 350.00 262.50

Review of response to michelin affidavit, various emails w counsel

6/17/2019 5702 Admin work file - General (description mandatory) Hour GRH

6/14/2019 5702 Admin work file - General (description mandatory) Hour GRH 0.20 350.00 70.00

Corresp from B.Bissell, responses from accountant rep Dal Bianco re affidavit from Michelin, position of 
receiver thereof request in affidavit format; review of affidavit

6/14/2019 5705 Creditor/Debtor Inquiries/Assistance Hour HMR 0.60 600.00 360.00

Emails on request for additional scheduling and responding
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2.75 350.00 962.508/29/2019 5702 Admin work file - General (description mandatory) Hour GRH

0.40 350.00 140.00

Outstanding HST returns

8/20/2019 5720 CRA / Audit / Filings Hour GRH

0.20 225.00 45.00

Review banking to date with Hans

8/20/2019 5710 Banking - File Specific Hour FX

0.25 225.00 56.25

Process term deposit and renewal

8/20/2019 5710 Banking - File Specific Hour FX

0.20 350.00 70.00

Various emails w counsel on meeting

8/16/2019 5702 Admin work file - General (description mandatory) Hour GRH

1.70 600.00 1,020.00

Review of updated affividavits from parties; dis with legal counsel as to receiver's position; planning

8/14/2019 5713 Receivership Hour HMR

1.00 350.00 350.00

Review of motion record

8/2/2019 5702 Admin work file - General (description mandatory) Hour GRH

0.20 225.00 45.00

Review banking to date with Hans

8/2/2019 5710 Banking - File Specific Hour FX

0.30 350.00 105.00

Various emails w counsel on materials recently served

7/31/2019 5702 Admin work file - General (description mandatory) Hour GRH

0.75 350.00 262.50

Continute to prepare and file HST returns

7/22/2019 5720 CRA / Audit / Filings Hour GRH

0.40 350.00 140.00

Prepare and File HST returns

7/19/2019 5720 CRA / Audit / Filings Hour GRH

0.25 350.00 87.50

Review, planning, scheduling

7/18/2019 5702 Admin work file - General (description mandatory) Hour GRH

0.20 225.00 45.00

Review banking to date with Hans

7/16/2019 5710 Banking - File Specific Hour FX
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Continue review of file re- next steps

Review of motion materials between parties.  Review of Affidavits filed to date. Analysis of various 
positions of parties.  Meeting with B Bissel.  Detailed discussions of Receiver's position.

10/9/2019 5713 Receivership Hour HMR 4.50 600.00 2,700.00

Review w B.Bissell re corresp from legal counsel, receiver's position thereof, reporting to the court 
considerations, need for steps before Oct 24.19 court hearing consider 9:30, mediation or schedule 
examinations; review of material from parties

1.25 350.00 437.50

10/7/2019 5704 Review Hour HMR 1.70 600.00 1,020.00

10/7/2019 5702 Admin work file - General (description mandatory) Hour GRH

0.10 350.00 35.00

Various on next steps

10/4/2019 5702 Admin work file - General (description mandatory) Hour GRH

1.30 600.00 780.00

Review with legal counsel receiver's position, report to court re Oct 24 court hearing, alternatives, review 
of several corresp from lien claimants to date, no examinations took place although scheduled

10/3/2019 5713 Receivership Hour HMR

0.35 350.00 122.50

Various emails w counsel on next steps, review GL

10/2/2019 5702 Admin work file - General (description mandatory) Hour GRH

0.80 600.00 480.00

Corresp from lien claimants counsel; corresp w B.Bissell on same, review with GH, receiver's position re 
scheduled court hearing, planning

10/2/2019 5713 Receivership Hour HMR

0.25 225.00 56.25

Review banking to date with Hans

9/25/2019 5710 Banking - File Specific Hour FX

0.80 600.00 480.00

Timeliness and quantum of registered liens: corresp from Eric Gionet on behalf of lien claimants, 
response thereof, position of receiver, planning

9/20/2019 5713 Receivership Hour HMR

3.20 600.00 1,920.00

Meeting with legal counsel review of proceedings to date, materials filed to date various lien claimaints, 
position of creditors thereof, examinations Sept, court hearing Oct, timing concerns need for creditor 
group to follow court schedule, planning

8/29/2019 5713 Receivership Hour HMR

Meeting with counsel, prep for same,travel
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Prepare report of Receiver 

0.30 600.00 180.00

Report of receiver review, corresp with B.Bissell

10/25/2019 5711 Reports Hour HMR

2.60 600.00 1,560.00

Short dis with B.Bissell, receiver's report draft, factum of receiver review

10/24/2019 5711 Reports Hour HMR

1.30 600.00 780.00

Extension request D.Ullmann, opposed by various parties, prep to attend 930, dis with B.Bissell, 
rescheduled to Nov; review of report, positions of various parties

10/18/2019 5713 Receivership Hour HMR

1.80 600.00 1,080.00

Report of receiver, dis with Brendan Bissell report of receiver, status of factum; correspondence between 
legal counsel 930 hearing, Oct 24 hearing request by D.Ullmann for adjourment, planning thereof

10/17/2019 5711 Reports Hour HMR

2.10 600.00 1,260.00

Corresp between legal counsel, Blaneys corresp re 9:30 scheduling request as no examinations done 
and material to prepare, position of receiver thereof; report to court with B. Bissell continued

10/16/2019 5711 Reports Hour HMR

2.30 600.00 1,380.00

Report to court with B.Bissell, GH; corresp from E.Gionet thereof, planning to court hearing

10/15/2019 5711 Reports Hour HMR

0.40 350.00 140.00

various emails w counsel on status of report

10/15/2019 5702 Admin work file - General (description mandatory) Hour GRH

2.60 600.00 1,560.00

Report of receiver draft with GH; position of receiver considering various position of lien claimants, 
Maxion motion and 3rd mortgagee re Oct 24 hearing

10/11/2019 5711 Reports Hour HMR

1.80 600.00 1,080.00

Report of receiver with GH, structure, contents for Oct 24 court hearing; strategy and planning

10/10/2019 5711 Reports Hour HMR

10/10/2019 5711 Reports Hour GRH 1.50 350.00 525.00

review of affidavits, memo, accounting records, prep for meeting, meeting w counsel on next steps re 
hearing and materials

10/9/2019 5702 Admin work file - General (description mandatory) Hour GRH 2.75 350.00 962.50
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0.40 610.00 244.0012/17/2019 5704 Review Hour HMR

0.25 240.00 60.00

process and prepare cheques re- legal disbursements

12/5/2019 5710 Banking - File Specific Hour FX

0.25 240.00 60.00

Review banking to date with Hans

11/29/2019 5710 Banking - File Specific Hour FX

0.30 610.00 183.00

Review of legal fees; dis with GH re next steps

11/28/2019 5714 Div I Proposal Hour HMR

0.60 610.00 366.00

Review of court order, dis with B.Bissell court order, fees, timing next milestone Jan, Feb, Mar; 
receiver's position thereof; review of same with GH, planning

11/22/2019 5713 Receivership Hour HMR

1.00 610.00 610.00

Monitor of court attendance; dis with GH; correspondence with B.Bissell

11/21/2019 5713 Receivership Hour HMR

0.25 240.00 60.00

Process term deposit and renewal

11/19/2019 5710 Banking - File Specific Hour FX

1.20 610.00 732.00

Corresp from B.Bissell; receipt and review of factum from D.Ullmann, planning re court hearing

11/18/2019 5704 Review Hour HMR

1.20 610.00 732.00

Corresp from B.Bissell re Maxion documents provided, analysis thereof; corresp from parties on same

11/15/2019 5704 Review Hour HMR

0.30 610.00 183.00

Review, planning for court hearing with GH

11/11/2019 5713 Receivership Hour HMR

1.60 600.00 960.00

Review of factum, book of authorities; position of receiver re lien claimants, mortgagee

10/31/2019 5711 Reports Hour HMR

0.25 225.00 56.25

Review banking to date with Hans

10/29/2019 5710 Banking - File Specific Hour FX

0.80 600.00 480.00

Correspondence and call to B.Bissell re continuing matters, report changes and planning service thereof

10/29/2019 5711 Reports Hour HMR
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0.20 610.00 122.002/26/2020 5705 Creditor/Debtor Inquiries/Assistance Hour HMR

0.40 610.00 244.00

Corresp B.Bissell, continuing matters incl s.78(3) arguments, some banking

2/11/2020 5713 Receivership Hour HMR

2.20 610.00 1,342.00

Prep for and attend case conference before Justice Hainey; post dis with B.Bissell, legal counsel

1/29/2020 5713 Receivership Hour HMR

1.80 610.00 1,098.00

Corresp re case conf tomorrow; dis with B.Bissell on same; briefing note review, receiver supp report 
and factum review in prep for case conference

1/28/2020 5705 Creditor/Debtor Inquiries/Assistance Hour HMR

0.25 240.00 60.00

Review banking to date with Hans

1/22/2020 5710 Banking - File Specific Hour FX

0.20 610.00 122.00

9:30 court attendance corresp B.Bissell, planning for Jan 29 hearing

1/21/2020 5705 Creditor/Debtor Inquiries/Assistance Hour HMR

1.20 610.00 732.00

D.Ullmann re section 78 issue hearing request, corresp from various legal counsel; 9:30 hearing 
tomorrow prep with GH, review matters to date, corresp B.Bissell, position of receiver thereof

1/20/2020 5705 Creditor/Debtor Inquiries/Assistance Hour HMR

0.50 610.00 305.00

Corresp from various legal counsel re 9:30 request of receiver, continued delays and non progress

1/17/2020 5713 Receivership Hour HMR

0.25 240.00 60.00

Process term deposit and renewal

1/17/2020 5710 Banking - File Specific Hour FX

0.30 610.00 183.00

Corresp bw legal counsel re attempts for examination, request 9:30 in advance of Jan 29 court hearing

1/15/2020 5705 Creditor/Debtor Inquiries/Assistance Hour HMR

0.25 240.00 60.00

Review banking to date with Hans

1/13/2020 5710 Banking - File Specific Hour FX

0.30 610.00 183.00

Corresp from B.Bissell re examination, corresp between legal counsel, non progress continued

1/10/2020 5705 Creditor/Debtor Inquiries/Assistance Hour HMR

Dis with B.Bissell re summons for examination required to various parties as no progress on their own, 
need to organize the various parties re early 2020 court hearings; review parties position to date, 

tt th t i i ti
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0.20 610.00 122.00

Appeal corresp receipt and review

3/31/2020 5705 Creditor/Debtor Inquiries/Assistance Hour HMR

0.20 610.00 122.00

Corresp lawyer re notice of appeal

3/23/2020 5705 Creditor/Debtor Inquiries/Assistance Hour HMR

0.60 610.00 366.00

Receipt and review of Notice of Appeal filed by Dal Bianco

3/19/2020 5705 Creditor/Debtor Inquiries/Assistance Hour HMR

0.60 610.00 366.00

Report by B.Bissell re s78 motion options available to trustee re appeal to be filed, short review of 
material filed, some research on same

3/12/2020 5705 Creditor/Debtor Inquiries/Assistance Hour HMR

0.20 610.00 122.00

Short discussion with D.Ullmann

3/11/2020 5713 Receivership Hour HMR

0.60 610.00 366.00

Hearing before Justice Gilmore re s78 arguments; review of court material, monitor, reporting from 
B.Bissell thereof

3/6/2020 5705 Creditor/Debtor Inquiries/Assistance Hour HMR

0.80 610.00 488.00

Responding Brief of Authorities of Dal Bianco for March 6 hearing; short dis with legal counsel thereof

3/5/2020 5713 Receivership Hour HMR

0.25 240.00 60.00

Review banking to date with Hans

3/5/2020 5710 Banking - File Specific Hour FX

1.20 610.00 732.00

Review of receiver's factum and brief of authorities; Maxiom factum review, corresp between legal 
counsel thereof; position of receiver thereof

3/4/2020 5711 Reports Hour HMR

0.60 610.00 366.00

Responding Factum of Donald Dal Bianco for the hearing scheduled for March 6, 2020; corresp between 
legal counsel on same

3/3/2020 5713 Receivership Hour HMR

0.60 610.00 366.00

Agreed stmt of facts re s.78 from parties, corresp from B.Bissell on same

2/27/2020 5705 Creditor/Debtor Inquiries/Assistance Hour HMR

Short dis with D.Ullmann
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0.50 610.00 305.00

Appeal route corresp from B.Bissell

5/15/2020 5705 Creditor/Debtor Inquiries/Assistance Hour HMR

1.80 610.00 1,098.00

Prepare call review of affidavits of subtrade liens, stmt of facts review, call with B.Bissell on same, 
planning, response to Jeff Armel as to timing, planning re further detailed review per trade amounts and 
further considerations; corresp to subtrades lawyer

5/15/2020 5705 Creditor/Debtor Inquiries/Assistance Hour HMR

0.35 360.00 126.00

Call with counsel, review of emails

5/14/2020 5702 Admin work file - General (description mandatory) Hour GRH

0.30 360.00 108.00

HST deemed trust demand, emails and call with CRA agent

5/12/2020 5720 CRA / Audit / Filings Hour GRH

0.25 240.00 60.00

Review banking to date with Hans

4/28/2020 5710 Banking - File Specific Hour FX

0.40 610.00 244.00

Corresp J.Armel follow up on receiver's position of trades, affidavit review, corresp between legal 
counsel thereof, prep for conf call with B.Bissell review applicable affidavits

4/27/2020 5705 Creditor/Debtor Inquiries/Assistance Hour HMR

0.60 610.00 366.00

Corresp E.Gionet re appeal by Dal Bianco and issues thereof; corresp B.Bissell on same, review of 
receiver's position

4/23/2020 5705 Creditor/Debtor Inquiries/Assistance Hour HMR

1.70 610.00 1,037.00

Receipt and review of Appeal Book and Compendium, Factum, Brief of Authorities re Appellant Don Dal 
Bianco

4/21/2020 5705 Creditor/Debtor Inquiries/Assistance Hour HMR

0.25 240.00 60.00

Process term deposit renewal and  posting interest

4/20/2020 5710 Banking - File Specific Hour FX

0.60 610.00 366.00

B.Bissell re affidavits of lien claimants o/s for a year, requesting a response, to review w follow up

4/16/2020 5704 Review Hour HMR

0.25 240.00 60.00

Review banking to date with Hans

4/13/2020 5710 Banking - File Specific Hour FX
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2.20 610.00 1,342.006/10/2020 5705 Creditor/Debtor Inquiries/Assistance Hour HMR

1.20 610.00 732.00

Liens claimants review w staff, corresp B.Bissell on same

6/5/2020 5705 Creditor/Debtor Inquiries/Assistance Hour HMR

6.25 385.00 2,406.25

Call with Hans, work on schedule re: liens, check back up, email to Hans

6/5/2020 5713 Receivership Hour JIP

0.60 610.00 366.00

Corresp from legal counsel re appeal route to take, analysis by legal counsel

6/4/2020 5705 Creditor/Debtor Inquiries/Assistance Hour HMR

0.70 610.00 427.00

Lien claimant review w Julie Z, set up and analysis thereof

6/4/2020 5705 Creditor/Debtor Inquiries/Assistance Hour HMR

4.00 385.00 1,540.00

Review memos, file / documents and compile back-up schedules of claim liens

6/4/2020 5713 Receivership Hour JIP

0.40 610.00 244.00

Lien claimants analysis review, planning; legal counsel corresp re appeal route and issues thereof

6/2/2020 5705 Creditor/Debtor Inquiries/Assistance Hour HMR

0.30 610.00 183.00

CRA claim review

6/2/2020 5720 CRA / Audit / Filings Hour HMR

0.75 385.00 288.75

Review file, and emails; discuss with hans

6/2/2020 5713 Receivership Hour JIP

0.80 610.00 488.00

Lien claimants review in detail w Julie Z. for further analysis in prep for additional info request to parties

6/1/2020 5705 Creditor/Debtor Inquiries/Assistance Hour HMR

0.75 385.00 288.75

Review file / letter from May 2018, prep for and discuss the file with Hans

6/1/2020 5704 Review Hour JIP

1.60 610.00 976.00

Lien claimants review of info and status, request for comment; staff planning

5/31/2020 5705 Creditor/Debtor Inquiries/Assistance Hour HMR

0.20 610.00 122.00

Draft Statement of Receipts and Disbursements and bank balance

5/15/2020 5710 Banking - File Specific Hour HMR
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0.50 385.00 192.507/8/2020 5713 Receivership Hour JIP

0.30 610.00 183.00

Lien claimants info o/s, review next steps in process, corresp legal counsel

6/29/2020 5705 Creditor/Debtor Inquiries/Assistance Hour HMR

0.60 610.00 366.00

Review of analysis re Maxion claim, corrresp B.Bissell

6/19/2020 5705 Creditor/Debtor Inquiries/Assistance Hour HMR

0.25 240.00 60.00

Process term deposit and term deposit renewal

6/17/2020 5710 Banking - File Specific Hour FX

1.30 610.00 793.00

Lien claimants contd review, Maxion information stmt of accounts provided to date and applicable 
agreements

6/15/2020 5705 Creditor/Debtor Inquiries/Assistance Hour HMR

2.00 385.00 770.00

review info, update schedules, double check invoices - exp, emails to / from hans, comments on 
Brendan's email and information sent re: Maxion

6/15/2020 5713 Receivership Hour JIP

0.50 385.00 192.50

Review info, update schedules

6/12/2020 5713 Receivership Hour JIP

0.20 610.00 122.00

Appeal route and appeal documents corresp from legal counsel

6/11/2020 5705 Creditor/Debtor Inquiries/Assistance Hour HMR

0.75 385.00 288.75

Review info - from brendan

6/11/2020 5713 Receivership Hour JIP

0.25 240.00 60.00

Review banking to date with Hans

6/11/2020 5710 Banking - File Specific Hour FX

1.50 385.00 577.50

Prep for, and call with Brendan and Hans, review informatoin received from Brendan

6/10/2020 5713 Receivership Hour JIP

0.30 610.00 183.00

Legal counsel corresp re draft order

6/10/2020 5705 Creditor/Debtor Inquiries/Assistance Hour HMR

Review of all lien claimants analysis; detailed dis w B.Bissell and Julie Z on same, strategy and planning
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0.70 610.00 427.00

B.Bissell re lien claimants process, data, info and questions compiled to date by staff

7/29/2020 5705 Creditor/Debtor Inquiries/Assistance Hour HMR

0.60 610.00 366.00

B.Bissell re court hearing results directions court of appeal, planning

7/28/2020 5705 Creditor/Debtor Inquiries/Assistance Hour HMR

0.25 240.00 60.00

Review banking to date with Hans

7/28/2020 5710 Banking - File Specific Hour FX

0.30 610.00 183.00

Short review re Court of appeal hearing tomorrow,

7/27/2020 5705 Creditor/Debtor Inquiries/Assistance Hour HMR

0.50 385.00 192.50

Review info / emails, prep for call with Hans

7/27/2020 5713 Receivership Hour JIP

0.30 610.00 183.00

Deems delayed claim of 140k review and follow up

7/24/2020 5705 Creditor/Debtor Inquiries/Assistance Hour HMR

0.40 610.00 244.00

Receiver motion, service list inquiry by counsel, review w staff receiver motion

7/21/2020 5705 Creditor/Debtor Inquiries/Assistance Hour HMR

0.30 610.00 183.00

CRA HST amount o/s to be paid, initial review for validity

7/20/2020 5720 CRA / Audit / Filings Hour HMR

0.30 610.00 183.00

B.Bissell corresp re receiver's motion

7/20/2020 5705 Creditor/Debtor Inquiries/Assistance Hour HMR

0.70 610.00 427.00

Receiver's motion for advice and directions issued

7/16/2020 5705 Creditor/Debtor Inquiries/Assistance Hour HMR

0.30 610.00 183.00

B.Bissell corresp re H.Rosenberg comments re draft order

7/13/2020 5705 Creditor/Debtor Inquiries/Assistance Hour HMR

1.30 610.00 793.00

B.Bissel re motion material of receiver, Justice Gilmore order draft

7/10/2020 5705 Creditor/Debtor Inquiries/Assistance Hour HMR

Read through emails, and Gilmore motion



Crowe Soberman Inc.
Page 1

4/6/2021 11:52 AM

Billing Worksheet Report

From: 2/1/2019 To: 3/31/2021

0.50 610.00 305.00

Review status of litigation bw parties, role or receiver, audit of lien claimaints, consider mediation w 
B.Bissell

10/6/2020 5704 Review Hour HMR

0.60 610.00 366.00

CRA reassesment for May 2018 period ending done in January 2020 unclear, review and follow up w 
CRA, corresp to legal counsel

9/25/2020 5720 CRA / Audit / Filings Hour HMR

0.20 610.00 122.00

B.Bissell corresp re court of appeal decision

9/16/2020 5705 Creditor/Debtor Inquiries/Assistance Hour HMR

0.20 610.00 122.00

Court of appeal hearing monitor

9/3/2020 5705 Creditor/Debtor Inquiries/Assistance Hour HMR

0.25 240.00 60.00

Review banking to date with Hans

9/2/2020 5710 Banking - File Specific Hour FX

0.30 610.00 183.00

Review of material re upcoming court hearing

8/31/2020 5705 Creditor/Debtor Inquiries/Assistance Hour HMR

0.25 240.00 60.00

Process term deposit and renewal

8/19/2020 5710 Banking - File Specific Hour FX

0.25 240.00 60.00

Review banking to date with Hans

8/12/2020 5710 Banking - File Specific Hour FX

0.20 610.00 122.00

Review statements, applicable considering transactions pre receivership

7/31/2020 5720 CRA / Audit / Filings Hour HMR

0.50 610.00 305.00

Meeting w B.Bissell re court proceedings status to date, receiver approvals planning

7/31/2020 5704 Review Hour HMR

0.35 240.00 84.00

Review WIP re- receiver fees to date

7/29/2020 5702 Admin work file - General (description mandatory) Hour FX

0.30 610.00 183.00

Bank rec, interim rec disb with FX

7/29/2020 5710 Banking - File Specific Hour HMR



Crowe Soberman Inc.
Page 1

4/6/2021 11:52 AM

Billing Worksheet Report

From: 2/1/2019 To: 3/31/2021

1.00 390.00 390.00

Call with Hans, prep for call, review prior correspondence

11/18/2020 5713 Receivership Hour JIP

0.60 620.00 372.00

Lien claimants detailed analysis, addition info to be requested, meeting with staff in prep for report 
thereof

11/18/2020 5704 Review Hour HMR

0.30 620.00 186.00

Mediation Jan v. court hearing Feb corresp between legal counsel, corresp B.Bissell receiver's position

11/18/2020 5705 Creditor/Debtor Inquiries/Assistance Hour HMR

0.40 620.00 248.00

Review of analysis of each lien claimant to date, follow up and planning

11/9/2020 5704 Review Hour HMR

0.80 620.00 496.00

Motion record to quash the appeal Eric Gionet for respondent, receipt and review; trustee position 
thereof

11/9/2020 5704 Review Hour HMR

0.25 245.00 61.25

Review banking to date with Hans

11/5/2020 5710 Banking - File Specific Hour FX

0.20 620.00 124.00

Mediation discussions with legal counsel

11/2/2020 5705 Creditor/Debtor Inquiries/Assistance Hour HMR

0.80 610.00 488.00

B.Bissell re lien claims supporting documentation, review to date and further info required, to be 
requested; corresp to parties thereof

10/27/2020 5704 Review Hour HMR

0.25 240.00 60.00

Review banking to date with Hans

10/23/2020 5710 Banking - File Specific Hour FX

0.25 240.00 60.00

Process term deposit and renewal

10/22/2020 5710 Banking - File Specific Hour FX

1.80 610.00 1,098.00

B.Bissell re status discussion of all matters, next steps of receiver incl directions to court re lien 
claimants support, s.78 proceedings, priority and waterfall of claims and variables thereof, protracted 
litigation over several years; post corresp BB

10/13/2020 5704 Review Hour HMR

0.50 610.00 305.00

B.Bissell re status meeting review agenda post court of appeal decision

10/8/2020 5704 Review Hour HMR



Crowe Soberman Inc.
Page 1

4/6/2021 11:52 AM

Billing Worksheet Report

From: 2/1/2019 To: 3/31/2021

1.50 265.00 397.501/20/2021 5711 Reports Hour DPR

0.25 245.00 61.25

Process term deposit and renewal

1/19/2021 5710 Banking - File Specific Hour FX

0.40 620.00 248.00

Planning re receiver report for mediation and court hearing

1/15/2021 5711 Reports Hour HMR

0.30 620.00 186.00

Receipt and review of respnding factum of D. Dal Bianco re Feb 8.21 hearing date

1/15/2021 5704 Review Hour HMR

0.25 245.00 61.25

Review banking to date with Hans

1/13/2021 5710 Banking - File Specific Hour FX

0.60 620.00 372.00

Review w DP receiver's Feb 9th motion planning, report; review of receiver's position, planning re 
mediation hearings, appeal quash

1/12/2021 5711 Reports Hour HMR

0.70 620.00 434.00

Dis B.Bissell re mediation and motion to quash appeal; review of mediation brief requirements

1/11/2021 5711 Reports Hour HMR

0.30 620.00 186.00

Dis w B.Bissell re litigation re appeal quash, D.Ullmann hearing, possible next steps

1/8/2021 5704 Review Hour HMR

0.25 245.00 61.25

Review banking to date with Hans

12/17/2020 5710 Banking - File Specific Hour FX

0.30 620.00 186.00

Quash motion factum served by parties

12/16/2020 5705 Creditor/Debtor Inquiries/Assistance Hour HMR

0.60 620.00 372.00

Lien claimants supporting materials review w JR

12/3/2020 5704 Review Hour HMR

2.25 390.00 877.50

Review info / production letter, emails and call with Hans

12/1/2020 5713 Receivership Hour JIP

0.20 620.00 124.00

Receiver's motion corresp

11/27/2020 5713 Receivership Hour HMR



Crowe Soberman Inc.
Page 1

4/6/2021 11:52 AM

Billing Worksheet Report

From: 2/1/2019 To: 3/31/2021

Review of file in preparation for draft report

2/11/2021 5704 Review Hour HMR 0.20 620.00 124.00

Review banking to date with Hans

2/10/2021 5710 Banking - File Specific Hour FX 0.25 245.00 61.25

B.Bissell re today's court hearing, case conference, receiver's report incl further lien claimants 
review/audit of supporting documents, planning thereof

2/9/2021 5713 Receivership Hour HMR 0.80 620.00 496.00

Status w B.Bissell

2/4/2021 5711 Reports Hour HMR 0.20 620.00 124.00

B.Pilutti request of estate accounting, review w staff

1/29/2021 5705 Creditor/Debtor Inquiries/Assistance Hour HMR 0.30 620.00 186.00

Drafting Receivers 4th report and preparing INTERIM SRDs

1/27/2021 5713 Receivership Hour DPR 2.00 265.00 530.00

Draft Fourth Report of Receiver w DP

1/27/2021 5711 Reports Hour HMR 0.80 620.00 496.00

Corresp legal counsel re responding factum to quash motion

1/27/2021 5705 Creditor/Debtor Inquiries/Assistance Hour HMR 0.20 620.00 124.00

Drafting Receivers 4th report and SRD

1/26/2021 5711 Reports Hour DPR 2.50 265.00 662.50

Receiver report w DP

2.50 265.00 662.50

1/26/2021 5711 Reports Hour HMR 0.40 620.00 248.00

1/21/2021 5711 Reports Hour DPR

0.60 620.00 372.00

DP re receiver's report, planning thereof; Court of Appeal hearing notice

1/21/2021 5711 Reports Hour HMR

familiarizing myself with the file prior to drafting fourth report of the receiver



Crowe Soberman Inc.
Page 1

4/6/2021 11:52 AM

Billing Worksheet Report

From: 2/1/2019 To: 3/31/2021

Project: 029444 176.50 89,809.75

Short dis w David Ullmann

3/17/2021 5704 Review Hour HMR 0.20 620.00 124.00

Fourth report of receiver updates and amendments; lien claimants analysis report, review of various 
court proceedings for report

3/16/2021 5711 Reports Hour HMR 1.20 620.00 744.00

Receiver's report, review of recent updates, analysis on lien claimants, draft of report

3/10/2021 5711 Reports Hour HMR 4.60 620.00 2,852.00

Factum of receiver

3/2/2021 5704 Review Hour HMR 0.40 620.00 248.00

Dis w B.Bissell, Receiver's report draft, review of all matters since last report of receiver in March/Oct 
2019

2/25/2021 5711 Reports Hour HMR 2.30 620.00 1,426.00

Notice of Action: Maxion et al. v. Uptown, Dal Biancos, Blaneys and partners, Amended statement of 
claim receipt and review; corresp btw legal counsel as to next steps re appeal and reference to Master, 
consider receiver's position thereof

2/25/2021 5704 Review Hour HMR 1.30 620.00 806.00

Review banking to date with Hans

2/24/2021 5710 Banking - File Specific Hour FX 0.25 245.00 61.25

Review and prepare 2020 general ledger report to the corp accountant, as requested

2/23/2021 5713 Receivership Hour FX 0.35 245.00 85.75

4th report draft, stmt of receipts and disb draft; B.Bissell corresp

2/23/2021 5711 Reports Hour HMR 2.60 620.00 1,612.00

Draft receiver's report, status review of all matters, lien claimants support, approval of accounts

2/19/2021 5711 Reports Hour HMR 1.20 620.00 744.00

Request by lawyer re responding factum of receiver to the main appeal



Crowe Soberman Inc.
Page 1

4/6/2021 11:52 AM

Billing Worksheet Report

From: 2/1/2019 To: 3/31/2021

Total for client: 1020677 176.50 89,809.75

HMR Hans Rizarri, CA, CPA, LIT, CIRP 112.40 68,351.00
JIP Julie Zylberlicht, CPA, Ca, CBV, CFF 20.75 8,005.00

FX Fei Xue, Estate Administrator, Account 8.90 2,112.25
GRH Graeme Hamilton, LIT, CIRP 25.95 9,089.00

Empl ID Emp Name Hours Amount

DPR Daniel Posner, Analyst, CPA, CA, CBV 8.50 2,252.50



Subtotal: 15,000.00

GST/HST: 1,950.00
BALANCE DUE: 16,950.00

Receiver fee 15,000.00

Page: 1

Please make cheques payable to Crowe Soberman LLP
This account is due upon receipt. Please return remittance copy with payment.

Interest at 3/4% per month (9% per annum) will be charged on overdue accounts.

T

Member Crowe Horwath International

416.964.6454 www.crowesoberman.com416.964.7633 F

Crowe Soberman Inc.
Licensed Insolvency Trustee

2 St. Clair Avenue East, Suite 1100,  Toronto ON  M4T 2T5

Deem Management Services Inc. Invoice
Number 10105621

12/12/2019Date

Invoice account 1020677

R104902077HST Number

229 Lexington Road, Unit nF2
Waterloo, ON, N2K 2E1



Crowe Soberman Inc 
Licensed Insolvency Trustee
2 St. Clair Avenue East, Suite 1100 Toronto, ON M4T 2T5 
T 416.964.7633 F 416.964.6454 www.crowesoberman.com 
Member Crowe Global 

Page 1 
This account is due upon receipt. Interest at ¾% per month (9% per annum) will be charged on overdue accounts.  

Invoice 
Number 10109014 
Date 4/1/2020 
Invoice Account 1020677 
HST Number R104902077 

Receiver fee 

Professional Fees:  7,499.00 

GST/HST:  974.87 

Balance Due: 8,473.87 

Payment Options: 

Wire Transfer: 
Company Name: Crowe Soberman LLP 

Bank Name: TD Canada Trust 

Bank Address: 2 St. Clair Ave. East Toronto ON M4T 2V4 

Bank Code: 004  Transit #: 19682 

Account # (Canadian Dollars): 06170324018 

Account # (US Dollars): 06177316148 

Swift Code: TDOMCATTTOR 

Online Banking: 
Add payee: Crowe Soberman LLP 
Account number: Your invoice account –  

Cheque: 
Please make cheques payable to:  
Crowe Soberman LLP 
Attention: Finance Department 
2 St. Clair Ave. East, Suite 1100  
Toronto ON M4T 2T5 

Deem Management Services Inc. 
229 Lexington Road, Unit nF2 
Waterloo, ON, N2K 2E1 



Crowe Soberman Inc 
Licensed Insolvency Trustee
2 St. Clair Avenue East, Suite 1100 Toronto, ON M4T 2T5 
T 416.964.7633 F 416.964.6454 www.crowesoberman.com 
Member Crowe Global 

Page 1 
This account is due upon receipt. Interest at ¾% per month (9% per annum) will be charged on overdue accounts.  

Invoice 
Number 10114784 
Date 7/29/2020 
Invoice Account 1020677 
HST Number R104902077 

30,000.00 Re:  Receiver  fees  

 

Professional Fees:  30,000.00 

GST/HST:  3,900.00 

Balance Due: 33,900.00 

Payment Options: 

Wire Transfer: 
Company Name: Crowe Soberman LLP 

Bank Name: TD Canada Trust 

Bank Address: 2 St. Clair Ave. East Toronto ON M4T 2V4 

Bank Code: 004  Transit #: 19682 

Account # (Canadian Dollars): 06170324018 

Account # (US Dollars): 06177316148 

Swift Code: TDOMCATTTOR 

Online Banking: 
Add payee: Crowe Soberman LLP 
Account number: Your invoice account –  

Cheque: 
Please make cheques payable to:  
Crowe Soberman LLP 
Attention: Finance Department 
2 St. Clair Ave. East, Suite 1100  
Toronto ON M4T 2T5 

Deem Management Services Inc. 
229 Lexington Road, Unit nF2 
Waterloo, ON, N2K 2E1 



Crowe Soberman Inc.
Licensed Insolvency Trustee
2 St. Clair Avenue East, Suite 1100 Toronto, ON M4T 2T5 
T 416.964.7633 F 416.964.6454 www.crowesoberman.com 
Member Crowe Global 

Page 1 
This account is due upon receipt. Interest at ¾% per month (9% per annum) will be charged on overdue accounts.  

Invoice 
Invoice Number 10120758 
Date 4/8/2021 
Account Number 1020677 
HST Number R104902077 

Receiver fee 37.310.75 

Professional Fees:  37,310.75 

GST/HST:  4,850.40 

Balance Due: 42,161.15 

Payment Options: 

Wire Transfer: 
Company Name: Crowe Soberman LLP 
Bank Name: TD Canada Trust 
Bank Address: 2 St. Clair Ave. East Toronto ON M4T 2V4 
Bank Code: 004  Transit #: 19682 
Account # (Canadian Dollars): 06170324018 
Account # (US Dollars): 06177316148 
Swift Code: TDOMCATTTOR 

Online Banking: 
Add payee: Crowe Soberman LLP  

Cheque: 
Please make cheques payable to:  
Crowe Soberman LLP 

Payment by credit card: 
Please visit our website and select the secure credit card 
payment button “Pay by Credit Card” 
www.crowe.com/ca/crowesoberman 

Deem Management Services Inc. 
229 Lexington Road Unit nF2 
Waterloo, ON N2K 2E1 





 
 

 

Court File No.: CV-18-598657-00CL 
 

ONTARIO 
 SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE 
 (COMMERCIAL LIST) 

 
 

DONALD DAL BIANCO 

Applicant 

- and - 

 

DEEM MANAGEMENT SERVICES LIMITED and THE UPTOWN INC. 

Respondents 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

AFFIDAVIT OF R. BRENDAN BISSELL 

(sworn April 9, 2021) 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

I, R. Brendan Bissell, of the City of Toronto, hereby MAKE OATH AND SAY: 

1. I am a barrister and solicitor qualified to practice in the Province of Ontario and am counsel 

to the law firm of Goldman Sloan Nash & Haber LLP (“GSNH”) and therefore have knowledge of 

the matters in this affidavit.  Where this affidavit is based on information and belief, I have stated the 

source of that information and believe it to be true. 

2. GSNH are lawyers of record for Crowe Soberman Inc. in its capacity as the Court appointed 

receiver (the “Receiver”) of the property known municipally as 215 and 219 Lexington Road, 

Waterloo, Ontario N2K 2E1 (the “Real Property”), the assets and undertakings of Deem 

Management Services Limited related to the Real Property, and the property, assets and 

undertakings of The Uptown Inc. 



 
 

 

3. Attached as Exhibit “A” to this affidavit are copies of the invoices rendered by GSNH to the 

Receiver for fees and disbursements incurred by GSNH in this proceeding for the period from 

February 1, 2019 to March 31, 2021. 

4. Attached as Exhibit “B” to this Affidavit is a schedule summarizing each entry in Exhibit 

“A”, the total billable hours charged and the total fees charged.   

5. The accounts attached at Exhibit “A” are comprised of hours docketed by the following 

timekeepers at GSNH with the corresponding hourly rates: 

Michael Rotsztain    $595.00 
R. Brendan Bissell    $550.00 
Robert Drake    $425.00 
Paul Hancock    $425.00 
Joel Turgeon (2021)   $325.00 
Joel Turgeon (2019 and 2020)  $285.00 
Katie Parent    $250.00 
May May Co    $120.00 
Deborah O’Reilly    $200.00 
Gina Racanelli    $200.00 
Jessica Mah    $150.00   

6. The average hourly rate charged for the invoices set out in Exhibit “A” is $465.04. 

7. To the best of my knowledge the rates charged by GSNH throughout the course of this 

proceeding are comparable to the rates charged by other law firms in the Toronto market for the 

provision of similar services. 

8. The hourly billing rates outlined above are comparable to the hourly rates charged by GSNH 

for services rendered in relation to similar proceedings. 

9. I make this affidavit in support of a motion by the Receiver for, among other things, approval 

of the fees and disbursements of GSNH as its counsel for the period from February 1, 2019  to March 

31, 2021. 



SWORN BEFORE ME via Zoom at the City of 
Toronto, in the Province of Ontario, this 9th day 
of April, 2021 in accordance with 
O. Reg. 431/20, Administering Oath or
Declaration Remotely

Commissioner for taking affidavits 
(present at Toronto at the time of swearing) 

R. Brendan Bissell
(present at Toronto at the time of swearing) 



This is Exhibit “A” to the 
Affidavit of R. Brendan 
Bissell, sworn before me this 

_________________________ 

A Commissioner, etc. 

9th day of April, 2021, via Zoom, in 
accordance with O. Reg. 431/20, 
Administering Oath or Declaration 
Remotely 



00 
GSNHOO 

GOLDMAN SLOAN NASH & HABER LLP 
BARRISTERS Es SOLICITORS 

Crowe Soberman Inc. 
2 St. Clair Ave East 
Toronto, ON M4T 2T5 
Canada 

Attention: Mr. Hans Rizarri 

Client ID: 100597 Matter ID: 0001 

RE: Deem Management Services Limited, Maxion Construction 
Management - The Uptown Inc., Maxion Construction 
Management Inc., 2453678 Ontario Inc., Donald Dal Bianco, 
Eugene Simnos and Institutional Mortgage Capital Canada Inc. 

FOR PROFESSIONAL SERVICES RENDERED through April 30, 2019 

Suite 1600 
480 University Avenue 

Toronto, Ontario 
M5G1V2 

Telephone: (416) 597-9922 
Facsimile: (416) 597-3370 

Billing Lawyer Brendan Bissell 
Invoice No. 174128 

HST # 12233 6290 RT0001 
Invoice Date May 2, 2019 

Date Professional Hours 

02/04/19 BB 3.70 

02/06/19 BB 4.60 

02/07/19 BB 0.70 

02/07/19 KP 0.50 

02/08/19 BB 3.30 

Narrative 

Further work on draft report. Review of further 
security granted to Dal Bianco and resulting 
possible marshalling issues. Review of corporate 
issues relating to Deem Management.; 

Further review of documents sent from counsel for 
D. Dal Bianco. Revisions to and finalized 
draft Report. Emails with G. Hamilton re: same.; 

Review of email from D. Ullmann re: answers to 
further questions. Revisions to draft Third Report. 
Emails with H. Rizarri re: issues for review in same 
and suggested revisions.; 

Amount 

2,035.00 

2,530.00 

385.00 

Revising fee affidavit to include most recent 	 125.00 
invoice; circulating to B. Bissell; 

Revisions to draft report. Finalized the fee 	 1,815.00 
affidavit. Emails with H. Rizarri re: the HST notice 
of assessment. Conference with K. Parent re: 
preparation of notice of motion and motion record. 
Review of draft independent security opinion and 

11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 

ACCOUNTS ARE DUE WHEN RENDERED 
Pursuant to the Solicitors Act interest at a rate of 3.00% per annum will be charged on amounts due, calculated commencing one month after the date 
of delivery of this account. Any disbursements recorded after preparation of this account will be billed at a later date. 



Client ID: 100597 Matter ID: 0001 Invoice: 174128 	 Page: 2 

Date 	 Professional 	Hours Narrative 	 Amount 
conference with R. Ikeda re: same. Revisions to 
report and conference with M. Rotsztain re: same. 
Emails with H. Rizarri re: approval of Third Report. 
Assembled motion record and email to the Service 
List re; same and re: scheduling issues.; 

02/08/19 MBR 0.80 

02/08/19 KP 3.60 

02/13/19 BB 0.60 

02/14/19 BB 0.40 

02/15/19 BB 2.30 

02/16/19 BB 0.30 

03/01/19 BB 0.60 

03/26/19 BB 0.40 

03/29/19 BB 0.40 

04/01/19 BB 0.10 

04/03/19 BB 0.20 

04/09/19 BB 0.10 

04/10/19 BB 0.40 

Reviewing and providing comments on draft 	 476.00 
Receiver's Report; 

Finalizing and circulating fee affidavit; drafting and 	900.00 
revising notice of motion; reviewing draft report and 
assembling all appendices; revising report table of 
contents; preparing motion record; reporting to B. 
Bissell; 

Emails from and to E. Gionet re: involvement of the 	330.00 
receiver. Emails with H. Rizarri and G. Hamilton 
re: response on detailed points.; 

Emails with E. Gionet and H. Rosenberg re: issues 	220.00 
on the motion.; 

Review of file, including payout discussions and 	1,265.00 
accounting information for responses to detailed 
questions asked by E. Gionet. Emails with G. 
Hamilton re: same. Preparation of draft response 
and email to H. Rizarri and G. Hamilton re: same. 
Telephone call with D. Ullmann re: issues raised by 
lien claimants on involvement of the receiver in the 
third mortgage validity motion.; 

Emails with G. Hamilton re: changes to the 
accounting. Revisions to email to E. Gionet re: 
accounting and payout questions.; 

Review of email from E. Gionet. Email to D. 
Ullmann re: privilege issues on law firm bills. 
Teleconference with H. Rizarri and G. Hamilton re: 
response to E. Gionet and scheduling issues.; 

330.00 

165.00 

Draft email to E. Gionet and email to H. Rizarri and 	220.00 
G. Hamilton re: same.; 

Discussion with D. Ullmann re: procedural and 	 220.00 
other issues in connection with lien claims and 
steps to proceed with the third mortgage validity 
motion.; 

Emails with parties re: chambers appointment 	 55.00 
date.; 

Emails with H. Rosenberg and E. Gionet re: timing 	110.00 
of chambers appointment.; 

Emails with B. Salsberg re: scheduling of the 	 55.00 
chambers appointment.; 

Further emails with counsel re: setting the 	 220.00 
chambers appointment. Emails with H. Rizarri re: 



Client ID: 100597 Matter ID: 0001 Invoice: 174128 	 Page: 3 

Date 	 Professional 	Hours Narrative 	 Amount 
issue and possible impact of bankruptcy of P. 
Michelin.; 

04/17/19 	 BB 	 0.20 Emails with the service list re: appointment on April 	110.00 
24. Preparation of request form.; 

04/24/19 	 BB 	 3.10 Preparation for and attendance at court for 	 1,705.00 
chambers scheduling appointment. Several 
meetings and discussions at court re: procedural 
issues for the motion on the third mortgage. 
Attendance before Justice McEwen for directions 
on procedural issues. Further meeting with 
cousnsel to set a timetable. Email to counsel re: 
same. Report to H. Rizarri and G. Hamilton re: 
same. Email to E. Gionet re: alleged attempt to 
alter financial statements. Email to E. Gionet and 
D. Ullmann re: available documents re: bankruptcy 
of P. Michelin. Further emails with H. Rizarri re: 
possible impact of same.; 

04/25/19 	 BB 	 0.50 Email from H. Rizarri re: inquiry from P. Sun about 	275.00 
proof of purchase of the development fees. 
Review of closing records re: same and reply email 
to H. Rizarri.; 

04/30/19 	 BB 	 0.40 Lengthy email from E. Gionet re: basis for 
challenging the third mortgage, allegations of 
altering financial statements, and review of the 
Blaneys accounts. Reply email re: same. 

220.00 

	

Sub-Total Fees: 	13,766.00 

	

HST on Fees: 	1,789.58 

DISBURSEMENTS 

  

 

Laser Copies 436.75 

Sub-Total Disbursements: 	436.75 
Disbursements marked with * indicate exempt 

HST on Disbursements: 

TOTAL LEGAL FEES AND DISBURSEMENTS (includes $1,846.36 HST): 

THIS IS OUR ACCOUNT HEREIN 

56.78 

$ 	16,049.11 

GOLDMAN SLOAN NASH & HABER LLP 

— 
Per: Brendan Bissell 

E. & 0. E. 



OO 
GSNHOO 

Suite 1600 
480 University Avenue 

Toronto, Ontario 
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GOLDMAN SLOAN NASH & HABER LLP 
BARRISTERS Fr SO LIG EFORS 

Telephone: (416) 597-9922 
Facsimile: (416) 597-3370 

Remittance Advice 

Crowe Soberman Inc. 
2 St. Clair Ave East 
Toronto, ON M4T 215 
Canada 

Attention: Mr. Hans Rizarri 

Invoice No. 174128 
Invoice Date: May 2, 2019 

Client ID: 100597 
Matter ID: 0001 

Billing Attorney: BB 

	

Current Billing: 	 16,049.11 

	

Previous Balance: 	 20,553.69 

	

Total Amount: 	 36,602.80 

Amount Remitted: $ 

   



SO 
GSNHOO 

GOLDMAN SLOAN NASH f? HABER LLP 
BA MUSTERS Fe SOLICITORS 

Suite 1600 
480 University Avenue 

Toronto, Ontario 
M5G1V2 

Telephone: (416) 597-9922 
Facsimile: (416) 597-3370 

Crowe Soberman Inc. 
2 St. Clair Ave East 
Toronto, ON M4T 215 
Canada 

Attention: Mr. Hans Rizarri 

Billing Lawyer 
Invoice No. 

HST # 
Invoice Date 

Brendan Bissell 
175709 
12233 6290 RT0001 
August 2, 2019 

Client ID: 100597 Matter ID: 0001 

RE: Deem Management Services Limited, Maxion Construction 
Management - The Uptown Inc., Maxion Construction 
Management Inc., 2453678 Ontario Inc., Donald Dal Bianco, 
Eugene Simnos and Institutional Mortgage Capital Canada Inc. 

FOR PROFESSIONAL SERVICES RENDERED through June 26, 2019 

Date Professional Hours 

05/01/19 BB 1.60 

05/02/19 BB 0.70 

05/06/19 BB 0.60 

Narrative 

Review of emails from E. Gionet re: details of 
further intended argument by Maxion and memo 
from Deem's former accountant re: changes to the 
2016 financial statements. Email to H. Rizarri and 
G. Hamilton re: same. Email to E. Gionet re: 
details of the accountant's memorandum. Review 
of draft letter from Far East to send to the 
municipality. Email to H. Rizarri re: concerns about 
same; 

Review of prior reports and appendices with 
respect to corporate documents and shareholdings 
of Deem and The Uptown. Email to D. Ullmann 
and B. Phillips requesting financial, tax and 
corporate documents; 

Telephone call with H. Rizarri re: request from Far 
East for letter to City of Waterloo, and revisions to 
same. Email to H. Rizarri and G. Hamilton re: 
same. Email to D. Ullmann re: request for the 
Blaneys accounts; 

Amount 

880.00 

385.00 

330.00 

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII11011111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 

ACCOUNTS ARE DUE WHEN RENDERED 
Pursuant to the Solicitor's Act interest at a rate of 3.00% per annum will be charged on amounts due, calculated commencing one month after the date 
of delivery of this account. Any disbursements recorded after preparation of this account will be billed at a later date. 



Client ID: 100597 Matter ID: 0001 Invoice: 175709 	 Page: 2 

Date Professional Hours 
05/07/19 BB 0.30 

05/16/19 KP 0.30 

05/23/19 BB 0.50 

05/27/19 BB 0.60 

05/28/19 BB 0.50 

05/31/19 BB 1.40 

06/05/19 BB 0.50 

06/06/19 BB 0.30 

06/07/19 BB 2.30 

06/11/19 BB 0.30 

06/13/19 BB 0.70 

06/18/19 MBR 0.30 

06/19/19 BB 0.20 

Telephone call with D. Ullmann re: provision of 
redacted accounts, timing for responding and reply 
motion materials, and timing of response on 
request for information about corporate and 
financial records; 

Review of motion materials from B. Salsberg. 
Email to him re: service. Emails with H. Rizarri and 
G. Hamilton re: impact of same; 

Emails from B. Phillips re: location of corporate 
minute book for Deem. Email to E. Gionet and B. 
Salsberg re: same; 

Telephone call with B. Phillips re: responding 
materials from Deem and required change to the 
timetable. Emails to him re: same. Telephone call 
with B. Salsberg re: issues in the third mortgage 
motion and possible evidentiary issues. 
Voicemails from and to D. Ullmann re: possible 
change to the order of the timetable; 

Narrative 	 Amount 
Review of further draft letter from Far East. 	 165.00 
Review of closing documentation re: same and 
email to H. Rizarri with concerns about same; 

Reviewing supporting documents received to date 	75.00 
from lien claimants regarding timeliness of lien; 
preparing table of same; 

Telephone call with B. Salsberg re: issues in the 	275.00 
July 17 motion. Email to D. Ullmann re: redacted 
Blaneys invoices for the second mortgage. Email 
to D. Ullmann and B. Phillips re: information 
requested about Deem Management and The 
Uptown; 

Review of emails and proof of timeliness of liens 	330.00 
provided by E. Gionet for Maxion. Reply email to 
him re: Blaneys accounts paid under the second 
mortgage. Email report to H. Rizarri and G. 
Hamilton re: the second Maxion lien; 

275.00 

770.00 

165.00 

385.00 

Emails with E. Gionet re: response to information 	275.00 
requested and issues for the July 17 motion; 

Emails with H. Rosenberg re: materials served by 	165.00 
Maxion. Emails with D. Ullmann re: meeting; 

Meeting with D. Ullmann and J. Wolfe re: 	 1,265.00 
information and documentation requested by the 
Receiver and issues on the motion returnable on 
July 17; 

Reviewing with B. Bissell various options regarding 	178.50 
party's request for release of another party's 
communication; 

Emails with D. Ullmann re: requested disclosure of 	110.00 



Client ID: 100597 Matter ID: 0001 Invoice: 175709 	 Page: 3 

Date Professional Hours 

06/20/19 BB 1.10 

06/21/19 BB 2.30 

06/26/19 BB 2.30 

Attendance at chambers appointment re: 
scheduling and objections to evidence. Meeting 
with counsel re: same. Emails to the service list re: 
the endorsement and the proposed schedule. 
Preparation of revised draft schedule. Telephone 
call with H. Rizarri and G. Hamilton re: same; 

Attendance at further chambers hearing and 
meeting with counsel for the parties thereafter. 
Emails with E. Gionet re: the Blaneys' accounts 
and telephone call with and email to D. Ullmann re: 
same. Review of Blaneys accounts and amounts 
paid. Email from R. Meecham re: proposed 
evidence and reply email re: same. 

Narrative 	 Amount 
email from B. Pilutti; 

Emails with B. Salsberg and E. Gionet re: materials 	605.00 
sent to the receiver. Telephone call with D. 
Ullmann re: same and re: suggested changes to 
the schedule involving supplementary reports of 
the receiver and issues with same; 

1,265.00 

1,265.00 

	

Sub-Total Fees: 	9,163.50 

	

HST on Fees: 	1,191.26 

TOTAL LEGAL FEES AND DISBURSEMENTS (includes $1,191.26 HST): 	$ 	10,354.76 

THIS IS OUR ACCOUNT HEREIN 

GOLDMAN SLOAN NASH & HABER LLP 

— 

Per: Brendan Bissell 

E. & 0. E. 



SO 
GSNHOO 

GOLDMAN SLOAN NASH fe' HABER LLP 
BARRISTERS I? SOLICITORS 

Suite 1600 
480 University Avenue 

Toronto, Ontario 
M5G1V2 

Telephone: (416) 597-9922 
Facsimile: (416) 597-3370 

Remittance Advice 

Crowe Soberman Inc. 
2 St. Clair Ave East Invoice No. 175709 
Toronto, ON M4T 2T5 Invoice Date: August 2, 2019 
Canada 

Attention: Mr. Hans Rizarri Client ID: 100597 
Matter ID: 0001 

Billing Attorney: BB 

Current Billing: 10,354.76 

Previous Balance: 36,602.80 

Total Amount: 46,957.56 

Amount Remitted: $ 



00 
GSNHOO 

GOLDMAN SLOAN NASI I& IJABER LLP 
BARRISTERS & SOLICITORS 

Suite 1600 
480 University Avenue 

Toronto, Ontario 
M5G1V2 

Telephone: (416) 597-9922 
Facsimile: (416) 597-3370 

Crowe Soberman Inc. 
2 St. Clair Ave East 
Toronto, ON M4T 2T5 
Canada 

Attention: Mr. Hans Rizarri 

Client ID: 100597 Matter ID: 0001 

RE: Deem Management Services Limited, Maxion Construction 
Management - The Uptown Inc., Maxion Construction 
Management Inc., 2453678 Ontario Inc., Donald Dal Bianco, 
Eugene Simnos and Institutional Mortgage Capital Canada Inc.  

Billing Lawyer 
Invoice No. 

HST # 
Invoice Date 

Brendan Bissell 
177645 
12233 6290 RT0001 
November 28, 2019 

FOR PROFESSIONAL SERVICES RENDERED through November 21, 2019 

Date Professional Hours Narrative Amount 

08/12/19 BB 0.60 Brief review of affidavits of R. Meechum and B. 330.00 
Pilutti. 	Emails to J. Wolfe re: service of same.; 

08/29/19 BB 1.80 Meeting with H. Rizarri and G. Hamilton re: status 
of the motion for directions on the third mortgage. 

990.00 

Meeting with them and J. Wolf and D. Ullmann re: 
same, next steps and limits of the Receivers 
involvement in disputes between the parties and in 
any possible settlement or mediative process.; 

09/10/19 BB 1.10 Review of new affidavit from P. Michelin. Email to 605.00 
B. Salsberg re: service issues.; 

09/20/19 BB 0.20 Email from E. Gionet re: agreement among lien 
claimants on liens, and to the service list re: next 
steps in reviewing liens.; 

110.00 

10/07/19 BB 1.10 Emails with H. Rizarri and G. Hamilton re: issues 
related to the court hearing on Oct. 24. Telephone 
call with D. Ullmann re: same. Telephone call with 

605.00 

B. Salsberg re: same. Telephone call with H. 
Rizarri and G. Hamilton re: need for detailed review 

11111111110IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII10111111111111111111111111111111 

ACCOUNTS ARE DUE WHEN RENDERED 
Pursuant to the Solicitor's Act interest at a rate of 3.00% per annum will be charged on amounts due, calculated commencing one month after the date 
of delivery of this account. Any disbursements recorded after preparation of this account will be billed at a later date. 
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Date Professional Hours 

10/09/19 RJD 1.60 

10/09/19 BB 3.70 

10/15/19 BB 4.20 

10/16/19 JT 6.80 

10/16/19 BB 3.10 

10/17/19 JT 0.50 

10/17/19 BB 5.20 

10/17/19 KP 0.30 

10/18/19 BB 1.90 

10/29/19 JT 4.30 

Revisions to draft report and email to and 
telephone call with H. Rizarri and G. Hamilton re: 
same. Emails with opposing counsel re: 
scheduling issues.; 

Further legal research into section 2 of the 
Fraudulent Conveyances Act and section 4 of the 
Assignments and Preferences Act re: burden of 
proof appurtenant to transactions being void under 
each; further draft part of factum on same; report to 
B. Bissel; ancillary tasks.; 

Emails with counsel for the other parties re: 
timetable issues. Further revisions to draft 
supplementary report. Worked on factum. Review 
of research from J. Turgeon. Further revisions to 
factum. Email to H. Rizarri and G. Hamilton re: 
same.; 

Correspondence regarding Factum and 
Supplemental Report; correspondence regarding 
scheduling of 9:30 attendance; 

Narrative 	 Amount 
of the affidavits filed for possible factual 
controversies that the court may face on Oct. 24. 
Email to E. Gionet re: same.; 

Reseaching case law regarding registered owners 	680.00 
granting mortgages and validity of same; 

Detailed review of all affidavits filed for possible 	2,035.00 
factual controversies that would impact the ability 
to argue the motion on Oct. 24. Memorandum to 
H. Rizarri and G. Hamilton re: same. Meeting with 
H. Rizarri and G. Hamilton re: issues and strategy 
for supplementary report and factum for hearing on 
Oct. 24.; 

Review of draft report. Revisions to report and 	2,310.00 
consideration of issues likely to arise on the third 
mortgage motion. Discussion with J. Turgeon re: 
issues for research re: reviewable transactions. 
Outline of factum.; 

Legal research into section 2 of the Fraudulent 	1,938.00 
Conveyances Act and section 4 of the 
Assignments and Preferences Act re: burden of 
proof appurtenant to transactions being void under 
each; draft part of factum on same; report to B. 
Bissell; ancillary tasks.; 

1,705.00 

142.50 

2,860.00 

75.00 

Attendance at 9:30 scheduling appointment and 	1,045.00 
discussions with other counsel re: issues.; 

Review and finalize Supplementary Motion Record 	1,225.50 
of the Receiver, including the Receiver's 
Supplementary Report; review and finalize factum 
in support of said supplementary motion; prepare 
brief of authorities accompanying said factum; 
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Date Professional Hours 

10/29/19 BB 0.60 

10/30/19 JT 0.50 

10/30/19 BB 0.60 

10/30/19 KP 0.20 

11/01/19 KP 0.10 

11/14/19 BB 0.60 

11/14/19 KP 0.60 

11/15/19 BB 0.40 

11/15/19 KP 1.30 

11/18/19 BB 0.20 

11/19/19 BB 0.30 

11/19/19 BB 0.20 

11/19/19 KP 0.70 

Narrative 
prepare the Supplementary Motion Record and 
attendant Factum bundles for service and filing 
with the Court; report to B. Bissell.; 

Conference with J. Turgeon re: finalizing the 
supplementary report, factum and brief of 
authorities. Revisions to same. Email to H. Rizarri 
and G. Hamilton re: addition to the supplementary 
report.; 

Finalize supplementary motion record, 
supplementary report of the receiver, and factum 
bundles for service and filing with the court.; 

Email to the Service List re: timing of filing of 
materials. Telephone call with D. Ullmann re: 
same.; 

Conference with K. Parent re: materials to be 
brought before the judge and preparation of a draft 
order for report and fee approval. Telephone call 
with B. Salsberg re: acceptance of service of 
materials.; 

Amount 

330.00 

142.50 

220.00 

110.00 

Finalized factum. Email to E. Gionet re: timetable 	330.00 
for further materials to get to Nov. 21. Telephone 
call with H. Rizarri and G. Hamilton re: next steps 
after Nov. 21 hearing.; 

Service supplemental report; factum and brief of 	50.00 
authorities on service list; reporting to B. Bissell; 

Preparing and swearing affidavit of service 	 25.00 
regarding service of supplemental report, factum 
and brief of authorities; 

Review of email and attached corporate records of 	330.00 
The Uptown from B. Salsberg. Emails with him re: 
same. Email to the Service List enclosing same.; 

Preparing copies of Supplementary Motion Record, 	150.00 
Factum and Brief of Authorities for filing with Court; 
correspondence with B, Bissell regarding same; 

Attendance at Court to file Supplementary Motion 	325.00 
Record; Factum and Brief of Authorities; preparing 
USB for filing; reporting to B. Bissell; 

Telephone call with B. Salsberg re: possible trial of 	110.00 
an issue concerns, and re: timing of service of 
Maxion's factum.; 

Email from J. Warren re: price allocation issues at 	165.00 
closing. Review of file re: same and reply email to 
J. Warren.; 

Attendance at Court to review Court file to ensure 	175.00 
all materials for November 21 hearing were pulled 
for sitting judge; reporting to B. Bissell; 
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Date Professional Hours Narrative Amount 

11/19/19 KP 0.50 Preparing draft administrative order for November 125.00 
21 hearing; revising and finalizing same; 

11/20/19 JT 0.40 Briefly review the Receiver's third report in 
preparation for the hearing of November 21.; 

114.00 

11/20/19 BB 3.60 Review of facta and authorities of Dal Bianco and 1,980.00 
Maxion. Preparation of outline of issues for 
argument. Emails with E. Gionet re: Maxion 
questions/objections to the Dal Bianco fee claim 
under the second mortgage.; 

11/20/19 KP 0.20 Receipt of compendium; arranging for printing of 
same for tomorrow's hearing; reporting to B. 

50.00 

Bissell; 

11/21/19 JT 2.10 Attend Court re: receiver's motion for directions; 
attendant tasks and preparation of documents.; 

598.50 

11/21/19 BB 3.80 Preparation for and attendance at planned all day 
motion on directions regarding the Third Mortgage. 

2,090.00 

Meetings and discussions at court re: new 
procedures for trial of an issue and related matters. 
Emails to the Service List re: endorsements 
granted. 

	

Sub-Total Fees: 	24,076.00 

	

HST on Fees: 	3,129.88 

DISBURSEMENTS 

 

11/26/2019 

Photocopies 	 0.25 
Laser Copies 	 521.50 
Pending Filing Fee for Motion Record * 	 320.00 

Sub-Total Disbursements: 	841.75 
Disbursements marked with * indicate exempt 

HST on Disbursements: 	67.83 

TOTAL LEGAL FEES AND DISBURSEMENTS (includes $3,197.71 HST): 	$ 	28,115.46 

THIS IS OUR ACCOUNT HEREIN 

GOLDMAN SLOAN NASH & HABER LLP 

Per: Brendan Bissell 

E. & 0. E. 



00 
GSNHOO 

Suite 1600 
480 University Avenue 

Toronto, Ontario 
M5G1V2 

GOLDMAN SLOAN NASI I & HABER LLP 
BARRISTIIRS b' SOLICITORS 

Telephone: (416) 597-9922 
Facsimile: (416) 597-3370 

Crowe Soberman Inc. 
2 St. Clair Ave East 
Toronto, ON M4T 2T5 
Canada 

Attention: Mr. Hans Rizarri 

Client ID: 100597 Matter ID: 0001 

RE: Deem Management Services Limited, Maxion Construction 
Management - The Uptown Inc., Maxion Construction 
Management Inc., 2453678 Ontario Inc., Donald Dal Bianco, 
Eugene Simnos and Institutional Mortgage Capital Canada Inc. 

FOR PROFESSIONAL SERVICES RENDERED through November 2, 2020 

Billing Lawyer Brendan Bissell 
Invoice No. 182734 

HST # 12233 6290 RT0001 
Invoice Date November 5, 2020 

Date Professional Hours Narrative Amount 

11/28/19 BB 0.40 Email to other counsel re: cross-examinations. 220.00 
Emails with E. Gionet re: collecting affidavits from 
the lien claimants. Telephone call with and email 
to H. Rizarri re: fee approval and advance issues.; 

12/05/19 BB 0.30 Emails with H. Rizarri re: lack of action on cross-
examinations required by the court endorsement 
and steps to move things forward.; 

165.00 

12/06/19 BB 0.20 Emails from E. Gionet and to counsel re: cross-
examinations.; 

110.00 

12/08/19 BB 0.20 Emails with H. Rizarri re: enforcing cross-
examinations.; 

110.00 

12/19/19 BB 0.60 Emails with D. Ullmann re: witness availability. 330.00 
Telephone call and emails with B. Phillips re: 
same. Telephone call with B. Salsberg re: same.; 

01/06/20 BB 0.50 Review of emails from D. Ullmann re: witness 
availability and from E. Gionet, H. Rosenberg, E. 

275.00 

D'Agostino and J. Armel re: subtrade lien claims. 

1 111111111 1111111 11111111 1 1 11111 11111111111111 111111111111 111 1111 

ACCOUNTS ARE DUE WHEN RENDERED 
Pursuant to the Solicitor's Act interest at a rate of 3.00% per annum will be charged on amounts due, calculated commencing one month after the date 
of delivery of this account. Any disbursements recorded after preparation of this account will be billed at a later date. 
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Date Professional Hours 

01/07/20 BB 1.40 

01/09/20 BB 0.60 

01/10/20 BB 0.50 

01/13/20 BB 0.40 

01/14/20 BB 0.50 

01/15/20 KP 0.10 

01/16/20 BB 0.80 

01/17/20 KP 0.30 

01/17/20 BB 0.50 

01/20/20 BB 0.70 

01/21/20 BB 2.10 

01/28/20 BB 2.40 

01/29/20 JT 1.70 

Narrative 
Conference with J. Turgeon re: issues to move 
forward.; 

Meeting with H. Rizarri re: status of organizing 
examinations and option to report to the court if 
there are difficulties. Email to B. Salsberg re: 
position on examinations. Emails to B. Phillips and 
D. Ullmann re: witness availability.; 

Telephone calls with B. Salsberg re: timing and 
procedural issues for cross-examinations. Follow-
up emails to B. Phillips and D. Ullmann re: witness 
availability.; 

Correspondence with Commercial List regarding 
scheduling of 9:30 appointment to discuss 
scheduling issues; 

Emails with D. Ullmann re: witness availability. 
Conference with K. Parent re: court availability. 
Email to opposing counsel re: timing issues and 
need for a 9:30 appointment.; 

Preparing 9:30 appointment request form; 
correspondence regarding same; submitting to 
commercial list for scheduling; 

Attendance at 9:30 appointment re: lack of 
compliance with the court ordered timetable. 
Meeting thereafter with counsel for the parties.; 

Amount 

770.00 

330.00 

25.00 

440.00 

75.00 

1,155.00 

Telephone call with D. Ullmann re: timing of cross- 	275.00 
examinations and procedural issues. Emails with 
D. Ullmann re: position of D. Dal Bianco on sub 
trade claims.; 

Emails with B. Phillips re: lack of availability of R. 	220.00 
Dal Bianco.; 

Telephone call with B. Salsberg re: status of 	 275.00 
attempting to arrange examinations and seeking 
court direction re: same.; 

Emails with the opposing counsel re: 9:30 hearing 	275.00 
on Jan. 21.; 

Review of email from D. Ullmann to E. Gionet re: 	385.00 
possible hearing on the s. 78 issues. Email to H. 
Rizarri and G. Hamilton re: same.; 

Preparation of briefing note for the January 29 	1,320.00 
case conference. Telephone call with H. Rizarri re: 
issues likely to come up in the conference. Emails 
with H. Rosenberg re: lien issues. Emails with D. 
Ullmann re: question on the briefing note.; 

Review receiver's briefing notes in preparation for 	484.50 
case conference re: timeline of material steps in 
course of litigation; attend said case conference.; 
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Date Professional Hours 

01/29/20 BB 2.60 

01/31/20 JT 0.30 

02/04/20 BB 0.20 

02/10/20 JT 4.70 

02/11/20 JT 7.40 

02/11/20 BB 1.10 

02/12/20 JT 6.20 

02/13/20 JT 3.60 

02/14/20 BB 0.30 

02/21/20 JT 0.30 

02/21/20 BB 1.40 

Further legal research into s. 78 of the 
Construction Act, including legislative history, 
jurisprudential interpretation, and doctrinal 
treatment; further draft "Issues and the Law" 
portion of Receiver's factum for the upcoming 
hearing on the s. 78 priority issue; report to B. 
Bissell.; 

Review of emails between E. Gionet and D. 
Ullmann re: draft agreed statement of fact. Review 
of draft and email to H. Rizarri and G. Hamilton re: 
same.; 

Further legal research into s. 78 of the 
Construction Act, including legislative history, 
jurisprudential interpretation, and doctrinal 
treatment; further draft "Issues and the Law" 
portion of Receiver's factum for the upcoming 
hearing on the s. 78 priority issue; report to B. 
Bissell.; 

Further legal research into s. 78 of the 
Construction Act, including legislative history, 
jurisprudential interpretation, and doctrinal 
treatment; further draft "Issues and the Law" 
portion of Receiver's factum for the upcoming 
hearing on the s. 78 priority issue; report to B. 
Bissell.; 

Narrative 	 Amount 

Preparation for and attendance at case 	 1,430.00 
conference. Meeting thereafter with opposing 
counsel. Telephone call with H. Rizarri re: result of 
the hearing and next steps.; 

Instructions from B. Bissell re: legal research into s. 	85.50 
78 of the Construction Act and possible legal 
avenues to resolve litigation on priority between the 
Del Bianco mortgage and the lien claimants' liens.; 

Email to E. Gionet re: Third Report.; 	 110.00 

Legal research into s. 78 of the Construction Act, 	1,339.50 
including legislative history, jurisprudential 
interpretation, and doctrinal treatment; draft "Issues 
and the Law" portion of Receiver's factum for the 
upcoming hearing on the s. 78 priority issue; report 
to B. Bissell.; 

2,109.00 

605.00 

1,767.00 

1,026.00 

Further revisions to draft agreed statement of fact. 	165.00 
Email to E. Gionet re: same.; 

Review draft agreed statement of facts and B. 	 85.50 
Bissell's comments on same.; 

Teleconference re: proposed agreed statement of 	770.00 
fact. Review of possible issues for hearing and 
impact on same.; 
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Date Professional Hours 
02/25/20 BB 0.40 

02/26/20 JT 2.10 

02/26/20 BB 0.80 

02/28/20 JT 1.10 

03/01/20 BB 0.20 

03/02/20 BB 4.30 

03/03/20 JT 2.40 

03/03/20 BB 7.20 

03/04/20 JT 2.20 

03/04/20 BB 4.10 

Draft remaining sections of factum, including 
factual background; review agreed statement of 
fact; report to B. Bissell.; 

Working session with B. Bissell re: receiver's 
factum and attendant matters for upcoming hearing 
on the s. 78 priority issue; prepare receiver's brief 
of authorities; analyse the factum of D. Dal Bianco 
and the authorities cited therein; further draft 
factum of the receiver following comments by B. 
Bissell.; 

Finalize the receiver's factum and brief of 
authorities in connection with the s. 78 priority 
issue hearing; serve same on service list; oversee 
filing of same with the courthouse; working session 
with B. Bissell on said upcoming hearing and 
implications on the future course of the estate's 
administration.; 

Narrative 	 Amount 
Review of proposed changes to the agreed 	 220.00 
statement of fact from E. Gionet. Email to him re: 
same and re: signatures required.; 

598.50 

684.00 

627.00 

Review of revised draft agreed statement of fact 	440.00 
and emails with E. Gionet approving same. Report 
to H. Rizarri and G. Hamilton re: same. Email to E. 
Gionet re: documents requested. Conference with 
J. Turgeon re: preparation of factum.; 

Review Maxion's factum and the authorities cited 	313.50 
therein; adjust the Receiver's factum in response to 
certain arguments raised; report to B. Bissell.; 

Emails with E. Gionet re: filing of materials at the 	110.00 
Commercial List office.; 

Review of Maxion factum on Construction Act s. 78 	2,365.00 
issues. Brief review of the case law. Review of 
draft factum and analysis of issues for revision and 
addition.; 

Revisions to draft factum and review of authorities 	3,960.00 
cited. Review and analysis of the responding 
factum of Dal Bianco and further revisions to 
factum to eliminate duplicative matters. 
Conference with J. Turgeon re: finalizing the 
factum and the brief of authorities.; 

Finalized the factum of the receiver. Review of and 	2,255.00 
finalized the brief of authorities of the receiver. 
Review of reply factum from Maxion and analysis 
of same and cases referred to. Emails with E. 
Gionet re: filing arrangements. Telephone call with 
D. Ullmann re: court hearing on the motion. 
Attendance at the court intake office to deal with 
problems filing the Brief of Authorities and the 
Maxion Reply Factum and Authortities and emails 
with E. Gionet re: same. Email to J. Nicoara re: 
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Date Professional Hours 

03/05/20 BB 3.40 

03/06/20 JT 5.90 

03/06/20 BB 6.70 

03/10/20 BB 0.70 

03/12/20 JT 0.40 

03/19/20 JT 0.40 

03/23/20 JT 0.20 

03/26/20 JT 0.20 

03/31/20 JT 0.20 

04/03/20 BB 0.60 

04/21/20 JT 0.20 

04/22/20 KP 0.10 

04/23/20 KP 0.50 

04/23/20 BB 0.50 

Narrative 	 Amount 
materials for the judge.; 

Preparation for hearing on March 6.; 	 1,870.00 

Prepare for court hearing on the s. 78 priority 	1,681.50 
issue, including working sessions with B. Bissell 
and the printing of certain reference material; 
attend said court hearing and take notes during 
same; debrief with B. Bissell re: assessment of 
hearing and upcoming material steps in course of 
administration.; 

Preparation and attendance on half day motion for 	3,685.00 
Construction Act s. 78 priorities. Report thereafter 
to H. Rizarri and G. Hamilton.; 

Review of reasons for decision. Report to H. 	 385.00 
Rizarri and G. Hamilton re: same.; 

Take cognizance of the decision of Gilmore J.; 	 114.00 
email from B. Bissell re: same.; 

Peruse letter, notice of appeal and certificate 	 114.00 
respecting evidence received from counsel for D. 
Dal Bianco; report to B. Bissell.; 

Review emails to and from counsel for subtrades 
	

57.00 
and counsel for D. Dal Bianco re: notice of appeal 
and attendant matters.; 

Review emails to and from counsels for subtrades 	57.00 
re: determination of validity and quantum of 
subtrade claims.; 

Email from E. Gionet re: appeal route and 
	

57.00 
certificate of evidence; receive Maxion's 
responding certificate.; 

Email from H. Rosenberg and telephone call with 	330.00 
D. Ullmann re: previously planned cross-
examinations and date for trial of an issue, and 
options for other steps, including review of 
subtrade liens.; 

Review emails to and from B. Bissell and counsels 	57.00 
re: appeal route, evidence on appeal, certain 
claims, and attendant matters.; 

Instructions from B. Bissell regarding the subtrade 	25.00 
lien claims and supporting affidavits; 

Reviewing affidavits in support of subtrades lien 	125.00 
claims; forwarding same to B. Bissell; Hans Rizzari 
and Graeme Hamilton; 

Emails among counsel re: appeal procedures. 	 275.00 
Emails with H. Rizarri re: sam and re: review of 
subtrade lien claims. Emails with J. Armel re: 
subtrade lien claims.; 
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Date Professional Hours 

04/28/20 JT 0.40 

05/08/20 BB 6.10 

05/14/20 BB 4.60 

05/15/20 BB 0.30 

05/20/20 JT 0.20 

05/20/20 BB 0.50 

05/21/20 JT 0.40 

05/22/20 JT 2.10 

06/04/20 BB 2.10 

06/05/20 BB 0.40 

06/08/20 BB 1.10 

06/10/20 JT 3.50 

Emails to B. Bissell and K. Parent re: motion for 
directions on appeal; review rules for and locate 
precedent of same.; 

Telephone call with H. Rizarri re: review of lien 
claims by the Receiver. Emails with counsel for 
the trades and for Dal Bianco re: teleconference on 
appeal issues.; 

Research into appeal jurisdiction under the 
Bankruptcy and Insolvency Act and the 
Construction Act; draft factum in support of motion 
to the court of appeal for directions as to the proper 

Narrative 	 Amount 

Study the Appellants factum and other appeal 	 114.00 
documents served.; 

Detailed review of affidavits from OneSpace, EXP, 	3,355.00 
Deep Foundations and Kieswetter Excavating re: 
timeliness and quantum of subtrade lien claims. 
Email to H. Rizarri and G. Hamilton re: same.; 

Emails to D. Ullmann and B. Phillips re: position of 	2,530.00 
their clients on lien issues. Teleconference with H. 
Rizarri and G. Hamilton re: lien issues and matters 
for further review. Preparation of memorandum to 
H. Rizarri and G. Hamilton re: issues identified to 
date. Lengthy email to subtrades re: request for 
documents and information relating to the liens. 
Emails with H. Rosenberg re: issues with the 
content of the appeal books in the Dal Bianco 
appeal.; 

Emails with H. Rizarri and G. Hamilton re: HST 	165.00 
return and amounts owing.; 

Peruse emails to and from counsels and 	 57.00 
documents referenced re: subtrade claims and 
proper appeal route.; 

Telephone call with J. Armel re: issues related to 	275.00 
the possible instruction to subtrades to stop work, 
and re: liens on the adjacent property.; 

114.00 

220.00 

997.50 

Draft notice of motion for directions on appeal re: 	598.50 
proper appeal route; attendant review of file.; 

Telephone call with D. Ullmann re: appeal issues 	1,155.00 
including proper venue, leave requirements, and 
content of appeal books. Review of case law re: 
venue and leave issues. Email to H. Rosenberg on 
appeal route and other procedural issues. Review 
of case law on appeal routes. Further email to H. 
Rosenberg re: same.; 

Preparation for and attendance at conference call 	605.00 
with the parties re: appeal procedure and re: lien 
claims over the adjacent property.; 
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Date Professional Hours 

06/10/20 BB 3.10 

06/11/20 JT 2.90 

06/12/20 PLH 2.30 

06/12/20 BB 1.20 

06/15/20 BB 0.30 

06/29/20 BB 0.80 

06/30/20 BB 2.80 

07/01/20 BB 0.40 

07/02/20 BB 0.20 

07/08/20 BB 1.80 

07/10/20 BB 4.20 

Narrative 
	

Amount 
appeal route; call with B. Bissell re: notice of 
motion for directions and changes required to 
same; attendant tasks.; 

Detailed review of analysis by J. Zilberlicht of lien 	1,705.00 
claims and comments on same. Teleconference 
with H. Rizarri and J. Zilberlicht re: lien review and 
further issues to examine. Review of draft Notice 
of Motion for directions to the Court of Appeal and 
email to and telephone call with J. Turgeon re: 
same. Telephone call with the Court of Appeal re: 
timing of motions to a single judge.; 

Further research into appeal jurisdiction under the 	826.50 
Bankruptcy and Insolvency Act and the 
Construction Act; further draft factum in support of 
motion to the court of appeal for directions as to 
the proper appeal route; email to B. Bissell re: 
same.; 

Legal research regarding timing of lien period for 	977.50 
subtrades where general contract is terminated; 
Draft memo; E-mail B. Bissell; 

Review of memo from P. Hanccock re: timeliness 	660.00 
issues in subtrade liens and brief review of cases 
cited.; 

Emails with D. Ullmann re: subtrade affidavits and 	165.00 
possible issues that Dal Bianco or Deem may 
raise.; 

Emails with H. Rosenberg and J. Armel re: 
	

460.00 
subtrade lien issues, Maxion lien issues, and the 
possible trial of an issue and relationship to the 
appeal.; 

Lengthy teleconference with J. Armel, H. 	 1,540.00 
Rosenberg, E. Gionet and D. Ullmann re: 
procedural issues involving the liens, the appeal 
and the possible trial of an issue. Further 
telephone calls with B. Salsberg re: same. 
Attendance at Zoom video hearing with Justice 
Hainey re: trial of an issue timing. Emails with H. 
Rosenberg re: next steps.; 

Revisions to draft Notice of Motion for directions re: 	220.00 
appeal routes.; 

Emails with H. Rosenberg re: decision of Justice 	110.00 
Hainey on June 30 re: no scheduled trial time.; 

Telephone call with D. Ullmann and J. Wolf re: lien 	990.00 
issues. Review of comments on draft notice for 
directions regarding appeal route and revisions to 
materials.; 

Revisions to draft notice of motion. Revisions to 	2,310.00 
draft Order. Email to the parties re: same. Review 
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Date Professional Hours 

07/11/20 JT 3.40 

07/11/20 BB 0.50 

07/12/20 BB 3.10 

07/12/20 JT 0.90 

07/13/20 BB 0.30 

07/14/20 BB 0.60 

07/15/20 JT 1.40 

07/16/20 JT 0.30 

07/16/20 BB 0.40 

07/17/20 JT 0.20 

07/20/20 JT 0.40 

07/21/20 KP 0.30 

07/21/20 BB 0.30 

07/22/20 BB 2.30 

Narrative 
	

Amount 
of draft factum. Brief further research re: appeal 
routes and issues for determining same.; 

Further draft factum in support of motion for 
	

969.00 
directions on jurisdiction and venue following 
comments by B. Bissell; memo to B. Bissell re: 
authorities cited, updated research results, and 
related matters.; 

Email to J. Turgeon re: issues for revision in draft 	275.00 
factum.; 

Revisions to revised draft factum and emails with J. 	1,705.00 
Turgeon re: items to finalize.; 

Summary perusal and suggestions on B. Bissell's 	256.50 
comments re: draft factum; format and bundle the 
factum of the receiver, including internal 
references, hyperlinks, and references to other 
materials filed; report to B. Bissell.; 

Emails with H. Rosenberg re: form of order for the 	165.00 
s. 78 decision.; 

Emails from E. Gionet, J. Armel and H. Rosenberg 	330.00 
on draft order. Revisions to same and email to 
them re: same. Further edits to draft factum to the 
Court of Appeal on motion for directions.; 

Format and build motion record for the receiver's 	399.00 
motion for directions on jurisdiction and venue, 
including internal references, hyperlinks, 
schedules, and court of appeal-compliant 
formatting; report to B. Bissell for finalization.; 

Update service list and serve motion record and 
	

85.50 
factum of the receiver for advice and directions on 
appeal jurisdiction and venue; report to B. Bissell.; 

Emails with H. Rosenberg re: details of advances 	220.00 
made by D. Dal Bianco under the third mortgage 
and where that is reflected in the record.; 

Draft, bundle and swear affidavit of service.; 	 57.00 

Electronically file motion record for the receiver's 	114.00 
motion for directions; communicate with court of 
appeal re: payment of filing fees; emails to service 
list re: confirmation of motion hearing date and 
time, and motion number.; 

Updating and circulating service list; reporting to B 	75.00 
Bissell and J. Turgeon; 

Emails with E. Gionet and H. Rosenberg re: 	 165.00 
confirmation of the motion and timing for the filing 
of materials.; 

Review of responding factums of D. Dal. Bianco 	1,265.00 
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Date Professional Hours 

07/23/20 JT 0.40 

07/24/20 KP 0.20 

07/27/20 JT 0.80 

07/27/20 BB 3.60 

07/28/20 JT 1.30 

07/28/20 BB 2.70 

08/05/20 BB 0.40 

08/06/20 BB 0.30 

08/12/20 JT 0.30 

08/13/20 JT 0.20 

08/24/20 BB 1.10 

08/26/20 BB 0.20 

09/02/20 JT 2.90 

Narrative 	 Amount 
and of the lien claimants and analysis of same.; 

Peruse the lien claimants' factum.; 	 114.00 

Updating and circulating service list; 	 50.00 

Communicate with Court of Appeal re: coordinates 	228.00 
for Zoom hearing; review authorities referred to by 
the court of appeal re: single judge vs panel 
jurisdiction to hear the receiver's motion; report to 
B. Bissell re: same; emails to and from service list 
re: same, and attendant matters concerning the 
hearing on the receiver's motion.; 

Receipt of email from the Court re: question about 	1,980.00 
jurisdiction from Jamal JA. Research re: same and 
preparation of notes on submissions. Emails with 
other parties and teleconference with them re: 
options.; 

Prepare for hearing on receiver's motion for 
	

370.50 
directions; attend hearing in part; report to B. 
Bissell.; 

Emails with E. Gionet re: jurisdictional issue raised 	1,485.00 
by Jamal JA. Teleconference with the parties re: 
same. Attendance at Zoom court hearing before 
Jamal JA to speak to an adjourment. Report 
thereafter to H. Rizarri.; 

Telephone call with H. Rizarri re: next steps in lien 	220.00 
review issues. Email from the Court of Appeal re: 
timing and filing issues for the motion to be heard 
on Sept. 3. Emails with H. Rosenberg re: same.; 

Email to the Court of Appeal re: materials for the 	165.00 
hearing on Sept. 3 and allocation of time.; 

Draft counsel slip of all counsel involved on motion 	85.50 
for directions.; 

Communicate with Court of Appeal re: cumulative 	57.00 
counsel slip in respect of upcoming hearing on the 
receiver's motion.; 

Preparation for motion hearing. Letter to the Court 	605.00 
of Appeal re: allocation of time.; 

Telephone call with D. Ullmann and B. Jones re; 	110.00 
issued and entered order for perfecting the appeal 
and email to them re: same.; 

Receive and peruse amended appeal book and 	826.50 
certificate of perfection from appellant's counsel; 
review facta filed and authorities cited therein in 
preparation for hearing; short memo to B. Bissell 
re: overview of and paths to distinguish, if required 
during hearing, such authorities; attendant tasks; 
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Date Professional Hours 
09/03/20 JT 1.50 

09/03/20 BB 2.20 

09/18/20 JT 0.20 

09/18/20 BB 0.60 

09/21/20 BB 0.30 

09/22/20 BB 1.40 

09/24/20 BB 0.60 

10/01/20 BB 0.30 

10/06/20 JT 0.30 

10/06/20 BB 1.10 

10/07/20 BB 0.20 

10/13/20 BB 1.80 

10/27/20 BB 0.50 

10/29/20 BB 0.80 

Narrative 	 Amount 
Further documentary review in preparation for 	 427.50 
hearing on receiver's motion for proper appeal 
route and forum; attend said hearing; report to B. 
Bissell; 

Preparation for and attendance at Zoom Court of 	1,210.00 
Appeal hearing on motion for directions on appeal 
route.; 

Read judgment of Court of Appeal re: proper 	 57.00 
appeal route; report to B. Bissell.; 

Review and analysis of the Court of Appeal's 	 330.00 
decision on appeal routes.; 

Emails from and to E. Gionet re: possible motion to 	165.00 
quash and alternative options.; 

Emails with H. Rosenberg re: applicability of 	 770.00 
motion to a single judge of the court of appeal on 
leave to appeal issues and directions. Emails with 
D. Ullmann re: call to discuss leave to appeal 
issues. Telephone call with him re: same and re: 
outstanding lien issues for the estate. Email to H. 
Rosenberg re: further word from D. Ullmann.; 

Telephone call with D. Ullmann re: possible 
	

330.00 
mediation, issues with same and whether the 
receiver could support it.; 

Email from D. Ullmann re: possible mediation and 	165.00 
issues for same. Email and voicemail to H. Rizarri 
re: same.; 

Review emails among counsel re: mediation, 	 85.50 
quash of appeal, and attendant matters; 

Email to D. Ullmann re: possible issues in priority 	605.00 
distributions. Email to H. Rizarri re: same. Review 
of outstanding issues in the estate and email to 
counsel re: same and re: mediation suggested by 
D. Ullmann and posisble terms of same.; 

Emails with H. Rosenberg re: timing for the 	 110.00 
Receiver's review of subtrade lien claims.; 

Zoom meeting with D. Ullmann, J. Wolf and H. 	 990.00 
Rizarri re: issues outstanding in the determination 
of lien claimant entitlements and the Receiver's 
views on same and on options. Email and 
telephone call thereafter with H. Rizarri.; 

Emails from and to J. Armel re: reference on 
	

275.00 
construction issues. Emails with D. Ullmann re: 
same and re: possibility of mediation and issues 
with same. Email from H. Rosenberg re: 
construction issues.; 

Telephone call with J. Armel re: subtrade lien 	 440.00 
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Date Professional Hours 

10/31/20 BB 0.10 

11/01/20 BB 0.40 

11/02/20 BB 0.60 

Narrative 
issues, reference of lien issues, and possible 
mediation.; 

Emails with J. Armel re: settlement proposal. 
Emails and telephone call with D. Ullmann re: 
same and re: bona fides of negotiation intent by the 
subtrades. 

Amount 

330.00 

Email to D. Ullmann re: issue coming out of the 	 55.00 
conversation with J. Armel.; 

Telephone call with H. Rizarri re: further work on 	220.00 
subtrade lien review and ultimate report, possible 
mediation, and lien reference issues.; 

	

Sub-Total Fees: 	76,230.00 

	

HST on Fees: 	9,909.90 

DISBURSEMENTS 

 

07/21/2020 

Photocopies 	 95.75 
Laser Copies 	 331.00 
Telephone Charges 	 31.05 
Filing Motion Record & Affidavit of Service * 	 320.00 

Sub-Total Disbursements: 	777.80 
Disbursements marked with * indicate exempt 

HST on Disbursements: 	59.52 

TOTAL LEGAL FEES AND DISBURSEMENTS (includes $9,969.42 HST): 	$ 	86,977.22 

THIS IS OUR ACCOUNT HEREIN 

GOLDMAN SLOAN ASH & HABER LLP 

g . 
Per: Brendan Bissell 

E. & 0. E. 



SO 
GSNHOO 

GOLDMAN SLOAN NASH & HABER LLP 
BARRISTERS tr SOLICITORS 

Suite 1600 
480 University Avenue 

Toronto, Ontario 
M5G1V2 

Telephone: (416) 597-9922 
Facsimile: (416) 597-3370 

Remittance Advice 

Crowe Soberman Inc. 
2 St. Clair Ave East Invoice No. 182734 
Toronto, ON M4T 2T5 Invoice Date: November 5, 2020 
Canada 

Attention: Mr. Hans Rizarri Client ID: 100597 
Matter ID: 0001 

Billing Attorney: BB 

Current Billing: 86,977.22 

Previous Balance: 25,916.55 

Total Amount: 112,893.77 

Amount Remitted: $ 



00 
GSNHOO 

GOLDMAN SLOAN NASH 8' HABER LLP 
BARRISTLRS & SOLICITORS 

Crowe Soberman Inc. 
2 St. Clair Ave East 
Toronto, ON M4T 2T5 
Canada 

Attention: Mr. Hans Rizarri 

Suite 1600 
480 University Avenue 

Toronto, Ontario 
M5G1V2 

Telephone: (416) 597-9922 
Facsimile: (416) 597-3370 

Billing Lawyer Brendan Bissell 
Invoice No. 184994 

HST # 12233 6290 RT0001 
Invoice Date April 6, 2021 

Client ID: 100597 Matter ID: 0001 

RE: Deem Management Services Limited, Maxion Construction 
Management - The Uptown Inc., Maxion Construction 
Management Inc., 2453678 Ontario Inc., Donald Dal Bianco, 
Eugene Simnos and Institutional Mortgage Capital Canada Inc. 

FOR PROFESSIONAL SERVICES RENDERED through March 22, 2021 

Date Professional Hours Narrative Amount 

11/12/20 BB 0.60 Review of motion by Maxion to quash the Dal 330.00 
Bianco appeal. Email to D. Ullmann re: proposed 
mediation. Email to E. Gionet re: error in the 
motion.; 

11/13/20 BB 1.10 Emails with the Court re: available court time. 605.00 
Email to counsel re: same and re: issues on the 
motion. Lengthy telephone call with J. Armel re: 
possible mediation and terms of same. Emails with 
J. Armel and H. Rosenberg re: same.; 

11/15/20 BB 0.10 Email to E. D'Agostino and E. Gionet re: February 55.00 
9, 2021 motion date.; 

11/17/20 BB 0.40 Telephone call with D. Ullmann re: possible 
mediation arrangements, position of the Receiver 
on same, and appeal issues.; 

220.00 

11/20/20 BB 0.80 Telephone call with J. Armel re: facts and issues in 
the construction law aspects of the file.; 

440.00 

11/24/20 BB 0.40 Telephone call with D. Ullmann re: possible 220.00 

1IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII111111111111111111111111111111111 

ACCOUNTS ARE DUE WHEN RENDERED 
Pursuant to the Solicitor's Act interest at a rate of 3.00% per annum will be charged on amounts due, calculated commencing one month after the date 
of delivery of this account. Any disbursements recorded after preparation of this account will be billed at a later date. 
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Date Professional Hours 

11/26/20 BB 0.20 

12/01/20 BB 0.60 

01/08/21 BB 0.20 

01/09/21 BB 0.30 

01/11/21 BB 0.20 

01/12/21 BB 0.30 

01/15/21 BB 1.30 

01/20/21 BB 0.30 

01/25/21 JT 1.40 

01/27/21 BB 0.60 

01/28/21 BB 0.20 

01/29/21 BB 0.40 

02/01/21 JT 1.60 

Narrative 	 Amount 
mediation options with and without Maxion.; 

Emails with E. D'Agostino re: without prejudice 	 110.00 
discussions.; 

Review of emails with D. Ullmann and counsel for 	330.00 
lien claimants re: possible mediation. Email to and 
call with H. Rizarri re: same. Emails with the 
subtrade lien claimant lawyers re: same.; 

Review of emails from D. Ullmann and H. 	 110.00 
Rosenberg re: tentative mediation arrangements.; 

Review of letter from D. Ullmann to the Court of 	165.00 
Appeal re: arguing the motion to quash at the 
hearing of the appeal. Emails with E. Gionet re: 
hearing on motion to quash beforehand.; 

Review of several emails re: rescheduling the 	 110.00 
motion to quash.; 

Telephone call with D. Ullmann re: proposed 	 165.00 
mediation and possible review by the Receiver for 
same. Emails with D. Ullmann and E. Gionet re: 
timing of the hearing for the motion to quash.; 

Review of motion materials and factum of Maxion 	715.00 
on the motion to quash. Review of responding 
factum of Dal Bianco. Analysis of whether anything 
further needs to be brought to the Court's 
attention.; 

Emails with J. Turgeon re: preparation of motion 	165.00 
materials.; 

Review Appellant's factum; emails among parties 	455.00 
re: same; review B. Bissell's memo re: upcoming 
receivers motion for approval of fees and activities, 
reference under Construction Act, and advice and 
directions; write draft order re: same; 

Telephone call with D. Ullmann re: missing 
	

330.00 
information necessary for analyzing the funds that 
went to Maxion and related issues that may be 
required for mediation, and options to potentially 
address same.; 

Review of letter from D. Ullmann to the Court of 
	

110.00 
Appeal re: resolution of the motion to quash and a 
new motion for leave to appeal.; 

Emails with D. Ullmann re; planned motion and re: 	220.00 
review being done by the Receiver of subtrade lien 
claiims. Email to the parties re: subtrade lien claim 
review and limits of same.; 

Draft motion materials including draft order and 
	

520.00 
notice of motion re: upcoming receiver's motion for 
approval of fees and activities and reference to 
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Date Professional Hours 

02/04/21 JT 0.20 

02/04/21 BB 1.20 

02/05/21 JT 0.40 

02/06/21 BB 0.60 

02/07/21 BB 0.30 

02/08/21 JT 0.20 

02/08/21 BB 1.60 

02/09/21 BB 3.20 

02/10/21 BB 0.30 

02/11/21 JT 0.40 

02/11/21 BB 4.80 

02/11/21 BB 2.30 

Narrative 
	

Amount 
construction master; attendant documentary 
review; report to B. Bissell; 

Emails among counsel re: upcoming hearing and 	65.00 
possible consent to relief sought; 

Review of emails from the parties re: the Feb. 9 	660.00 
hearing. Email to H. Rosenberg re: same. 
Telephone call with H. Rizarri re: same. Review of 
draft judgment of reference and emails with J. 
Turgeon re: revisions to same.; 

Further draft motion materials including draft order 	130.00 
and notice of motion re: upcoming receiver's 
motion for approval of fees and activities and 
reference to construction master following 
comments from B. Bissell; report to B. Bissell; 

Revisions to draft judgment of reference. Email to 	330.00 
the parties re: same.; 

Emails with H. Rosenberg re: comments on the 	165.00 
draft judgment of reference.; 

Multiple emails among counsels re: upcoming 	 65.00 
hearing and consent to order; 

Emails with D. Ullmann and lien counsel re: terms 	880.00 
of reference. Teleconference with them re: same. 
Preparation of revised draft order re: same.; 

Preparation for hearing. Several emails and calls 	1,760.00 
with counsel re: terms of possible order for 
reference. Telephone call and emails with D. 
Ullmann re: objections by Dal Bianco re: same. 
Preparation of briefing note for Justice Gilmore. 
Telephone call with H. Rizarri re: timing of further 
report. Attendance at hearing. Email to the 
Service List thereafter.; 

Review of draft orders and suggested revisions 
	

165.00 
among counsel. Email re: priority issue 
references.; 

Wokring session with B. Bissell re: receiver's 
	

130.00 
factum on appeal; multiple emails re: appeal and 
outstanding matters on reference to construction 
master; 

Review of issues for appeal by Dal Bianco on 
	

2,640.00 
March 5, 2021 and conference with J. Turgeon re: 
same. Further review of appellant's factum. 
Preparation of draft responding factum on factual 
issues and email to J. Turgeon re: legal 
submissions.; 

Review and analysis of the lien claim of Kieswetter, 	1,265.00 
including further review of documents provided and 
forensic review by the Receiver. Preparation of 
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Date Professional Hours 

02/12/21 JT 4.10 

02/15/21 JT 4.50 

02/16/21 JT 0.80 

02/16/21 BB 1.70 

02/17/21 BB 0.60 

02/18/21 JT 0.30 

02/19/21 BB 0.60 

02/21/21 BB 0.20 

02/22/21 BB 1.10 

02/23/21 BB 0.40 

02/24/21 JT 0.40 

02/24/21 BB 5.70 

02/24/21 BB 2.70 

02/25/21 JT 1.20 

Narrative 
	

Amount 
draft report on this claim including possible defects 
in same.; 

Draft factum of the receiver on appeal; attendant 	1,332.50 
legal research into issues raised, and attendant file 
and documentary review; 

Further draft factum of the receiver on appeal; 
	

1,462.50 
further attendant legal research into issues raised, 
and attendant file and documentary review; 

Further draft factum of the receiver on appeal; 
	

260.00 
further attendant legal research into issues raised, 
and attendant file and documentary review; 
working session with B. Bissell re same; 

Review and analysis of the claim for lien of 
	

935.00 
OneSpace and documents submitted. Review of 
the forensic analysis by the Receiver. Preparation 
of draft report on the claim for lien.; 

Conference with J. Turgeon re: issues for review in 	330.00 
draft Court of Appeal factum.; 

Working session with B. Bissell re: strategy for rest 	97.50 
of file including appeal and attendant matters; 

Telephone call with H. Rizarri re: preparation of 	330.00 
Fourth Report. Review of comments from other 
parties and revisions to draft judgment of 
reference. Email re: same.; 

Emails with H. Rosenberg re: draft order.; 	 110.00 

Review of draft responding factum.; 	 605.00 

Telephone call with D. Ullmann re: claim against 	220.00 
Blaney's and other issues with the proposed 
reference order.; 

Review lawsuit documents against D. Bianco and 	130.00 
his lawyers; working session with B. Bissell re: 
same; 

Emails with counsel re: possible delay due to new 	3,135.00 
claim against Blaney's. Review of claim. 
Revisions to draft factum on appeal. Emails with 
E. Gionet re: timing of responding facta.; 

Review of the claim for lien and documents 
	

1,485.00 
submitted by Deep Foundations and analysis of 
issues. Further review of delay claim and 
evidentiary and legal issues for same. Review of 
the Receiver's forensic review of the claim. 
Preparation of draft report on this subtrade lien and 
issues with same for further review.; 

Review B. Bissell's comments on draft factum; 	 390.00 
memo to B. Bissell re: same; finalize factum; 
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Date Professional Hours 

02/25/21 BB 1.50 

03/01/21 JT 0.20 

03/01/21 BB 0.70 

03/01/21 BB 1.90 

03/02/21 JT 0.20 

03/10/21 BB 1.10 

03/12/21 BB 0.40 

03/22/21 BB 1.20 

Narrative 
oversee service and filing of factum; attendant 
tasks; 

Telephone call with D. Ullmann re: issues in 
continued representation until advice from the 
insurer. Emails with counsel for the subtrade lien 
claimants re: demands to press ahead with the lien 
reference. Telephone call with J. Armel re: same. 
Emails with the Court of Appeal re: filing of 
materials.; 

Review of the claim for lien and documents 
provided by EXP Services and analysis of same, 
including review of agreements and 
correspondence said t form the basis for the 
engagement. Review of the forensic review by the 
Receiver. Preparation of draft report on the lien 
claim.; 

Amount 

825.00 

1,045.00 

Emails among counsel re court of appeal hearing 	65.00 
date and related matters; 

Emails among counsel re: the order directing the 	385.00 
reference, a hearing on same, and impact of the 
new lawsuit against Blaneys on same. Lengthy 
email re: same.; 

Finalize and oversee filing of factum; 	 65.00 

Review of draft fourth report. Analysis of further 	605.00 
issues to address.; 

Emails with E. Gionet and H. Rosenberg re; filing in 	220.00 
the new Maxion lawsuit. Email to D. Ullmann re: 
same and re: representation of Dal Bianco by 
Blaneys in the receivership.; 

Revisions to the background section of the draft 	660.00 
Fourth Report. 

	

Sub-Total Fees: 	28,322.50 

	

HST on Fees: 	3,681.93 

TOTAL LEGAL FEES AND DISBURSEMENTS (includes $3,681.93 HST): 	$ 	32,004.43 

THIS IS OUR ACCOUNT HEREIN 

GOLDMAN SLOAN NASH & HABER LLP 

Per: Brendan Bissell 

E. & 0. E. 



SO 
GSNHOO 

GOLDNIAN SLOAN NASH Es HABER LLP 
BARRISTERS & SOLICITORS 

Suite 1600 
480 University Avenue 

Toronto, Ontario 
M5G1V2 

Telephone: (416) 597-9922 
Facsimile: (416) 597-3370 

Remittance Advice 

Crowe Soberman Inc. 
2 St. Clair Ave East Invoice No. 184994 
Toronto, ON M4T 2T5 Invoice Date: April 6, 2021 
Canada 

Attention: Mr. Hans Rizarri Client ID: 100597 
Matter ID: 0001 

Billing Attorney: BB 

Current Billing: 32,004.43 

Previous Balance: 112,893.77 

Total Amount: 144,898.20 

Amount Remitted: $ 



This is Exhibit “B” to the 
Affidavit of R. Brendan 
Bissell, sworn before me this 

_________________________ 

A Commissioner, etc. 

9th day of April, 2021, via Zoom, in 
accordance with O. Reg. 431/20, 
Administering Oath or Declaration 
Remotely 



 
 

 

Court File No.: CV-18-598657-00CL 
 

ONTARIO 
 SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE 
 (COMMERCIAL LIST) 

 
 

DONALD DAL BIANCO 

Applicant 

- and - 

 

DEEM MANAGEMENT SERVICES LIMITED and THE UPTOWN INC. 

Respondents 

Summary of Accounts of Goldman Sloan Nash & Haber LLP 
(From April 27, 2018 to January 31, 2019) 

 
Invoice 

No. 
Date Period 

Ending 
Hours Fees Disbursements HST Total 

174128 May 2, 

2019 

April 30, 

2019 

27.2 $13,766.00 $436.75 $1,846.36 $16,049.11 

175709 August 2, 

2019 

June 26, 

2019 

16.9 $9,163.50 $0 $1,191.26 $10,354.76 

177645 November 

28, 2019 

November 

21, 2019 

53.3 $24,076.00 $841.75 $3,197.71 $28,115.46 

182734 November 

5, 2020 

November 

2, 2020 

170.5 $76,230.00 $777.80 $9,969.42 $86,977.22 

184994 April 6, 

2021 

March 31, 

2021 

58.0 $28,322.50 $0 $3,681.93 $32,004.43 
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Lawyers for the Receiver, Crowe Soberman Inc. 
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	Fourth Report of the Receiver April 9 2021.pdf
	INTRODUCTION
	1. On May 31, 2018, pursuant to an order of the Honourable Mr. Justice Wilton-Siegel, made on an application by Donald Dal Bianco (“Dal Bianco”), Crowe Soberman Inc. was appointed as Receiver (the “Receiver”) of (collectively the “Property”):
	(i) the property known municipally as 215 and 219 Lexington Road, Waterloo, Ontario N2K 2E1 (the “Real Property”);
	(ii) the assets and undertakings of Deem Management Services Limited (“Deem Management”) related to the Real Property; and
	(iii) the property, assets and undertakings of the Uptown Inc. (the “Uptown”, together with Deem Management the “Companies”).
	2. A copy of Justice Wilton-Siegel’s Order dated May 31, 2018 (the “Receivership Order”) is attached hereto as Appendix “A”.
	3. This report (the “Fourth Report”) is filed by Crowe Soberman Inc. in its capacity as the Receiver of the Property of the Companies.
	4. The orders and reports referred to in this report, together with related Court documents, are posted on the Receiver’s website, which can be found at:
	https://www.crowesobermaninc.com/insolvency-cases/deem-management-services-limited/
	BACKGROUND
	5. The background to the Property is more fully set out in the First Report dated June 8, 2018, a copy of which is attached hereto without appendices as Appendix “B”. By way of overview:
	a) Deem Management is a company that has been working for many decades in the Ontario nursing home and retirement home sector.  It was the registered owner of the Real Property.
	b) A portion of the Real Property was vacant land where the Project (defined below) had started.  The remaining land contained the operating Pinehaven Nursing Home (“Pinehaven”), which is an unrelated third-party nursing home business. Part of Deem Ma...
	c)  The Uptown operated a presentation centre located on the Real Property and was engaged in the planning in connection with the redevelopment of the Real Property, as a seniors retirement residence called the Uptown Residences (the “Project”). The w...
	d) Both Deem Management and the Uptown are owned by Rob Dal Bianco (“Rob”), who is the sole director of the Companies, and is the son of Dal Bianco.
	PROCEDURAL HISTORY OF THE RECEIVERSHIP
	6. Following its appointment, the Receiver filed its First Report, dated June 7, 2018 with the Court. The purpose of the First Report was to approve a proposed sales process, which essentially continued a prior sales process already commenced by the C...
	7. The Receiver filed its Second Report with the Court on July 9, 2018 to seek an approval and vesting order for the sale with the preferred purchaser. In addition, the Second Report sought authority to pay the amounts owing under the first ranking mo...
	8. The Receiver notes that in response to the Second Report, certain construction lien claimants advised of their concerns on the proposed distributions, including whether the holdback obligations of the Companies may be greater than the amount being ...
	9. On August 13, 2018 the Receiver filed its Supplementary Report to the Second Report with the Court. The purpose of the Supplementary Report was to report on the Receiver’s review of the mortgagee and lien claimant priority issues and to request aut...
	10. The Honourable Regional Senior Justice Morawetz (as he then was) granted an order to that effect on August 14, 2018, which also directed the Receiver not to make any other distributions except those authorized by the Court.
	11. The Receiver filed its Third Report with the Court, dated February 8, 2019. The Third Report, among other things, set out various details on the completion of the sale of the Property. In addition, the Third Report sought directions regarding the ...
	12. Subsequent to the Third Report, other parties such as Dal Bianco, Deem Management and Maxion submitted affidavit materials on the issues raised in the Third Report or that the parties wanted to raise in that regard.  Attempts to arrange cross-exam...
	13. The Receiver filed a Supplementary Report to the Third Report dated October 30, 2019. The Supplementary Report was in support of the Receiver’s motion for directions regarding the Third Ranking Mortgage. The Supplementary Report also, among other ...
	14. The hearing on the issues raised in the Third Report and in the parties’ affidavit material proceeded before the Honourable Justice Penny on November 21, 2019.  Despite the previous position that cross-examinations were not required, several of th...
	15. The Court on November 21, 2019 also approved the Third Report and Supplementary Report as well as the fees and disbursements of the Receiver and of its counsel.  A copy of that Order is attached as Appendix “E”.
	PURPOSE
	16. The purpose of this Fourth Report is to:
	a) Report to the Court on the activities of the Receiver since the date of the Supplementary Report to the Third Report;
	b) Report to the Court and the parties regarding the Receiver’s review of the subtrade lien claims;
	c) Report to the Court on further steps in the Receivership and seek direction from the Court regarding the involvement of the Receiver in those steps;
	d) Provide the Court with a summary of the Receiver’s cash receipts and disbursements for the period from February 1, 2019 to March 31, 2021; and
	e) Seek an Order:
	i. Approving the Fourth Report and the Receiver’s conduct and activities described therein; and
	ii. Approving the fees and disbursements of the Receiver and of the Receiver’s counsel to February 28, 2021.
	TERMS OF REFERENCE
	17. In developing this Fourth Report, the Receiver has relied upon certain unaudited financial information prepared by the Companies’ management and staff, the Companies’ books and records and discussions with their management, staff, agents, and cons...
	ACTIVITIES SINCE THE SUPPLEMENT TO THE THIRD REPORT
	Severing of s. 78 issues

	18. The parties again failed to conduct cross-examinations on the affidavit materials filed in response to the Third Report, despite the court-ordered timetable in the November 21, 2019 endorsement.
	19. As a result, on January 29, 2020, the Receiver and the parties attended a scheduling hearing.  The parties requested that the issue of the application of s. 78 of the Construction Act be severed from the other issues raised in the Third Report and...
	The s. 78 motion

	20. In order to prepare for the March 6, 2020 hearing, the Receiver and the parties compiled an agreed statement of facts.
	21. On March 6, 2020, the Receiver and the parties attended a hearing before Justice Gilmore to argue the priorities under section 78 of the Construction Act between the construction liens and the Third Ranking Mortgage.
	22. By reasons released on March 10, 2020, Justice Gilmore held that the lien claimants had priority over the Third Ranking Mortgage in respect of the Property and the proceeds of sale of the Property pursuant to s. 78 of the Construction Act.  A copy...
	Appellate issues regarding the s. 78 decision

	23. On March 19, 2020, Don Dal Bianco filed an appeal of the s. 78 decision.
	24. As a result of a disagreement among the parties in correspondence, the Receiver filed a Notice of Motion on July 16, 2020, for directions on whether the appeal of March 6 order should be heard in the Court of Appeal or the Divisional Court, and if...
	25. On July 28, Justice Jamal ordered that the motion be heard before a three judge panel because a single judge did not have jurisdiction on the issue. The hearing was set to be heard on September 3, 2020 before the panel.
	26. The Receiver attended before the panel at the Court of Appeal and on September 18, 2020 the panel ruled that the jurisdiction to hear the appeal was the Court of Appeal.  However, that motion did not address whether leave to appeal was required pu...
	27. A motion by Maxion before the Court of Appeal seeking to strike out Dal Bianco’s appeal on the basis that it required leave was scheduled for February 8, 2021.  That motion did not proceed, because Maxion and Dal Bianco resolved the issue by agree...
	28. The Court of Appeal set March 5, 2021 to hear the appeal the s. 78 decision.
	Further steps in the Receivership

	29. Due to the COVID restrictions on court operations, the scheduled 3 day trial of an issue did not proceed in June of 2020.
	30. On June 30, 2020, the Receiver attended a scheduling hearing before Justice Hainey to discuss whether that trial should be scheduled for October 26, 2020 or in the later part of 2021.  With the consent of the parties, the Receiver requested that t...
	31. The Receiver then entered discussions with all the stakeholders about a possible a mediation of some or all issues. Although several attempts were made to convene a mediation hearing, Maxion did not agree to a mediation despite all other stakehold...
	32. A case conference before Justice Gilmore on February 9, 2021 was held by the Receiver’s counsel in which the parties agreed that a reference to a Master be made to determine the validity and quantum of the lien claims, as well as determining how m...
	33. The order for the reference to the Master has not yet been approved by Dal Bianco.
	New claim by Maxion and its impact

	34. On February 12, 2021, Maxion and other related companies to Maxion, along with its principal Paul Michelin served an Amended Statement of Claim to a Notice of Action issued March 6, 2020 against the Companies (in receivership), as well as Don Dal ...
	35. As a result of this new claim, counsel for Dal Bianco was unable to proceed with the appeal scheduled on March 5, 2021 or to take any other steps while their ability to continue on as counsel was being discussed with their insurer.
	36. As of the date of this report, Blaney McMurtry advises that those issues remain unresolved, such that they and Dal Bianco are unable to respond to the issues in the Receivership or to reschedule the appeal.
	SUBTRADE LIEN REVIEW
	37. In December of 2019, the subtrade lien claimants asked the Receiver to review their lien claims.  In order to do so, the subtrades provided the Receiver with affidavits setting out the basis for those claims as well as certain evidence and documen...
	a) the affidavit of Gordon Ho sworn December 23, 2019 on behalf of EXP Services Inc. as Appendix “I”;
	b) the affidavit of Michael Cianchetti sworn December 18, 2019 on behalf of Deep Foundations Contractors Inc., now GFL Infrastructure Group Inc., as Appendix “J”;
	c) the affidavit of Rod Rowbotham sworn January 17, 2020 on behalf of Onespace Unlimited Inc., as Appendix “K”;  and
	d) the affidavit of Roger Kieswetter sworn December 19, 2019 on behalf of Kieswetter Excavating Inc. as Appendix “L”.

	38. The Receiver also requested further materials from the subtrade lien claimants in connection with allegations by Rob Dal Bianco on behalf of Deem Management that work on the project in question was supposed to have stopped on January 24, 2018, bec...
	39. Having considered the procedural requirements for the subtrade lien claims, the Receiver also reviewed those claims for their substance, including the quantum sought.  The Receiver has also noted certain further documentation or information that m...
	40. The Receiver notes that, even if the Receiver’s review of the subtrade lien claims were accepted by the partis or the Court, that would not allow for a determination of the amounts payable to the subtrade lien claimants from the funds held by the ...
	a)  if Maxion was the general contractor on the project, then s. 17 of the Construction Act limits the right of these subtrades to claim against the funds held by the Receiver to the lesser of (i) what is owed to Maxion as general contractor under its...
	b) if Maxion was not the general contractor (for example because it was also an “owner” within the meaning of the Construction Act and its jurisprudence, which could result in Maxion being disentitled to a lien) then the subtrade lien claimants could ...

	41. Maxion did not provide an affidavit for review.  While the Receiver has been provided with some documents in connection with Maxion’s lien claims through the affidavits filed on the Receiver’s motion and Third Report on the Third Ranking Mortgage,...
	42. The issues in connection with Maxion’s involvement in the project are ones that seem best determined through reference to the construction lien masters at Toronto on account of the construction issues that will arise in that regard.  Such issues w...
	FURTHER STEPS AND DIRECTIONS REGARDING INVOLVEMENT OF THE RECEIVER
	43. There are three broad categories of steps that will, or may, be necessary to take in order to bring the administration of this Receivership to a close.
	The s. 78 order appeal

	44. The first is the resolution of the outstanding appeal from the March 6, 2020 decision regarding the priority of the lien claimants as against the Third Ranking Mortgage.  The Receiver was involved in the motion at first instance and has submitted ...
	45. The Receiver recommends that it participate in those appellate proceedings for the assistance of the parties and the Court.
	The reviewable transaction issues in the Third Report

	46. The second is the resolution of the remaining matters raised by the Receiver’s Third Report, which may engage reviewable transaction issues in connection with the Third Ranking Mortgage.  Previous endorsements of this Court have indicated that a t...
	47. The Receiver recommends that these matters be deferred pending the result of the appellate proceedings regarding the March 6, 2020 decision, because if that decision is upheld then the practical effect will be that the other issues raised in the T...
	48. If it becomes necessary to return to the issues in the Third Report, a schedule to hold cross-examinations and a trial of an issue will be necessary.  Previous bookings have been for a three day trial in that regard.
	The construction issues and a reference

	49. The third is the resolution of the construction issues in Maxion’s claims, as noted in paragraph 42, above, as well as any issues regarding the liens of the subtrades that cannot be resolved as among the parties (being principally Deem Management ...
	50. The Receiver recommends that all such issues be referred to a construction lien master at Toronto.  The form of order in that regard is included in the Receiver’s motion record and has been agreed to by all parties other than Dal Bianco.
	51. The Receiver notes that its participation in the reference to the construction lien master may or may not be appropriate.
	52. Weighing against such participation would be that the parties with actual knowledge of the matters at issue are Maxion, the subtrade lien claimants, Dal Bianco and Deem Management, all of whom are also represented by counsel.  It is therefore not ...
	53. Weighing in favour of such participation would be that the Receiver does already have familiarity with the issues and with some of the facts, even as they pertain to Maxion’s claims, and that the Receiver has been previously able to facilitate agr...
	54. The Receiver makes no recommendation in this regard and instead seeks the input of the parties and, if the parties are unable to agree, the direction of the Court on the extent to which the Receiver should participate in the lien reference proceed...
	RECEIVERS INTERIM STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS AND DISBURSEMENTS
	55. Attached to this report as Appendix “O’, is the Receiver’s Interim Statement of Receipts and Disbursements for the period May 31, 2018 to February 28, 2021. During this period, receipts were $20,479,996.12 while disbursements were $15,007,701.35, ...
	PROFESSIONAL FEES
	56. Pursuant to the Receivership Order, the Receiver and its counsel, were granted a Receiver’s Charge against the Property as security for their fees and disbursements and were directed to seek approval for such fees and disbursements.  The Receiver ...
	Fees of the Receiver- Crowe Soberman Inc. (“CSI”)

	57. From February 1, 2019 to March 31, 2021 the total fees incurred by CSI were $89,809.75 plus HST in the amount of $11,675.27 for a total of $101,485.02
	58. Attached as Appendix “P” is the affidavit of Hans Rizarri sworn April 8, 2021, which includes a detailed summary of services, time charges and applicable hourly rates related to CSI’s detailed statements of account for the period February 1, 2019 ...
	Fees of Counsel to the Receiver- Goldman, Sloan, Nash & Haber LLP (“GSNH”)

	59. From February 1, 2019 to March 31, 2021 the total fees incurred by GSNH were $151,558.00 plus HST in the amount of $19,886.68 for a total of $173,500.98
	60. Attached as Appendix “Q” is the affidavit of Brendan Bissell sworn April 9, 2021, which includes a detailed summary of services, time charges and applicable hourly rates related to GSNH’s detailed statements of account for the period February 1, 2...
	All of which is respectfully submitted this 9th  day of April, 2021
	Crowe Soberman Inc.
	in its capacity as Court-appointed
	Receiver of Deem Management Services Limited
	and The Uptown Inc., and not in its personal capacity




